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Introduction
HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Although I have used and written about dozens of personal

and larger computers over the years, I have purchased only

two. The first one was an IBM Personal Computer; the other,

a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 portable computer. Origi-

nally, I bought the Model 100 as a traveling supplement to the

IBM, since it allowed me to work anywhere and later transfer

my work to the IBM for more substantial “word crunching.”

Since then, I find myself using the portable more and more,

even in the office. If I’m going someplace where I know I’ll

have to wait, I’ll take along the portable. I take it over to my

ham radio equipment and use it to send radioteletype. I take

it on the subway. It goes with me to the library. No place is

sacred anymore.

But these lap computers move in other ways as well. At a

conference in the summer of 1983, Bill Gates, President of

Microsoft Corporation (which played a large role in the design

of both lap computers), observed that he often finds himself

becoming “evangelical” about the Model 100, wanting to

show family and friends how easy it is to use. He is not alone

in his enthusiasm. Many of my colleagues, either at my insti-

gation or their own, have “gone portable.”

This guide is intended for both current and prospective

owners of the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 or the NEC
PC-8201A portable computer. Current owners will find valu-

able tips in getting more performance and productivity out of

their computers by reading through the entire book. Even if

one of the areas covered here plays only a small role in how

13



14 Introduction

you use the computer, having the knowledge of its powers
may open up new opportunities that will only enhance your
enjoyment of the machine that sits in your lap.

Prospective owners should read Part I very closely, since it

deals with the abilities and comparable features of the two
computers. You will learn in Chapter 1 what these portables
are all about, and whether they’re all that they’re advertised
to be. In Chapter 2, you will see an in-depth comparison of
the two machines, from how well they fit inside a briefcase to
how they differ in editing BASIC programs.
From there, the prospective owner may want to look at

individual sections which are of importance in a particular
application. Part II is devoted to the Model 100 hardware. In
Chapter 3, for example, you’ll get the lowdown on the avail-

able battery systems and how much life to expect from them.
Chapter 4 provides details on how the Model 100 connects to
printers, telephones, other computers, and more accessories.

Part III is devoted to the built-in software in the Model 100.
In Chapter 5, you will get a crash course in files and filenames,
an important subject with this computer. You will learn, in
Chapter 6, how to use a number of BASIC commands in the
everyday operation of your computer, without having to learn
the language itself. These commands expand your powers im-
mensely and just might inspire you to learn BASIC program-
ming. Also included are the common error statements you
might encounter when running BASIC programs, and what
to do to solve the problems.

Chapter 7 is devoted to the TEXT program. Included here
are performance tips collected from months of heavy use.
You’ll find a listing for two useful programs, one that mea-
sures the size of a file and one that prints documents with
proper margins, headers, and page numbers, plus automatic
envelope formating. You’ll also learn how to save your docu-
ments on cassette tape and other media.

Chapters 8 and 9 cover the two programs unique to the
Model 100, ADDRSS and SCHEDL. With ADDRSS you
will have a program at your disposal that helps you enter
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names and. addresses just like a full-scale database manage

ment program.

Since telecommunications is a mystery to most people,

Chapter 10 takes you through everything you’ll need to know

to get the Model 100 communicating effectively with an on-

line database, either through the built-in modem or the RS-

232 port. You’ll also be warned of the most common problems

that novice users encounter and how to avoid them.

The appendixes contain valuable information for everyone.

Appendix A is tailored specifically for PC-8201A owners to

apply the Model 100 discussions to the NEC computer. Ap-

pendix B discusses the use of portable computers on commer-

cial aircraft. Ways of conserving memory space are provided

in Appendix C, as well as a compact compilation of several

programs listed throughout the book. Appendix D lists a pro-

gram that will keep your Model 100 files secure from snoop-

ers. Appendixes E and F will help the BASIC programmer,

for either machine, convert programs designed for the other.

And finally, Appendix G provides a list of suppliers of soft-

ware and accessories for the two computers.

This book is most definitely not a replacement for the own-

er’s manuals that come with both computers. Rather, it picks

up where the manuals leave off, providing further explanation

where needed and practical tips you can apply right away.

Keep your computer handy, especially in Part III, because

you’ll want to follow along in the keystroke-by-keystroke in-

structions. Most importantly, take it slow and have fun at it.

Don’t try to drink it in all at once. Once you’re comfortable

with the fundamentals, then get ready to experiment on your

own. Use the tips given here as launching pads for your own

explorations. You’re bound to discover new techniques I

haven’t even imagined.
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CHAPTER

The Genius of the

Briefcase Portable

Computer

You have every reason to be excited about the Radio Shack

TRS-80 Model 100 and NEC PC-8201A portable computers.

Whether you’re just thinking about buying one or have al-

ready made the choice, you’ll be amazed at the power, flexi-

bility, and true ease of use of these notebook-sized wonders.

They let you write, calculate, and communicate—be produc-

tive—in airports, in classrooms, on commuter trains, in hotel

rooms, and at poolside. And yet you can also bring the same

computer into an office or study and have it function in many

ways like a desktop personal computer.

The idea behind a productive personal computer dates back

to the mid-1970s, when the data processing department was

in command of a company’s computers. Managers had to wait

for the weekly printout to see the latest figures. Gradually, as

the cost of components inside computers decreased, and the

computing ability of small computers increased, individual

managers, students, and professionals could justify the cost of

owning a computer for instantaneous results. A personal com-

puter, therefore, is one which requires the operator to decide

what the computer will be doing at any given moment—at the

operator’s convenience.

More recently, in 1981, the first generation of transportable

19



20 Understanding Briefcase Computers

computers was born. These suitcase-sized machines are por-
table by virtue of a carrying handle on the cabinet and little

else. Inside is essentially a traditional desktop personal com-
puter with compacted electronics and a small video display.
But to classify these machines as “portable” stretches the
imagination. Most weigh over twenty-five pounds, can’t fit

under some airplane seats, and operate from AC power or a
bulky external battery supply. They make good compact
desktop machines that can be easily transported home at night
or kept in the trunk of a traveling salesperson’s car. But an
executive would protest at having to lug one of these comput-
ers around the country through airports. And a student trying
to take class notes on such a computer would have to reserve
the seat next to the AC outlet and would need plenty of space
—assuming the writing table could support the weight.

Today, the computer marketplace offers the computing
consumer truly portable computers that fit inside a briefcase,
operate off internal batteries, feature a full-sized typewriter
keyboard, have a large enough display to show blocks of text
or financial calculations, and have enough memory capacity to
perform useful jobs.

The first of these briefcase portables to break through the
astronomical price/performance ratios of earlier machines are
the Radio Shack Model 100 and the NEC PC-8201A. Both
machines (manufactured by Kyoto Ceramics of Japan) have a
number of similarities that suggest their common heritage, yet
each has a handful of distinguishing features. We’ll get to
these comparisons in the next chapter.

These computers would not operate for weeks on four pen-
light batteries or store information with the power switch off
were it not for a technology that will play an increasing role in
electronics products to come: a process for manufacturing in-
tegrated circuit chips, called CMOS (pronounced “see-moss,”
for Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor). CMOS al-

lows previously power-hungry chips to operate with much less

drain on the power source. Moreover, certain memory chips,
called RAM (for Random Access Memory), which normally
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lose their contents when power is turned off, can retain the

information stored in them when a very low current is applied

to their CMOS versions. This type of memory is nonvolatile.

The result is not only a battery-powered computer that oper-

ates with the same kind of chips as a big desktop computer,

but also a fast-responding computer memory which, in many

ways, outperforms a disk drive as a storage device.

As a Standalone Computer

To those computer shoppers who have been waiting pa-

tiently for a useful portable computer, the Model 100/PC-

8201A class is an answer to your prayers. But for those who

are just now embarking on the task of finding a computer

—

any kind of computer—these machines may only add to the

bewildering choices available.

Perhaps the first question to address is whether these por-

tables are powerful enough to be someone’s primary or only

Figure 1. The Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 Portable

Computer.
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computer for business or school. Indeed, Radio Shack adver-
tises the Model 100 as “The Micro Executive Workstation”
and pictures it used in the office with a printer. Are these
serious computers, or are they just enhanced toys? Three basic
features of both computers make them serious computers.

Human Factors

Perhaps the most important feature of these two machines
is the way the user and computer communicate with each
other—through the keyboard and display. The keyboard is

full-sized, providing equally comfortable typing for both ex-
perienced and hunt-and-peck typists. The keyboard (indeed
the entire computer) could have been made smaller, as it is on
Radio Shack’s pocket computers and other portable comput-
ers, such as the Hewlett-Packard HP-75 and Texas Instru-
ments CC-40. But the choice was for practical full-sized
typewriter-style keys.

The display is equally important. So many other smaller
portable computers on the market have single-line displays of
16 or 32 characters across. For serious computing—word
processing, graphics, electronic spreadsheets, telecommu-
nications, database management—a single-line display is

insufficient. But even the lap computer’s choice of an 8-line-

by-40-character display is a compromise. Many computer
users prefer displays capable of 80 characters across, allowing
for example, more natural document presentation. But such
displays, as used in the Teleram bubble memory portables,
are much more expensive to produce. The lap computer’s
eight-line depth, however, produces just as much text as the
4-line Teleram display (320 characters), but with larger, more
readable letters. It is also more conducive to the display of
graphics—bar charts, graphs, and so on.

Expansion Possibilities

The second design factor is the ability of these lap comput-
ers to connect to a wide array of outside accessories, ov periph-

erals. Any desktop computer will give the user the option of
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Figure 2. The NEC PC-8201A Portable Computer.

adding an outboard printer, mass storage device, telephone

modem, and other communications devices. Often, as with

the Commodore, Apple, and IBM PC computers, these con-

nections involve the addition of costly adapters.

But with these lap computers, all those adapters are built

in, and they conform to industry standards. You can tie the

tiny computer into a sophisticated letter-quality printer that

costs three times as much and outweighs the computer ten to

one. All you need are the cables that run between the com-

puter and the printer, plotter, modem (the modem is built

into the Model 100 as well), cassette recorder, and even a bar-

code reader.

Software Integration

The third and most revolutionary design factor of these lap

computers is the successful integration of the machine’s hard-

ware and built-in software. Most reviewers of these machines

focus merely on the fact that a reasonable selection of practical

software programs resides permanently in the computer text
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editing, telecommunications, BASIC language, and, on the
Model 100, two database-type programs. While this is an im-
portant feature, the prime significance is how well the soft-
ware works together to make operating the computer easier
for you.

To appreciate how this level of integration differs from a
traditional floppy disk-based computer, consider an example.
You may have individual disk programs for word processing,
telecommunications, an electronic address book, and BASIC.
Typically, these programs come under different brand names,
and it is likely that you will have separate storage diskettes for
each program. The only common element these programs
share is what is called the operating system, perhaps the CP/M
or MS-DOS operating system, itself a separate disk program
that conditions the computer to handle the other programs.
Now if you wish to compose a contract to send to Mr. Jones,
you will, of course, use the word processing program. And if

you want to send a cover letter along with that document, you
will want to instantly retrieve Mr. Jones’s address from your
electronic address book. But to do that, you must exit the
word processing program, change disks, start up the address
book program, and hope there is some way you can transfer
that address to your cover letter. Usually, because the pro-
grams are two separate entities, a simple transfer is not pos-
sible. You must write down the address, change disks again,
restart the word processing program, and retype the address.
Then, if you also wish to send a note to Mr. Jones via elec-
tronic mail to tell him you’re mailing the contract, you will
likely have to convert files and swap more disks before you
can even dial the phone to transmit the message.
But with the integration of software provided by the lap

computers, the computer does all the disk swapping for you.
In our example, information from an address file can be re-
trieved and copied to the letter in about a dozen keystrokes
without ever touching a disk. All programs share a common
base of information files and automatically retrieve informa-
tion from the proper files without your having to remember
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where to look. Frequently used programs can be maintained

in the computer’s memory and are started by moving a pointer

to the program’s name and pressing a key—you don’t have to

load them each time, as on a disk drive machine.

Ease of Use

Even when you turn on the computer, you are presented

immediately with more information about the computer’s sta-

tus than you could get from a few minutes of poking around a

desktop computer. The date, time, list of available files, and

amount of free space are displayed at once—information any

user may need at the start of a session. Operation of the built-

in programs is greatly simplfied with the help of the com-

puter’s function keys, which perform often used operations in

one or two strokes. The assigned operations can change from

program to program and even within the same program, but

the computer displays a legend above each key to remind you

of its current function.

Although the phrase easy to use is overworked by computer

advertisers, especially when the computer in question is any-

thing but easy to use, these lap computers come closer to

living up to the true definition than any other computer you

are likely to use for some time to come. Their self-contained

simplicity, intuitive operation, and file access speed rival the

likes of Apple’s Macintosh and the integrated software sys-

tems for the IBM PC.

Those who buy the Model 100 or PC-8201A as their first

computer probably will not appreciate the high level of soft-

ware integration and true ease of use as will those who have

struggled with incompatible disk files and sluggish operating

systems on other computers. The former will appreciate it,

however, if they later acquire a more traditional desktop com-

puter of any style.Those who already use desktop computers

will find that the novelty of a complete and compact computer

sitting in their laps won’t wear off quickly, if ever. In fact,

because the portable computer is so convenient, desktop com-
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puter owners will find themselves reaching for the lap com-

puter before the desktop machine unless they need a specific

high-power program.

As a Second Computer

One of the more attractive aspects of a lap computer as fully

featured as the Model 100 or PC-8201A is its ability to func-

tion as a portable extension of a desktop computer. Until now,
the difficulty with a number of pocket and portable computers

has been that there was virtually no way for these products to

communicate with a larger personal computer.

With these lap computers, however, writers can transfer to

the home-based computer any kind of text document created

while on the go. Moreover, with a knowledge of BASIC pro-

gramming—which you can learn very handily on these ma-
chines—you can create data-gathering programs to maintain

information files that are compatible with more powerful pro-

grams, like dBase II, which run on the desk computer. When
you’re back in the office, simply transfer the information to

your storage disk. Then let the bigger computer perform its

wizardry on that data.

Such a transfer works both ways. If you’re working on a

document with your desk computer, you can copy it to the

portable computer to continue work while on the road. When
you return, copy the revised version back to your desk com-
puter. It is indeed a case of “taking it with you.”

You won’t, however, have the capability of transferring

programs you use on your desk computer over to the portable

computer. As you may have discovered by now, programs

written for one kind of computer do not run on others. But

with the rush by third-party software companies to develop

more programs for these machines, you may soon have the

same software choices for your lap computer—not with the

same speed and memory abilities of the bigger machines, but

with the essential capabilities to make these computers the

most productive work tools.



CHAPTER

Buyer’s Guide to

the Model 100 and

PC-8201A

While the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 and NEC PC-

8201A have much in common, significant differences may

draw you to one machine or the other, depending on the way

you intend to use the computer. We’ll examine their differ-

ences from this point of view and see which is best suited to

your operating habits.
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Physical Size and Shape

Both computers have identical notebook-sized dimensions,
81/2 by 11?/8 inches, but they are shaped differently in their
height—the Model 100 is almost flat, while the PC-8201A
slopes more noticeably. The effect of the added slope on the
NEC is twofold: (1) the keyboard has a contour more like that
of electric typewriters and is thus a bit less fatiguing over long
periods of use; and (2) the liquid crystal display (LCD) is at a
more direct angle with the eyes, which may not be an advan-
tage as we’ll see in a moment.
At one point, the NEC is more than one-half inch taller

than the Radio Shack computer. The Model 100, because of
its flatter form, stows better than the PC-8201A in a crowded
briefcase.

Keyboard

This is one area in which the two computers part company.
Keyboard factors are important because they affect the
method by which you communicate with the computer.
Although both keyboards are full-sized and full-travel (i.e.,

the keys push down as on a typewriter), the locations of some
symbols and punctuation marks are vastly different. The
Model 100’s layout is similar to that of an IBM Selectric type-

Figure 4. The PC-8201A (left) offers slightly better keyboard
angle than the Model 100 (right), but sits higher in a briefcase.



Figure 5. Significant keyboard differences include the ar-

rangement of cursor keys, location of some punctuation keys,

size of the ENTER key, and the built-in numeric keypad of

the Model 100 (bottom).
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writer and the IBM Personal Computer. The keys to watch
for are the following symbols:

If you are accustomed to the IBM keyboard, then you know
where to find these symbols when typing quickly. They will

be where you expect them on the Model 100.

Not so on the PC-8201A, where these keys follow conven-
tions more like those of NEC’s other computers and many
Japanese computers. Frequently used keys, such as the apos-
trophe, left and right parentheses, quotation, and colon, are

in entirely different places than you may be used to. If the

portable computer is the only keyboard you use, then this

may be acceptable. But if you constantly switch between your
portable computer and a typewriter or another computer (with
the IBM-style keyboard), you will have to shift mental gears

and be conscious of which keyboard you’re using. The back-
space key suffers from similar dislocation on the NEC’s key-

board.

Other advantages of the Model 100 keyboard include a large

ENTER key and an adequate built-in numeric keypad. By
pressing the NUM key, you convert ten keys of the typewriter

keyboard into a somewhat irregular numeric keypad. The
numbers are printed on the keys in reverse blocks to help you
remember which is which. With only a little practice, repeti-

tive numeric entry will be faster than with the top row of keys.

The Model 100 also lets you type in numerous graphics and
alternate language characters directly from the keyboard
(using the GRPH and CODE keys). You can do this to a lesser

extent on the PC-8201A (using the GRPH key), but you have
to create most of these special symbols yourself (see Character

Set, below).

Function Keys

Advertisements for the PC-8201A boast ten function keys
compared to eight on the Model 100. What may be confusing

to shoppers is that they see only five on the NEC. (Function
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keys are labeled FI, F2, etc.) The other five are available by

using the SHIFT key in concert with the same five keys. In a

program that uses function keys, the legend corresponding to

each key, displayed on the screen above it, changes every time

you press the SHIFT key, revealing the functions for what are

effectively now F6 through F10, although the actual keys are

only labeled FI through F5. On the Model 100, the legends

for all eight function keys appear on the screen at one time,

albeit with a maximum of four letters each (the PC-8201

A

displays up to six letters of a legend). To help the user corre-

late each legend with the appropriate function key, the Model

100 screen prints below the legends small numbered bars cor-

responding to the function key number. NEC has no such

labels, but with only five function keys and five legends show-

ing at any one time, it is not confusing.

In the built-in programs, the NEC has configured the func-

tion keys so that the key that gets you out of the program,

usually the MENU key, is F10, i.e., SHIFT-F5. This means

that you have a two-handed keystroke to exit any program or

leave the terminal mode of the TELCOM program. The

Model 100, on the other hand, assigns this exit key to F8,

easily accessible with one hand.

The four function keys on the Model 100 labeled PASTE,

LABEL, PRINT, and BREAK/PAUSE have their equiva-

lents on the NEC in one form or another. PASTE is per-

formed by SHIFT-PAST; LABEL, which turns the function

key legends on and off, is performed by a shifted function key

only in the TEXT program; PRINT is performed by a func-

tion key (called LIST) only in the main menu; and BREAK/

PAUSE is performed by the STOP key. The INS (insert) key

on the NEC is an editing key used for editing programs, which

we will cover in the section on BASIC Program Editing.

Cursor Keys

The cursor key system on the NEC PC-8201A far outshines

that of the Model 100. The PC-8201A features four keys in a

diamond arrangement with each key’s orientation correspond-
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ing to the direction the cursor will move. This is much more
natural than on the Model 100, which has the four cursor
movement keys in a horizontal row. It may take someone
months of Model 100 use to remember which key is which
without looking. With the NEC’s spongy-feeling cursor key
construction, it is easier to perform repeated cursor move-
ments with less fatigue; the Model 100’s cursor keys are much
stiffer.

LCD Screen

In the display department, only the angle of the screens
differs from machine to machine, as noted above. There is no
clearly best choice, however, because the amount of glare you
get at a given angle is entirely dependent on the location of
the light source and surrounding surfaces. In some cases, hav-
ing the less angled display of the Model 100 helps bring in
light through a window, creating a greater contrast between
characters and the display background. But if you are sitting
at a desk against a white wall, the angle of the NEC display
prevents an annoying reflection of the wall’s surface. Fortu-
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nately, both computers are easy enough to move around for

optimum lighting and minimum glare.

Character Set

The term character set refers to the letters, numbers, and

symbols which the computer can generate in its display. Prac-

tically every computer is capable of the basic symbols which

you see plainly on the keys themselves. But both the NEC
and Radio Shack computers are capable of producing more

than what you see.

The PC-8201A allows you to define thirty characters which

can be put on the screen directly from the keyboard by simul-

taneously pressing the GRPH key and one of the letter keys.

You can also define another thirty-two characters which can

be displayed on the screen in the course of running a BASIC

program. This character definition is normally not a simple

task, but the PC-8201A comes with a cassette BASIC program

that guides you through the tedious process. The payoff is

that you can create custom-looking alphabets or other charac-

ters for your own programming.

The Model 100, on the other hand, comes equipped with a

very large character set already in the computer. It is unalter-

able but presents enough graphics characters, blocks, and

lines to take care of most situations in your BASIC program-

ming. Other predefined symbols include common fractions,

foreign currency signs, complex math functions, and special

letters from other languages (with umlauts, accents, and the

like). All of these symbols can be typed in from the keyboard,

although you will probably use them more in a BASIC pro-

gram than directly from the keyboard; you can use the GRPH-
P (simultaneously press the GRAPH and P keys) telephone

symbol, for example, to designate a phone call you must make

in the schedule program. Some programmers may object that

they cannot change the character set to meet their needs. Oth-

ers will appreciate that a lot of the work has already been done

for them by the computer’s designers.
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Figure 7. The Model 100 (top) has graphics and alternate

alphabet characters built in, while such characters must be
programmed into the PC-8201A by the user.
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Battery Systems

The Model 100 runs on four AA cells or on an AC adapter.

This adapter is not a charger. When in use, the adapter cuts

the batteries off from the circuit, preserving their life for when

the computer is used as a portable.

Owners of the PC-8201A have another choice. In addition

to running the computer on four AA cells (which fit inside a

slide-out battery compartment), you can also buy optional

rechargeable battery packs, which take the place of the AA
cell compartment. With the regular AA cell compartment in-

stalled, the optional AC adapter works in the same way as on

the Model 100—as a battery eliminator. But with the re-

chargeable battery pack in place, the same AC adapter contin-

uously charges the batteries, even with the computer turned

off. Battery life of the rechargeable pack is rated at less than

one-third that of alkaline cells, but the rechargeable pack will

take about 500 rechargings before it needs to be replaced.

Both computers have a small rechargeable battery inside the

case that keeps a low level current flowing through the RAM
circuits to maintain information stored there when the power

Figure 8. The PC-8201A with its battery compartment par-

tially pulled out.
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is off and when changing AA batteries. See Chapter 3 for more
details on batteries and battery life.

Random Access Memory (RAM)

The Model 100 has an upward limit of 32 kilobytes of avail-

able memory (a kilobyte is the equivalent of 1024 typed char-

acters). Of the 32K, just under 30,000 bytes are actually

usable, since the computer takes up some of the RAM for its

operation. There is also a limit of twenty-four different files

possible in the Model 100 menu directory. Of these twenty-

four, five are already spoken for by the built-in programs,
leaving you with nineteen possible files. If either the directory

or memory fills up, no new files can be entered into the com-
puter.

The PC-8201A, however, has a RAM system far superior in

quantity and flexibility. Up to 64K can be installed inside the

computer, with an additional 32K possible with a nonvolatile,

plug-in RAM cartridge.

Memory in the PC-8201A is partitioned into three 32K seg-

ments, so you have no more than 32K or twenty-four files

showing in the menu directory at one time. To gain access to

another 32K segment, you must switch memory banks. The
first bank, or Bank 1, contains the internal 16K that comes
standard with the computer. From there you can add 8K
chips to bring Bank 1 to a maximum of 32K. If more internal

memory is desired, you can begin filling up Bank 2 with 8K
chips, also to a maximum of 32K. Bank 3 is the plug-in RAM
cartridge, which comes fully loaded with 32K. You can plug

in the RAM cartridge regardless of how much, or how little,

memory is already installed in the computer. By pressing

SHIFT-F5, you begin to cycle through all available banks, as

shown in Figure 9.

With this system, although you really don’t have more than

32K available at one time, you can switch between banks and
cartridges just as if you had a low-capacity disk drive installed.



Figure 10. The PC-8201A 32K nonvolatile RAM cartridge.
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BANK 1 BANK 1

BANK 2 BANK 3

BANK 1

BANK 2

Figure 9. The memory bank switching sequence in the PC
8201A depends on how many memory banks are installed.

BANK 3
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With enough plug-in cartridges, for example, a writer could
literally produce a full-length book on the PC-8201A. A few
of the programs supplied on tape with the PC-8201A function
as utilities for the bank switching technique. One allows you
to back up one bank into another. A second program lets you
transfer a file from bank to bank. A third is for BASIC pro-
grammers who want to allow bank transfers during a BASIC
program.

The 32K cartridges feature a small nonrechargeable battery

that keeps data that is stored in the cartridge “alive.” Battery
life in the cartridges must be monitored carefully if you intend
to save the data; NEC recommends you replace the battery

once every six months. To keep the cartridge contents safe

while changing the battery, you can plug the computer’s AC
adapter into a jack on the cartridge.

The contents of Banks 2 (inside the computer) and 3 (the

plug-in cartridge) can be write protected; that is, nothing can
be written over what is already in there if the PROTECT
switch is engaged on the computer (for Bank 2) and on the

cartridge (Bank 3).

Additional internal RAM chips fit in sockets inside both
machines. Both manufacturers prefer the installation be per-

formed by their own service technicians, although you might
be capable yourself. In any case, the installation procedure for

the NEC is by far the simpler. Instead of having to remove
the entire back cover, as on the Model 100, the PC-8201A has
a separate trap door, held closed by three screws. Removing
this door reveals the RAM and optional ROM program chip
sockets (discussed below).

Built-in Hardware

In hardware, both computers are very similar, but with one
significant difference: only the Model 100 has a built-in

modem. There are also some minor conveniences which give

a slight edge to the NEC PC-8201 A.
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The rear panel of the NEC computer features the following

connectors: AC adapter/charger, bar code reader, RS-232,

parallel printer, cassette recorder/player, and two peripheral

expansion jacks, labeled SIOl and SI02. There is sufficient

opening around the RS-232 jack to allow hooded RS-232 cable

connectors to attach directly, without the need for an ex-

tender, as on the Model 100. And having the SIO connectors

—presumably for future peripherals such as a disk drive (or

other mass storage device) and a video display adapter—on

the back panel makes them easier to access. With the Model

100, these connections are possible only through a trap door

on the underside of the computer (some third-party periph-

erals, however, use the RS-232 connector on the back panel).

Any connection through that Model 100’s underside will not

be as easily detachable when it’s time to pack the computer in

its carrying case.

Transfer of cassette-based information is considerably faster

on the Model 100. The built-in cassette circuitry of the Model

100 operates at 1500 baud, while that of the NEC works at

only 600 baud. (Baud, or bits per second, is the measure of

information-transfer speed—see Chapter 10.) For long pro-

grams or documents, the difference in speed is apparent in

the amount of time spent waiting for the data transaction to

finish.

The location of the bar-code reader socket on the Model

100, the side of the cabinet, is better than that on the NEC,

the back panel. On the former the connector is closer to where

the wand will be used, giving the user a bit more effective

length of the wand cable. Positioning the connector on the

right side, rather than on the left, however, would seem more

natural for right-handed users.

Modem Communications

The inclusion of the modem in the Model 100 will be a

deciding factor for many prospective purchasers. It allows

those users who need telecommunications to add one more

application without needing to add an extra piece of equip-
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Figure 11. All peripheral connectors are located on PC-8201

A

rear panel (top). Bar-code and power connectors for Model
100 are on sides (bottom).
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ment to the travel kit. To encourage Model 100 owners to find

out what telephone databases are like, Radio Shack packages

special starter kits for CompuServe and Dow Jones News/

Retrieval with every direct-connect modem cable. The kit fea-

tures account numbers and temporary passwords (for Dow
Jones, you must call a toll-free number to get the password)

and free hours on each service for you to explore the contents.

It’s easy to get hooked just from these cursory introductions.

Lap computers are popular among professional writers who

need to phone in their stories to news bureaus and magazines.

To this end, thousands of Model 100s have been acquired by

the leading news organizations in the United States. The built-

in modem was surely the deciding factor.

Telephone communication is still possible with the NEC
computer, but an extra modem is required. Small direct con-

nect modems, like Novation’s J-Cat, are becoming more com-

mon, but that means that the user must have access to a

telephone with an easily removeable modular phone plug,

which is unlikely at a hotel, office, or pay phone. With the

Model 100, on the other hand, accessory acoustic cups can be

used with the built-in modem on any standard headset tele-

phone. Moreover, the built-in software of the Model 100 is

configured to take special advantage of the built-in modem,

making it easier to log onto computer systems over the phone.

Built-in Software

Both machines have a similar core of programs built in, the

Radio Shack model boasting two more than the NEC. The

programs are manufactured into an integrated circuit chip,

called a read only memory (ROM), that permanently stores

information put into it at the factory. To get an idea of the

complexity of the information stored in the 32-kilobit ROMs
of these computers, compare them to the 4- and 8-kilobit

ROMs packed in Atari videogame cartridges.

The ROM chips in both computers are removeable. If



Figure 12. The Model 100 (top) has a trap door underneath
for a second preprogrammed ROM (lower socket) and periph-

eral expansion (upper). The PC-820 lA’s trap door reveals the

original ROM (left), a second ROM socket next to it, and
room for six 8K RAM chips.
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either company should develop an updated set of built-in pro-

grams for the computer, the change will be a simple service

call. Both computers also have one extra ROM socket for the

inclusion of additional ROM-based software, which would

eliminate cassette loading.

The programs that both models have in common are BASIC
language (although there are differences between the two dia-

lects, as noted below), a text editing program (almost identi-

cal), and a telecommunications program (essentially identical,

except for the modem-based functions on the Model 100). The
Model 100 also offers an address book and a free-form sched-

uler which can be used in a multitude of database applications.

The extra programs in the Model 100 give it a greater sense of

software integration. For example, the Model 100 TELCOM
program automatically draws on the ADDRSS program to

locate the phone number of an online computer database that

it needs to dial. Both models’ TELCOM programs, neverthe-

less, work with the TEXT program for uploading and down-

loading of files.

The PC-8201A does a better job in respect to the number
of functions that can be carried out from the Main Menu (see

Chapter 3). Files (BASIC programs or documents) can be

loaded and saved from cassette or RS-232 device by pressing

the appropriate function keys and replying to onscreen

prompts. You can change the name of a file. You can send

any file to the printer for a hard copy. You can also instruct

the computer to power up with a specific program or file

already in place instead of with the Main Menu. You can also

erase any file in the directory. On the Model 100, these func-

tions are available only by typing direct commands in BASIC
or executing function-key commands from inside one of the

built-in programs. Having these functions on the Main Menu,

as in the PC-8201A, makes the inner workings of the com-

puter even more “transparent” to the user and obviates the

immediate need to get involved with the BASIC language at

all.

The PC-8201A is also packaged with a cassette tape of fif-
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teen programs, some in BASIC, others in machine language.

They are:

MEMORY CALCULATOR—produces on screen the equiva-

lent of an adding machine’s audit trail on paper tape.

TEXT FORMATTER—an essential program for the writer

who intends to print documents directly from the PC-8201A.
INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO—calculates changes in your
investments based on data you supply.

LINEAR FORECASTER—calculates linear regression and
produces a bar chart of history and forecast.

LOAN EVALUATOR—calculates loan payments and amorti-

zation schedules.

SCHEDULE KEEPER—BASIC language version of the

Model 100 SCHEDL simple database program, plus a calendar

display and alarm function.

CHARACTER DEFINER—creates graphics characters or al-

ternate character sets for use from the keyboard and in BASIC
programs.

BANK BACKUP—copies contents from one memory bank to

another.

BANK TRANSFER—copies individual files from one mem-
ory bank to another.

BANK ACCESSOR—supplement to the BASIC dialect that

allows a program to access a file in an alternate memory bank.
TERMINAL MODE SELECTOR—simplifies changes in ter-

minal status if you communicate with a number of different

RS-232 devices.

BAR-CODE READER—routines to read JAN, NW7HEX,
and CODE-39 standard bar codes with an optional wand.
MUSIC PROGRAM—converts part of the keyboard into a

one-voice piano keyboard for playback through the internal

speaker.

TANK GAME—a maze game that shows off the NEC’s fast

BASIC interpreter speed.

SNAKE GAME—a reflex action game.

BASIC Dialects

This section applies only to those who are familiar with or

want to learn BASIC language programming. Both the NEC
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BASIC dialect, N82-BASIC, and the Model 100’s BASIC

were developed by Microsoft Corporation, the most prolific

producer of BASIC language dialects on personal computers

today. Although they share the same developing company,

there are a few differences in the dialects that make programs

written for one computer incompatible with the other without

some modification.

Most notable is the method by which a programmer can

specify where a character string (or word) should appear on

the screen with the PRINT statement. The NEC uses a more

common LOCATE X,Y statement in which you specify col-

umn and row coordinates for the first character of the string.

The Model 100 uses a more compact statement, PRINT@X,
where X is the location number of the first character of the

string. Model 100 BASIC numbers the screen positions con-

secutively, beginning with 0, from the upper left-hand corner,

across the first line (numbers 0-39) and then continuing at

the left margin of the second line (number 40) and so on across

and down the screen to the lower right-hand corner (number

319) for a total of 320 positions. Both methods accomplish the

same end, but the statements for each are understood only by

the respective dialect.

Another difference is how the two dialects treat event trap-

ping ,
i.e., the ability to respond to events, such as the press of

a function key, that occur at unpredictable times while a pro-

gram is running. The Model 100 dialect has an ON KEY . . .

GOSUB statement with which you can perform a subroutine

upon the press of a given function key. On the NEC, although

you have both ON . . . GOSUB and ON . . . GOTO state-

ments available, they do not apply directly to the function

keys. Thus, although there are ten function keys available to

the programmer, they are rather difficult to define inside a

program. Event trapping is generally more complete on the

Model 100 because you have not only the function-key inter-

rupt, but interrupts for the modem and the clock. The latter

can come in handy when developing programs that involve

reading the internal clock for alarms and the like.

Assembly language subroutine programming is a bit more
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flexible on the Model 100 by virtue of an instruction called
VARPTR, which is lacking in N82-BASIC. Both dialects,
however, allow you to run these subroutines by specifying the
starting address in RAM. The Model 100 uses CALL, the PC-
8201A uses EXEC.
Model 100 BASIC also features a graphics statement,

LINE, which is a built-in machine language routine for draw-
ing lines, borders, and boxes on the LCD screen. One param-
eter lets you specify whether the box should be filled in
(reverse image). This function improves the speed in creating
such graphics on the LCD.
One command found in N82 BASIC and sorely lacking in

the Model 100 is RENUM, the command that quickly re-
numbers BASIC programming statements. The job of man-
ually renumbering a program is loaded with pitfalls.

Help in converting BASIC programs from one machine to
the other can be found in Appendix E. For a complete list of
reserved BASIC keywords for both computers, see Appendix

BASIC Program Editing

Making changes to a BASIC program you’re creating or
customizing requires an easy and fast way to edit program
lines. Both BASIC dialects offer an EDIT command which
transfers the designated line(s) over to the TEXT program to
use its editing capabilities. When you are done with the cor-
rections, you exit the TEXT program, at which time you may
have to wait several seconds for the revised fines (in a format
known as ASCII) to be converted into a binary format and
inserted into the rest of the program.
The PC-8201A has a faster way of editing programs by way

of its full-screen editing capabilities within BASIC. To correct
a fine, simply LIST the fine on the display, move the cursor
anywhere you need for the correction, type the correct keys,
and press ENTER. The change is made instantly. This editor
is normally in a type-over mode (i.e., as you press a key, you
cover up the character that was originally in that cursor loca-
tion), but the INS key lets you insert characters if needed.
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Execution Speed

Discussions of benchmark tests on computers is a risky

business unless you, as potential buyer, understand the crite-

ria being measured. Both portable computers use the same

microprocessor, the 80C85, and both operate at the same

clock frequency, that is, the speed of the built-in clock circuit

that determines how fast the processor shuttles data around

the system. But the order in which data is moved about, and

whether or not it is done efficiently, depends entirely on the

programming in the ROM that controls the computer. So

when we discuss the speed of a BASIC program, we are really

discussing the relative speed of the BASIC interpreter that has

been programmed into the ROM at the factory

.

With that understanding, it is safe to say that the NEC PC-

8201A operates noticeably faster than the Model 100 in most

functions at machine level and in BASIC. Whether you would

notice the difference in machine level speed depends largely

on the applications you have in mind. For games with a lot of

screen action, the increased speed can make the difference

between a good game and a sluggish one. For heavy duty

calculation programs, like spreadsheets, the greater speed is

obviously a significant benefit. On the other hand, if your

prime application involves the built-in text editor and tele-

communications programs, the speed question is irrelevant,

since the two computers operate here at equivalent speeds.

Fast typists, however, may out-type the keyboard buffer of

the PC-8201A when inserting a sentence in the TEXT pro-

gram—thus losing characters in the process. It is nearly im-

possible to do so in the Model 100 TEXT program.

Documentation

With the Model 100 come a large spiral-bound owner’s

manual and a handy pocket reference guide. The latter slips

easily into the carrying case along with the computer. The

owner’s manual will do an adequate job of guiding you
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through the essentials of the Model 100 and how to use the
basics of the built-in programs. For computer novices, how-
ever, the instructions may go a little fast or seem incomplete.
Informafion on BASIC won’t be of much help to you unless
you are already familiar with at least one dialect of the lan-
guage. Radio Shack offers a separate BASIC tutorial, Model
100 BASIC Language Lab (order number 26-3821), for any-
one interested in learning BASIC. The owner’s manual is,

however, largely error-free and loaded with more examples
than most computer manuals offer.

With the NEC PC-8201A come three manuals: a user’s
guide, an N82 BASIC reference manual, and a guide to the
fifteen programs that come on cassette tape. Many of the ex-
planations of how to use the built-in and cassette programs
lack sufficient detail for the novice user. Another disturbing
point is that all three books are full of typographical and gram-
matical errors a common occurrence in manuals prepared in
Japan.

A Clear Winner?

As you have seen, each computer has its pros and cons, but
to make a choice, you must see how these factors affect your
potential use of the machine. The two major determining fac-
tors are the Model 100’s built-in modem and the PC-8201A’s
large memory capacity and cartridge system.
The built-in modem and accompanying built-in software

work so well together in simplifying the log-on process that
the Model 100 should be the computer to choose if your ap-
plications entail telecommunications. There is simply less to
carry on the road (no extra modem), and you can even call in
from a pay phone (outboard modems usually need AC power
to operate). In practice, the memory limitation of roughly
30,000 characters will affect few users, especially since there
are ways to save documents outside the computer (see Chapter
7 for ideas). And BASIC programmers or dabblers will prob-
ably prefer the Model 100’s extra event-trapping commands,
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even at the sacrifice of the PC-820 lA’s faster operating speed

and simpler program editing.

But the PC-820 lA’s superb memory system will surely win

over many buyers who find the removeable 32K memory

packs and built-in 64K RAM (in two 32K segments) to be

invaluable for their needs. Prolific writers who travel will

probably feel much more secure having their documents

stored in RAM cartridges instead of on slow, unreliable cas-

settes or off somewhere in a national database network.

There’s nothing like having it all with you, available at a mo-

ment’s notice.

Potential buyers should also look at the long term when

investing in a portable computer. It is, however, too early to

tell if the NEC computer will have the same quantity of soft-

ware available for it as the Model 100 will. A look at software

advertisements in current portable computer magazines, like

Portable 100, should give you an indication of what is available

when you’re ready to buy. You might also want to check

where the appropriate dealers are in your area and in areas

through which you frequently travel. Be prepared for the time

you need an extra RAM pack for the NEC, or you have a

question about your Model 100. The network of Radio Shack

Computer Centers could be an important factor in your deci-

sion.

But no matter which model you choose, you will be at the

forefront of personal-computer technology, owning a machine

that is more practical and more productive per cubic centi-

meter than any other comparably priced device available

today.
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CHAPTER

Model 100 Hardware
Nuts and Bolts

By now you may have a number of questions about the finer

points of the Model 100. Let’s first examine the physical com-

puter—the hardware—and see how to get the most utility

from the machine. This chapter covers everything you’ll need

to know about keeping the computer running as long as pos-

sible on batteries, using the novel liquid crystal display

(LCD), expanding memory, and taking a few precautions that

may prevent a disasterous loss of memory.

Power to the Computer

The battery systems of the Model 100 bear explanation.

Note that the key word here is the plural: systems. That’s

because there are two powers running the computer. The

most obvious one is the set of four AA-sized batteries which

slip into the battery compartment on the underside of the

computer. These four batteries power the computer when you

are operating it, that is, when the ON/OFF switch is in the

ON position and you’re typing or calculating away.

Another battery system inside the cabinet consists of special

nickel-cadmium cells (nicads ,
they’re called). These batteries

send a very low level current to the RAM chips and a few

other support chips (the internal clock for one) whenever the

computer is turned off. It is these batteries, in concert with
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low-power CMOS integrated circuits, that give the Model 100
the ability to store data even with the power off. Fortunately,

nicads are rechargeable. Thus, these internal cells are reused
over and over again, getting their charge from either the four
AA cells or the AC adapter whenever the computer is turned
on. But if you don’t use the computer for awhile, the nicads

will eventually run out of juice. When they no longer supply
power to the RAM chips, the data stored there will disappear.

Merely plugging the computer into the AC adapter will not
recharge the internal nicads—the power must be turned on.

Radio Shack estimates that the nicads will hold data in an
8K Model 100 for about thirty days; in a 32K machine for

about eight days. These ratings are conservative, but good
guidelines for how often you should power up your computer
if it holds important data. If you don’t plan to use the com-
puter that often, it would be advisable to store all data on
cassette and turn off the memory switch (on the underside of
the unit) when the computer is to be set aside for long periods.

Eventually, the nicads will have to be replaced, since they
are good for only a limited number of rechargings. But you
should get a few years of use before that is necessary. The
replacement won’t be a difficult or expensive task, although it

should be performed by a qualified technician.

While you have a number of choices for the AA cells, only

two are practical. The choice that may seem the cheapest is

regular carbon batteries, the same kind that have been avail-

able for years and years. They won’t last. A better buy is

alkaline batteries—those advertised to outlast carbon batter-

ies. In computer use, they do outlive regular batteries about
three to one. According to Radio Shack, an 8K Model 100

will get about twenty hours of operation before the batteries

need changing. A 32K model will operate for a shorter, but
reasonable time, nonetheless.

Alkaline batteries have an unusual property that is worth
knowing about the first time the red “low-battery” fight

comes on. This property is called bounce back . What it means
is that when an alkaline battery first gives an indication of
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running low, and the unit is turned off, the batteries may

survive an entire working session the next day without giving

a low-battery indication. Left to themselves, alkalines restore

some of their own juices. Of course, this doesn t last forever.

But in a critical situation in which you don t have access to

fresh batteries and the low-battery light comes on, simply turn

off the computer and wait an hour or two before going back

to it.

Alkaline batteries are not cheap—easily eighty cents or

more per cell at regular retail prices, even in “saver packs of

four. But here are a few consumer tips: Watch for sale adver-

tisements—batteries are a favorite sale item for discount and

drug stores, at sometimes lower than fifty cents per cell. Buy

several packs and store them in the freezer . They reportedly

keep their inital power longer at the cold temperatures. Just

be sure they thaw out to room temperature before you put

them in your computer.

One thing alkaline batteries are not is rechargeable. More-

over, the AC adapter that Radio Shack offers is simply a

power substitute for the batteries, not a recharger for the four

AA cells. If you prefer rechargeable cells, several companies

sell rechargeable-battery kits with small wall charging cradles

and extra batteries. The batteries must be rated at 1.5 volts

each. One style holds four AA-size nicad cells at once and can

recharge them overnight.

There are some drawbacks, however, to the rechargeable

batteries. The most significant is that their life per charge is

considerably less than that of a set of alkaline batteries—more

like standard carbon batteries. And they have no bounce back.

When the light indicates the batteries are going . . . they’re

going fast. Unless you have another charged set or can substi-

tute alkaline batteries or the AC adapter, you’re without your

computer for eight to twelve hours. It means that, although

you can get hundreds of charges out of a set of batteries, you 11

be doing an awful lot of battery swapping. You’ll always be

unsure if the batteries you have in the computer are going to

last the session you’re about to start.
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Some owners adept at electronics have reported how they
have adapted their Model 100 not only to accept rechargeable
cells, but to recharge them by the AC adapter. The difficulty
with most of these schemes is that you have to modify the
Model 100’s power circuitry such that you can no longer run
the computer off AC unless the batteries have some amount
of charge. This might entail some delay if you’re coming off a
session that has depleted your current cells. And although you
can simply plug in alkalines in an emergency, if you forget
that they re in there and you plug in the charger, the alkalines
could literally explode—not a pretty sight.

There is also a hazard of overcharging nicads if the charger
is left plugged in too long, say, for several days. This lowers
the life span of the cells and entails too much mental book-
keeping of when you last plugged in the charger.

All in all, the alkaline cell arrangement on the Model 100 is
the most efficient and maintenance free. It is easy enough to
stash an extra set of batteries in a briefcase or pocket. As long
as you have that insurance, you should be in good shape, even
for extended periods away from battery supplies. In fact, on
extended trips, you are much more likely to have access to
alkaline cells than any other alternate power source.

It is strongly recommended that you use only the Radio
Shack AC adapter (26-3804) as specified in their manual. Al-
though it looks like any number of AC adapters you may have
around the house for your personal stereo player or other
electronics products, the Radio Shack adapter is not only
matched to provide the precise voltage and current required
by the computer, but the connector is configured differently
than other adapters you may have. In fact, other adapters,
even if matched for voltage and current, could do considerable
damage to your computer because the plug that goes into the
power connector of the computer is wired with reverse polar-
ity. Play it safe with the prescribed adapter. At $5.95 it is
cheap enough—and cheap enough to buy several. If you find
that you use your computer at a few places with regularity—
your office, your home desk, your easy chair—it will add
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hours and hours to your batteries’ lives if you keep an AC
adapter ready at each of those locations. Unplug it from the

wall when you’re not using it with the computer (the adapter

draws current whether or not it is plugged into the computer),

but keep it handy. Preserve your batteries for truly portable

uses when you’re away from your comfy computing corner.

One more feature of the Model 100 in your batteries’ favor

is automatic power-off. Setting this feature, when you start

your computer for the first time, instructs the machine to turn

itself off after ten minutes of “idling.” All data will be saved,

of course, and the AA cells are saved from being drained

overnight. The ON/OFF switch will still be in the ON posi-

tion. But to reactivate the computer, you must first turn it off,

then back on. You will be right back where you were when
power went off.

Some Model 100 owners have been looking at alternate bat-

tery sources. One suggestion, which has merit in operating

conditions that require long computing sessions away from

AC power (in a remote data gathering site, for example), is to

power the computer with a six-volt lantern battery or similar

power source. Reports indicate very long operating time on a

single battery—many times longer than is possible with a set

of AA cells. It would also be possible in such circumstances to

power the computer from an external rechargeable battery

powered by solar or wind energy. Such a setup could be pro-

grammed to make radio or telephone transmissions of gath-

ered data at fixed intervals. The possibilities are mind
boggling.

The Display Screen

Although practically everyone is familiar with an LCD dis-

play of some kind, either from a digital watch or pocket cal-

culator, the large display on the Model 100 has some

characteristics about it that haven’t come up before. Most

significant is the idea of an adjustable viewing angle.

If you look closely at any character in the LCD display, you
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will notice that it is composed of a set of individual dark

squares against a lighter background. The chemical properties

inside the LCD display make each one of those squares act

like a Venetian blind, blocking light between your eye and the

reflective background. But that blind works only within a

limited angle. If you tilt the computer toward you slowly, you
will notice that the squares get lighter and lighter, until you
may not see them at all.

Fortunately, the Model 100 lets you adjust the angle of

those hundreds of Venetian blinds. Adjustment of the view-

ing-angle control on the right side of the computer should be

for maximum contrast between the tiny, dark squares and the

light background. With some text in the display, slowly adjust

the control away from you until the background begins to fill

in with dark squares. Then turn the control slightly toward
you until the squares in the background are just barely dis-

cernable. This keeps the dark squares darkest in relation to

the background. If you move the computer from the desk to

your lap, you will probably have to readjust the viewing angle

control, but this becomes second nature after a very short

time.

Because a liquid crystal display is passive—it uses sur-

rounding light to create a contrast between characters and
background—you should have as much light as possible shin-

ing onto the display. Poorly aimed lights in passenger cabins

of airplanes can be troublesome on an evening flight when
most cabin lights are off (see Appendix B about using portable

computers on aircraft).

One other characteristic of the LCD screen is that since the

construction of the screen involves the use of light-polarizing

materials, operating the Model 100 while wearing polarized

sunglasses won’t be easy. In fact, you may be in for a scare if

you’re not ready for it. The display looks like a colorful oil

slick in the sun, and you can barely see the characters.

You should exercise some common sense in caring for the

LCD screen. Traditionally, LCDs have not held up well to

extremes of cold and heat. Although the computer is rated to
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withstand temperatures in the range of -40°F to 160°F

(-40°C to 71°C), you should try to keep the computer in the

more comfortable operating range of 41°F to 104°F (5°C to

40°C). Be especially aware of temperatures below freezing.

Let a sub-freezing computer come close to room temperature

before using it.

Finally, the large plastic surface above the LCD screen is

an easy target for scratches—scratches which will only hinder

the screen’s visibility over the long term. Take special care to

avoid bringing the face into contact with anything sharp. Even

carrying a bare computer at your side can lead to a scratch

merely from rubbing against a button on your clothing. The

carrying case supplied with the computer, although not the

softest interior surface, is better protection for the face than

no case at all.

The Main Menu

When you turn on your computer, the LCD display fills

with the Main Menu plus additional status information (date,

day, time, amount of free memory—see Chapter 6 for details

on setting the clock/calendar). The five built-in programs

(BASIC, TEXT, TELCOM, ADDRSS, and SCHEDL) are

listed across the top of the directory, and the cursor (the black

box with a letter in white) is on BASIC. You have a choice of

ways to start any of these programs: either type in the name

of the program, in which case the letters you type appear at

the lower left of the screen next to “Select:”, or move the

cursor box over to the appropriate program name. The fastest

way to do that is to press the space bar. As you do, the cursor

jumps over one listing to the right. Or you can use the four

cursor keys to move the cursor in any intended direction.

From the BASIC (upper left) position, pressing the Cursor-

Left key causes the cursor to jump down to the last listing in

the directory—a convenient jump after you have a dozen or

more files in the directory and you want to get to one of the

last ones in a hurry. With the cursor over the built-in program
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you wish to run, just press ENTER, and you’re automatically

running that program.

You’ll notice that if you bought an 8K computer, the num-
ber of free bytes shown at the bottom right will be less than

the 8,000 you supposedly purchased. They’re all there, to be
sure. It’s just that you don’t have access to all 8,000 of them.
That’s because the computer takes up a bit of that space for

some maintenance jobs, like keeping track of what is on the

display at all times, and a host of others that you will never

see directly. The space (3,130 bytes, to be precise) taken from
you is called overhead and is something practically every com-
puter operator must give up. Unfortunately, in an 8K com-
puter the overhead is a high percentage of the total; whereas
in a 32K RAM computer, for example, you hardly notice it’s

gone, since you have almost 30,000 bytes to use.

Expanding RAM

Anytime a popular computer accepts an accessory that

either fits inside or attaches to the outside, you can be sure

third-party developers will get into the act of supplying those

extras, usually at prices lower than the computer manufactur-

er’s. Such is the case with the Model 100 and RAM expansion

chips.

At first, there was some talk that the unusual configuration

of the 8K chips were too unique for anyone to get into the

business at prices lower than Radio Shack’s. But it was less

than six months before suppliers were offering the chips for

almost 30 percent less than Radio Shack. Moreover, the out-

side companies were providing detailed instructions that al-

lowed owners to install the chips themselves, instead of paying

a Radio Shack technician $15 to do it. Thus, it was possible

to buy an 8K Model 100 at Radio Shack for $799 and then

add three outside chips for a 32K total for under $1,050.

Getting a fully loaded 32K machine from Radio Shack would
be closer to $1135. There are pros and cons to saving on
memory this way, and they are directly proportional to how
comfortable you are with electronics.
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If you’ve done little before than hook up a video game

switch box to TV antenna terminals, you might feel squeam-

ish about opening an $800 computer and playing around with

delicate $80 chips. First of all, opening the computer voids

Radio Shack’s warranty. You run the risk that, if something

goes wrong with your computer within the first ninety days,

the technician will recognize non-Radio Shack installed chips

and (rightly or wrongly) attribute the problem to your tam-

pering with the computer. You won’t have much of a leg to

stand on.

On the other hand, if you’ve perhaps assembled a Heathkit

or dabbled in electronic circuits before, you will feel more

comfortable handling chips and opening computers. That may

take away some of the tension of the installation, but you will

still have the warranty problem.

An alternative is to buy a practical amount of memory from

Radio Shack at the outset—the 24K model is not a bad buy

compared to the 8K model—and wait until the warranty has

run out before purchasing the discounted chip that brings you

up to the fully loaded 32K. You can also buy the computer

and memory from any of the discount Radio Shack dealers

who advertise in magazines like 80 Micro, but many users feel

more comfortable having a local Radio Shack dealer take care

of them on a personal level. A local dealer is not likely to offer

you too much assistance with an operational question if you

didn’t buy the computer there.

And while we’re on the subject of Radio Shack dealers, try

to buy your Model 100 at one of Radio Shack s Computer

Centers instead of one of their all-in-one electronics stores.

The sales staff at Computer Centers are more likely to know

all the latest gossip and developments for the Model 100.

Resetting the Computer

Sometimes—almost always the result of attempting an op-

eration the computer doesn’t understand—it may be neces-

sary to reset your computer. There are two levels of resetting:

a warm start and a cold start.
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A warm start is accomplished by pressing the RESET but-
ton on the back panel. This is usually needed if the computer
locks up

; i.e., it is totally unresponsive to any other key-
stroke. In theory, anyway, a warm start should not endanger
your data or programs stored in RAM. In practice, however,
the RESET button has proven unpredictable. Sometimes you
need to hold the button for several seconds before the com-
puter unlocks. Other times, it can completely erase everything
in RAM. There are so many variables that can go into locking
up a computer in the first place that not all of the outcomes
are known. The best advice is to follow the rules in any oper-
ation you perform and avoid pressing the wrong keys at the
wrong times (e.g., the PASTE key while in the Main Menu
screen).

A cold start is a complete resetting of the computer to the
state in which it came to your lap out of the box. RAM is
cleared and the clock/calendar starts at “zero.” There are two
ways to achieve a cold start. One is to remove the AA batteries
or AC adapter and turn off the MEMORY POWER switch
under the computer. You may need to keep everything off for
several minutes as the trickle of electrical charge stored in the
memory chips drains away.
An alternative cold start is a simultaneous three-key com-

bination at the keyboard. Press CTRL and PAUSE keys, and
then press the RESET button on the back panel. This will
restore your computer to its out-of-the-box status. Use a cold
start only as a last resort.



CHAPTER

Connecting to the

Outside World

Unlike many personal computers available today, the

Model 100 features essentially every possible connection for

peripherals, built into the basic unit. In computer terminol-

ogy, these peripheral connections are called interfaces. The

word scares a lot of noncomputerists, but all an interface does

is serve as a translator of sorts, converting the computer’s

outgoing signals into a form that the accessories can under-

stand. Fortunately, for accessories like printers and for direct

connection to other computers, a small number of industry

standards have prevailed. Any peripheral designed to work

according to these standards will work (99 percent of the time)

with computers that also adhere to those standards.

The Model 100 has taken these standards to heart in impor-

tant areas. Where there are no industry standards, but only

preferences (as for a printer connection) among experienced

computer users, Radio Shack offers ready-made cables that

adhere to these preferences. These cables, however, can be-

come ungainly if you have the modem cable, cassette recorder

cable, printer cable, RS-232 cable, and AC adapter plugged

into the computer all at the same time. But that is an occupa-

tional hazard with any computer. Fortunately, the cables and

some peripherals stow away easily in a briefcase or suitcase.

Deciding which peripherals to add is not difficult. Your

63
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computing needs will dictate that. But it will help to know
what special requirements the Model 100 makes on the pe-
ripherals you are considering.

Cassette Recorders

Many applications for the Model 100 call for the temporary
or permanent storage of text files or programs outside of the
computer. For example, if you are a prolific, traveling writer
and you fill up the available memory with notes or a new
chapter of a book, you will probably want to store that infor-

mation elsewhere to open up computer memory space for fur-

ther writing. Also, if you ever buy outside programs for your
computer, they will come recorded on some storage medium,
and you will have to load the program into your computer
before you can run the application.

Although a disk drive is now available from Radio Shack,
cassette storage is more popular (see below for third-party

mass-storage systems). Cassette storage is the slowest and least

reliable of the popular storage media, but it is very portable

and inexpensive. Programs and text files (documents) may
take from one to several minutes to load into the computer or
save from the computer. Yet you can take a battery-powered
cassette recorder anywhere. And the cost of a cassette recorder
is far less than that of a disk drive.

Radio Shack had the foresight to configure the Model 100
cassette interface to be fully compatible with the company’s
Model IV desktop computer. A text file stored on cassette

from the Model 100 can be immediately loaded into the Model
IV just by playing the tape into the desktop computer’s cas-

sette interface. Cassette programs, however, are not as com-
patible.

Selection of the right cassette player is rather critical for the

Model 100. The dream of having a pocket-sized microcassette

recorder handle the tape storage for the tiny computer is not
easily realized. The easiest way out is to use the cassette player

Radio Shack recommends, the CCR-81 (26-1208), but it is
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almost the same size and weight as the computer, making it

an unwelcome travel companion. There are smaller-sized al-

ternatives, however, but careful shopping is needed to assure

you have a good match.

The most important criterion for a Model 100 cassette stor-

age recorder is that the machine must have three jacks: one

for a microphone (MIC) input, one for an earphone (EAR)

output, and one for a remote control switch (often labeled

REM). The need for a remote control jack eliminates most

microcassette recorders, since very few have them. Increas-

ingly, however, more will become available on the market as

the popularity of portable computers like the Model 100

grows. The computer uses the remote jack to control the cas-

sette player’s motor. In transferring text files, the computer

periodically halts the motor for an instant. Attempts to use

cassette decks lacking this feature have not been successful.

Many users have tried the Realistic Minisette-9 (14-812), a

more compact cassette player/recorder than the prescribed

unit. The Minisette-9 has the requisite jacks. Although some

owners have difficulty with this recorder, the problems are

mostly with the tone and volume settings, which must be

adjusted for computer use (see detailed instructions in Section
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7-11). Used properly, the Minisette-9 should be as reliable as

the bulkier cassette recorders.

The best advice, however, is to first buy the computer and
the cassette cable. Study how the three plugs from the cassette

cable are to be plugged into a cassette recorder (which color

goes into which jack) and then take both the computer and
cable to stores carrying cassette and microcassette recorders.

Have a prewritten text file already in memory to serve as your
guinea pig (to be safe, have a few copies of the file in memory
under different names, because you may accidentally erase the
file with a partially successful load). Perform two or three

SAVE and LOAD operations on various recorders. You may
find that some recorders with the REM jacks don’t work be-

cause the recorder electronics do not have enough output
power to send sufficient data to the computer.

Most importantly, don’t take the salesperson’s word for it

that the recorder will work with your computer. See it work
with your own eyes and to your satisfaction. If it doesn’t work
every time, it won’t help you.

Printers

Built into the Model 100 is an interface called a Centronics-

compatible parallel interface. The name for this is fashioned
after a printer company, Centronics, which some years ago
established a popular way of configuring printer cable connec-
tors. Today dozens of printer manufacturers offer enough
printer choices to make a buyer’s head swim. Even Radio
Shack lists about a dozen different models.

To select a good printer match for your Model 100, you
should know the difference between parallel and serial print-

ers—not the full technical difference, but simply that there is

a difference between them as far as the Model 100 is con-

cerned. Briefly, the terms come from the way in which infor-

mation is sent to the printer, either one bit at a time down one
wire in the cable (serially) or all eight bits of a character at

once down eight wires in the cable (parallel). In printers for
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home use, the difference in speed is not a factor since both

methods can handle the affordable printers at comparable

speeds.

In the Model 100, the difference between serial and parallel

is significant because the computer’s printing routines are de-

signed for a parallel printer. When you instruct the computer

to print a document or list a BASIC program, the computer

automatically sends that information to the parallel printer

connector (port) on the back. Although there is a serial (RS-

232) port on the back as well, you would need a thorough

programming background to make the computer send printa-

ble data out there. So, to save yourself a lot of disappointment,

narrow your search to parallel printers. Also acceptable are

printers with both parallel and serial options, as most of the

Radio Shack printers have.

The next consideration is whether you want a dot-matrix or

letter-quality printer, or even a printer/plotter for graphics.

Your application will help you make this decision. Profes-

sional writers will prefer letter-quality printers because the

finished document will look as if it has been typed on an

electric typewriter. These printers, however, are more expen-

sive than other types.

Dot-matrix printers are the most popular because of their

relatively low cost. Speeds vary from 80 to 160 characters per

second on most low-end printers. Even though your computer

has a forty-column-wide display screen, you should prefer a

printer capable of at least eighty-column print in case you wish

to use it for correspondence. Dot matrix printers are ideal for

high-speed repetitive jobs, like printing BASIC program list-

ings at different stages while you are writing a program.

Graphics printers are exciting and expensive, but their ap-

plication is limited to those users who need color or printouts

of graphic shapes and characters from the Model 100 screen.

Be aware, however, that graphics printers need additional

software for them to do the wonderful printing jobs you see

in the catalogs. To copy graphics from the Model 100 screen

to a printer, you’ll need a program called a screen dump, which
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can be found in mail order ads and on the CompuServe TRS-
80 Model 100 Special Interest Group (more details on obtain-

ing software from CompuServe can be found in Chapter 10).

One problem most users discover when hooking up their

Model 100 to a printer is that at first the printer does not seem
to want to advance the paper from one line to the next—the

print head continues to print line after line of text in the same
place, resulting in a meaningless black line across the paper.

The reason for this is that, unlike most other computers, the

Model 100 does not send a special linefeed signal to the printer

when it sends a carriage return. Thus, the print head returns

to the left, but the paper does not feed through the roller at

all.

Most printers, however, have a series of small switches that

can correct this. The difficulty in many cases is locating the

switches inside the printer and deciphering the printer manual
to determine which switch to throw. These switches are usu-

ally located on the printer’s main circuit board, grouped to-

gether in small plastic cases, with anywhere from four to eight

tiny switches in each case. The technical name for these

switches (the one you’ll see in the manual) is a dual-in-line

package (DIP) switch.

The precise switch you’re looking for is the one that has the

printer automatically supply a linefeed when it receives a car-

riage return signal. In computer and printer-manual parlance,

this may be referred to as “CR and LF performed on CR.”
And don’t forget, if you use the printer with another computer
that doesn’t need those linefeeds, you’ll need to throw that

switch back, or everything you print will have extra spaces

between the lines.

Telephones and Modems

Communications via telephone is greatly simplified with the

built-in 300-baud modem and TELCOM program. A modem
(pronounced “MOE-dem”) converts computer signals into

audible signals for transmission over phone lines. At the re-
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ceiving end, a modem converts the audio back into computer

signals. There is nothing tricky about computing over the

telephone via computer, provided you follow the guidelines

provided in Chapter 10 on the TELCOM program. Radio

Shack has you covered for practically every telecommunica-

tions setup you may encounter. Whether you need the direct-

connect modem cable or the acoustic cups (both plug into the

PHONE connector on the back panel) depends on such fac-

tors as where you intend to use the computer with a telephone

and what kind of phone equipment is there.

The direct connect cable (26-1410) is a versatile connector

for the times you have access to either a modular telephone

wall jack (not the four-pronged type, but the new, smaller

jack) or a telephone with a modular jack on the back. The

cable has, at one end, a special five-pin connector that attaches

to the computer and, at the other end, two smaller cables,

each with a modular phone plug. For telecommunications,

you need only one of these two wires (the manual suggests the

beige one), which can be plugged directly into the wall jack.

But if the wall jack is not easy to reach, an alternative is to

disconnect the telephone’s modular plug (from the back of the

phone) and attach it to the Radio Shack cable by way of a

double-female adapter included with the cable. On some tele-

phones, however, like the Trimline style, the telephone cord

is routed through a difficult-to-disassemble channel under the

phone. Thus you should look carefully at your telephone be-

fore deciding how to set up your telecommunications station.

There are other choices, depending on the logistics of your

telephone setup. You can always add a phone-line splitter

(279-357) to your wall jack, which allows your phone to re-

main plugged in at all times while keeping a jack open for

your modem cable when you need to telecommunicate.

As detailed later in Chapter 10, you won’t always have ac-

cess to a modular phone jack. Pay phones and hotel room

phones are hard-wired, i.e., wired directly, into the wall. To

telecommunicate in these situations, you’ll need the acoustic

coupler cups (26-3805). The acoustic coupler requires, how-
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Figure 14. Model 100 acoustic cups installed on a telephone
handset.

ever, that you have a standard telephone handset. The popular
one-piece phones and more bizarre styles of decorator phones
are not usable because the mouth and earpieces cannot be
inserted into the cups with sufficient firmness to keep outside
noises from garbling the data transfer.

A higher-speed telephone transfer (1200 baud) is possible

using an external modem designed for that speed (but see

Chapter 10 for cautions on higher-speed data transfers to the

Model 100). In this case, connection to the Model 100 is not

through the built-in modem, but through the RS-232 port on
the back panel. If the modem comes with a cable, there is a

strong likelihood that the connector for the computer won’t
fit the Model 100’s RS-232 connector. The number of pins

and wiring of the cable will be fine, but there will probably be
a hood on the connector that won’t allow you to plug the

connector fully into the computer’s connector. If you’re handy
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with a soldering iron, you’ll save a lot of money by buying a

pair of connectors (276-1537, male; 276-1548, female) and raw

cable (278-772) and building your own connector cable. Oth-

erwise, you’ll need an extender cable (26-1497), which Radio

Shack sells for about eighteen dollars. Your modem cable then

attaches to the free end of the extender.

Another possible advantage of using an outboard modem,

even at 300 baud, is your computer’s ability to automatically

answer a phone line and receive a transmission unattended.

Autoanswer modems are readily available at computer stores.

They can be programmed to “pick up the phone” after a

specified number of rings. Unless you purchase special com-

munications software, you’ll have to disable the automatic

power-down function (see Chapter 6) and preset the computer

to download (save in memory) everything that comes in over

the line from another computer (see Chapter 10).You will also

want to power the computer with the AC adapter in case you

must leave the computer unattended for a long period.

Other Personal Computers

Although the Model 100 makes a fine computer by itself,

many owners already have a desktop computer. For them, the

Model 100 is an extension of their desktop power when away

from the office or home. The gateway to a desktop computer

is through RS-232 ports, on both the Model 100 and any other

computer.

The connection between computers is not as straightfor-

ward as an RS-232 connection to, say, a modem. The reason

for this is that according to the RS-232 standard, the computer

end of an RS-232 connection is configured to be a data termi-

nal, while an ancillary device like a modem is configured to be

a data set. In a computer-modem connection, one pin of the

multipin connector sends data from the computer to the

modem, while another works in the opposite direction. More-

over, there are additional pins which operate along one-way

paths in a similar manner. But if you hook up two computers
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straight through to each other, both are sending on the same
line, both are listening on the same line, and so on. It is like
trying to talk to someone on the telephone, but your mouth-
piece is connected to the other mouthpiece, and your earpiece
is connected to the other earpiece. Regardless of how loud you
shout, no communication will take place.

To get the information going on the right paths, several of
the connections must be reversed at one end of the RS-232
cable s path. A special adapter, called a null modem, does just
that. It is nothing more than two connectors mounted back-
to-back with the proper pins on one side wired in reverse. But
for that privilege, Radio Shack charges $29.95 (26-1496),
plus, you’ll need the extender mentioned in the previous sec-
tion. Add to that the actual cable that goes from the null
modem to your computer, and you have a pretty expensive
connection from computer to computer. But unless you can
build your own cables (in which case you should swap the pins
labeled 2 and 3, 4 and 5, and 6 and 20 on one end), there is

little recourse when it comes to the high cost of cables.

Making a desktop computer “speak” to your Model 100
may take some experimentation with the desktop’s software.
The easiest way to get the two machines engaged is to use a
telecommunications program in the desktop machine. Pro-
vided the communications parameters are identical (see Chap-
ter 10), what you type on the Model 100 should appear on the
desktop display screen, and vice versa.

The goal, however, will normally be to upload (send from
memory) and download text and/or program files from one
computer to the other. Adequate software for the Model 100
is built in, but choosing desktop software will require consid-
erable care to make sure it does everything you need. The
abilities to receive and save files on disk and transmit files

already on disk are essential. The speed (baud rate) at which
you can accomplish this transfer will depend on the commu-
nications hardware (RS-232 interface) in the desktop com-
puter and the communications software.

If the desktop computer is capable of high speed (above
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1200 baud) communications, you will have more success

transferring from the Model 100 to the desktop than you will

going in the other direction. Since incoming data is displayed

on the LCD screen of the Model 100, the relatively slow re-

sponse speed of the LCD doesn’t give the computer enough

time to properly digest information at rates faster than 300

baud. The result is lost characters and garbled information

—

in general, an unreliable transfer. But going from the Model

100 to a CRT video display desktop computer, the limiting

factor is how fast the desktop computer’s software can handle

incoming data.

Occasionally, the desktop computer’s operating system con-

tains a program that lets you transfer data through the com-

puter’s RS-232 port without need for a telecommunications

program. In some versions of MS-DOS (and PC-DOS for the

IBM Personal Computer), for example, the MODE command

lets you establish the RS-232 port as an auxiliary device with

any communications parameters you please. Using MODE if

you wanted to copy data from the auxiliary device (i.e., the

Model 100) to a disk file on disk drive B, you would type on

the desktop computer

copy a u x h : f i 1 e n a m e

where “filename” is the name of the disk file you create on the

desktop computer. Likewise, you can copy a disk file to the

auxiliary device, and thus send a text file to the Model 100, by

typing

copy b : f i 1 e n a m e a u x

Similar routings are possible on CP/M computers. Proce-

dures for setting the communications parameters differ from

machine to machine. But to transfer a file from the Model 100

to a CP/M desktop computer disk file, you would type on the

desktop computer

pip f i 1 e n a m e = r d r

:
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And to get a file from the CP/M disk to the Model 100, you
would type

pip pun s = f i lenawe

Whatever operating system your desktop computer has, how-
ever, remember when setting parameters for transferring a file

from the desktop computer to the Model 100, you should keep
the baud rate at 300 to assure 100 percent transfer. Going in
the other direction, however, you can easily go up to 9600
baud or faster if the desktop computer can handle it.

Bar-Code Reader

Adding a bar-code reader to the Model 100 will open the
way for this portable device to be used in a number of highly
specialized applications where portability, nonvolatile mem-
ory, and computing power are needed. A bar-code reader,
sometimes called a wand, optically scans black bars like those
printed on packages in the grocery store. Brushing the wand
over the coded bars is a speedy and accurate way to enter long
numbers and even whole programs into the computer.
The bar-code reader connects to the special jack on the left

side of the Model 100 cabinet. It cannot, however, operate by
itself: it must have companion software to instruct the com-
puter how to interpret the codes. Moreover, there are many
codes used in commerce, so be sure the software you shop for
is designed for the specific type of bar code you will be read-
ing.

Initial applications of bar-code reading will be for business
applications—inventory is the best example. Until software is

available that will let you generate bar codes on a graphics
printer, you will be limited to the preprinted bar codes on
products. Eventually, it will be possible both to save programs
as a bar-code printout—making it easy to take along programs
without any kind of cassette recorder—and buy software
printed in a bar-code format. Unfortunately, however, for
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loading programs into the computer, bar codes are not too

efficient. If you look at a bar code on the cover of a newsstand

magazine, for example, it takes VA inches of code to commu-
nicate only twelve digits of information. At that rate, reading

in a program of two to three thousand characters would be a

pretty tiresome task.

Mass-Storage Devices

Any mass-storage device that outperforms the standard cas-

sette tape will be a welcome addition to your Model 100. The
first type available goes under the name of wafer tape or some-

times stringy floppy

;

by any name, the system uses tiny car-

tridges containing a very narrow tape in an endless loop.

Unlike standard cassettes, however, these tapes can be

scanned quickly to speed your access to a particular text or

program file. The longest tape cartridges can hold almost 48K
of data, and their small size makes it easy to carry several in

your pocket. The tape drive is also compact and can (if you

buy carefully) operate from an internal rechargeable battery

for portability. Since the connection to the computer is via the

RS-232 port, you won’t be able to use the wafer-tape drive

and communicate with a desktop computer at the same time

(you can use the Model 100’s built-in modem plus a modem
on the other computer and communicate through two phone

lines, but it is a clumsy arrangement).

A floppy disk is still the fastest storage medium, other than

solid state devices, that you’re likely to use with the Model
100. It allows random access of files anywhere on the disk.

The main drawback, however, is that a disk drive is rarely

portable or battery powered. But as a backup and archival

storage medium in the office, a disk drive is a real time-saver

over any tape mechanism. Radio Shack offers a disk drive for

the Model 100 combined with a video display interface (see

below), in a product called the Disk/Video Interface (DVI).

One disk drive is included in the basic unit, and a second is
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available as an option. Each 5V4-inch drive is capable of stor-

ing up to 184 kilobytes of information.

The DVI is not battery operated; rather, it is intended to

remain in the office or home, where you can store your docu-

ments when you return from using the Model 100 on the go.

With the interest manufacturers have in the newer, 3V£-inch

microfloppy disk drives, such devices in portable configura-

tions are likely to be available for the Model 100 before the

end of 1984.

The other kind of mass storage that is receiving renewed
attention is bubble memory, a solid state storage device that

behaves reliably even in harsh environments. Unfortunately,

the cost of bubble memory is presently not attractive enough
to compete with other mass-storage devices for inexpensive

computers like the Model 100. In time this may change.
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Video Displays

A more readable display for the office is another welcome
addition for the Model 100. Radio Shack’s Disk/Video Inter-

face plugs into the expansion socket under the computer. The
interface provides you with a choice of displaying forty or

eighty characters across by twenty-five lines down. You can

use the interface with a standard television set, but you will

be limited to only forty-character wide displays. A computer

monitor is needed to show eighty characters across the screen

with sufficient clarity. The DVI displays only characters that

you can type from the keyboard— all other kinds of graphics

displays from the LCD are not displayable on the video mon-
itor. Video display convertors are also available from third-

party suppliers, but they are expensive. Some go to the trou-

ble of adding color capabilities, even though the Model 100

does not support color on its own. If you use the computer a

lot in your office or at home and have trouble reading the

LCD display, then a video output may be worth the invest-

ment. Color is fine for those interested in experimenting with

its properties or possibilities, but most prerecorded software

won’t take advantage of it.

Traveling with a video interface may not be practical if you
intend to use the hotel room TV set for the display. Those
sets are often hard-wired to the antenna cable or are connected

to an alarm system that detects the disconnection of the cable.

Even so, you’ll discover that you need to carry several connec-

tors and adapters to accommodate the wide array of TV an-

tenna terminals.

If you’re amazed at the number of big computer features

built into the Model 100 so far, you’ll be even more amazed
as we continue to the built-in software and look at how to get

the maximum performance from it.
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CHAPTER 5

Files and Filenames

Perhaps the most vital concept to understand about your

briefcase portable, regardless of which program(s) you use, is

that of files and filenames. When starting the TEXT program,

the first question put to you is, “File to edit?” Both the

SCHEDL and ADDRSS programs require special files before

they can operate. A thorough understanding of files will help

you avoid some frustrating moments.

Files

In computer talk, a file is any collection of information

(data) with a name different from other collections on the

same system. Thus, you can have only one file in your com-

puter called ADRS.DO (this is the special file that the

ADDRSS program looks for). For the noncomputerist, a file

may be easier to conceptualize in terms of the familiar file

folder, and the computer’s memory in terms of the filing cab-

inet holding these folders. Although it’s not likely that a real

filing cabinet in an office would have a separate folder for each

letter, memo, magazine article, and so on, this is precisely

how files are organized in the computer. Every document you

edit with the TEXT program, every bunch of information you

download from a big computer into yours, every program

(whether in BASIC or in the computer’s ROM) is an individ-

ual file.

Every filing cabinet has room for a limited number of fold-

ers, beyond which you can’t squeeze in even one more. The
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same goes for the computer. If you turn on the computer,
you’ll see not only the files already in the computer’s direc-
tory, but blank spaces (denoted by filling up the screen.
Our computer filing cabinet can fill up in two ways: (1) having
just a few large files with a total number of characters (bytes)
equal to the number that are available in RAM; or (2) having
as many files as there are directory slots, even though the
RAM is not yet full.

In the Model 100, there is room for a total of nineteen files

of your creation (from the total directory space of twenty-
four), no matter how much memory you have installed. But
in a 24K Model 100, for example, if one huge file takes up all

the available RAM, you won’t be able to add any more files,

even though many directory slots are still empty.
In most offices, when filing cabinets reach “full,” old or

seldom used files are stored away in archive boxes. They are
accessible, but not as easily as having them in the nearby
drawer. With computers, we do the same thing by maintain-
ing infrequently used documents or programs on some mass-
storage device, like a cassette recorder or disk drive. (For a
full discussion about conserving memory and directory space,
see Appendix C.)

Filenames and Extensions

Every file you create or program you load in from external
storage must have a name. In these machines, this name is a
two-part title separated by a period. The first part is called the
filename, while the second is called the extension. Let’s take
them in reverse order and discuss the extension first. I should
point out that filenames for the ROM program built into the
Model 100 do not have extensions; these are the only excep-
tions to the rule that all filenames must have extensions.
An extension is a two-letter code that describes what kind

of file is contained in that directory slot. One of the niceties of
the Model 100 is that the file extension is automatically as-
signed to a file you create or load into the computer. The
computer recognizes what type the file is and makes sure the
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correct extension is placed on it. In addition to the conve-

nience, this also cuts down on the number of characters we

need to type when specifying a filename.

In the Model 100, an extension can be one of three possible

two-character combinations. The one you’ll see most often is

.DO, which, although it stands for DOcument, is commonly

called a do file, as in the phrase, I do. The .DO extension

identifies a file as being a text document of some kind. This is

not limited to documents created by the TEXT program. A
.DO file can also contain numeric information for a spread-

sheet program, in which case it is acting as a data file. When

the program is running, it reaches out into that data file for

the numbers to put into the spreadsheet. The data file may

have been created by a BASIC program or the TEXT pro-

gram. We’ll see in Chapters 8 (ADDRSS) and 9 (SCHEDL)

how programs access .DO files and utilize the information

stored therein.

A .DO file can also contain a listing of a BASIC program.

For example, when you download a file containing a BASIC

program from another computer (we’ll see how to do this in

the TELCOM chapter), the information is automatically

stored in a .DO file. Before we can actually run the program,

however, we need to convert the listing in the .DO file into

the form of BASIC that the Model 100 understands. But as

long as a BASIC program is stored in a .DO file, it can be

edited with ease, just as any document created with the TEXT
program.

The second most common file extension you’ll see is .BA,

for BASIC program. Most programs you load from a cassette

are written in BASIC and are automatically assigned the .BA

extension when you use the SAVE command (see Chapter 6).

When you save programs that you type into the computer

from listings in this book or magazines, they too are automat-

ically saved with the .BA extension.

As more mass storage peripherals become available (disk

drives, stringy floppies), so will another kind of program,

called the machine language program. These programs typically

operate much faster than BASIC. Programs of this nature
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have a .CO extension, which stands for the COmmand pro-
grams usually associated with disk-based personal computers.

Although the assignment of extensions is automatic on your
computer, you must still be aware of them, because they come
into play with some very important direct commands you’ll
be learning in the next chapter. But for now, it’s a relief to
know that you don’t need to remember which extension is

which.

Assigning Filenames

Naming files is a skill acquired over a period of time. To
speed your proficiency in this area, it helps to know what your
limitations are. Most important is that you have no more than
six characters with which to name a file. You don’t have to
use all six characters, however.

Where skill counts is in assigning filenames to your work.
Depending on your application, the limit of six characters per
filename could cramp your style. Frequently, you’ll wish you
had more to differentiate among several related files. You will
almost always have a filename in mind that is longer than six
letters. The Model 100 programmers sure did for their sched-
ule program (abbreviated SCHEDL) and address program
(ADDRSS). Of course, if you are creative enough to come up
with a shorter filename, then use it—you are not obligated to
fill all six character slots. (Note: the Model 100 translates all

filenames into capital letters, no matter how they are typed
into the computer. Thus, when you issue the direct com-
mands covered in the next chapter, you don’t have to worry
about capitalizing filenames for the commands to work.)

In assigning names to files, try to make the name meaning-
ful to you so you will know a week from now just by looking
at the directory listing what is in every file. One way to avoid
problems when you have a lot of related documents is to try
to limit your filename to five characters, and reserve the last

slot for a number. Thus, for example, you can have ten file-

names under the filename of MICRO, ranging from
MICROO.DO to MICR09.DO. Or if you take notes on a
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daily basis, you can keep your filename down to four charac-

ters plus one or two digits for the date: NOTE1.DO,

NOTE2.DO . . . NOTE31.DO. Because computers take

things very literally—they don’t know or care that there is

only one digit difference between the filenames—these daily

note files will not be confused with the four-character file-

name, NOTE.DO, which is used with the SCHEDL pro-

gram.

When you first use your computer, you will likely assign a

filename to one document entered yesterday that applies bet-

ter to another document you are entering today. As you’ll see

in the next chapter, you do have the option of changing file-

names in case you get in a real jam.

Reserved Characters

A few cautions about filenames are in order. In the rush to

abbreviate filenames, the tendency often arises to use some

characters other than letters and numbers. For example, a

script writer might want to distinguish acts and scenes with

such names as A1/SC1.DO, A1/SC2.DO, A2/SC1.DO, etc. It

so happens that some punctuation characters and symbols are

quite all right to use in filenames, while a few are hazardous

to use. Table 1 lists (a) those symbols you can use anywhere

in a filename and (b) those symbols you can use within file-

names in positions other than the first character.

lst-6th Characters 2nd-6th Characters

/

+

(b)

@
5

[

]

<
>
?

(a)

Table 1
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The characters to avoid at all cost are those listed in Table
2. Most of the time, the computer won’t let you enter a trou-
blesome character in a filename (it will gently beep at you and
ask again for the filename). But due to a quirk, four dangerous
symbols are allowed. Since these punctuation marks have spe-
cial meanings in BASIC, you will not be able to delete these
filenames from the directory. Instead, you will receive one of
several error statements which cannot be overridden. The
filenames will stay in your directory until you completely reset
(cold start) your machine.

Symbols to Avoid

tr

(

)

Table 2

With this understanding, you’re now prepared to learn
about useful BASIC commands and the built-in programs.



CHAPTER

Essential BASIC

When you turn on the computer, you are presented with a

menu of built-in programs, including what for many may be

a somewhat terrifying option: BASIC. If you have never

learned BASIC or any other computer programming lan-

guage, the prospect of having a machine with built-in BASIC

may be either an exciting opportunity or something to fear. If

you look at Part III of the Model 100 manual, the unfamiliar

and downright intimidating discussions of data types, control

commands, input/output, and the like may well squelch any

desire to learn.

Of course, you don’t have to be fluent in BASIC to derive a

great deal of productivity and enjoyment from your briefcase

machine. Nor is it the intention of this book to tutor you in

BASIC. But there are a handful of BASIC direct commands

that you will need occasionally in your operation of other ap-

plications programs. These commands deal primarily with

changing settings in your computer (such as the date and time)

and entering BASIC language programs into your computer

in several formats: programs on cassette tape, printed pro-

gram listings in magazines or this book, and listings transmit-

ted electronically to your computer from other computers or

bulletin boards (this is one important ability of the telecom-

munications program built into your computer that we’ll dis-

cuss later).
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BASIC Dialects

BASIC languages come in all kinds of dialects and complex-
ities. In many of the very inexpensive home computers on the
market today, the BASIC language provided in the com-
puter’s ROM is a skeleton language, with just enough com-
mands to perform only the most elementary functions. They
serve their purpose (as languages easy to grasp) by having few
words or commands in the vocabulary to learn. To take full
advantage of the computer, however, you usually need to buy
an optional BASIC, typically called Extended BASIC, which
adds commands that let the creative user work more fully with
graphics, sound, and peripherals, such as disk drives and
game controllers.

It so happens that the creator of most BASIC language
dialects available today on home and professional personal
computers is Microsoft Corporation, of Bellevue, Washing-
ton. In its various levels of complexity, the language they have
created is called Microsoft BASIC, also known as MBASIC or
MS-BASIC.
The BASIC included in the Radio Shack briefcase portable

is a fully featured MS-BASIC, to the delight of most experi-
enced BASIC language programmers who pick up the ma-
chine. The dialect contains most of the sophisticated word-
(or string) and number-handling functions found on comput-
ers as powerful as the IBM Personal Computer. And, because
the Model 100 is such a sophisticated, self-contained system,
just about every meaningful command in the Microsoft vocab-
ulary is offered—and then some. The Model 100, because of
such features as nonvolatile memory, battery operation, and
function keys, has a number of extra commands that allow
even nonprogrammers to tailor the computer’s operation to
their habits. We’ll be discussing most of these commands in
this chapter.

All Microsoft BASIC dialects contain many common
threads in the way the computer shuffles numbers and words
around. But when Microsoft designs a BASIC dialect for a
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particular machine, the level of complexity and certain other

characteristics are customized for that machine. Among the

“other characteristics” are ways of displaying graphic and

color information on a display screen and handling communi-
cations with peripherals, such as cassette recorders and disk

drives. A computer, by virtue of its unique physical design or

features, may also have BASIC commands that no other ma-
chine has. For these reasons, a Microsoft BASIC program
written for one machine will probably not work on any other

machine. And that goes for both the Model 100 and the PC-
8201A.

BASIC Commands You Should Know

Even though you don’t have to know BASIC to get a lot out

of the machine, it is helpful to know a few direct commands.
It’s like going to France and learning the few key words that

can get you in and out of a restaurant without accidentally

ordering beef bourgignon for breakfast, or getting directions to

UArc de Triomphe instead of the nearest restroom.

Actually, all you need to do is work your way through the

following sections, paying close attention to the power avail-

able from several of these commands. I’ll also show you how
to assign many of them to function keys. Once the operations

are attached to function keys, you can practically forget them,

since they’ll be available to you at the press of single buttons.

Rather than present these commands to you in alphabetical

order, I’ll group them together according to the situations in

which you might need them.

For the sake of convenience and consistency, I will refer to

two different hypothetical files throughout our examples. Any
document file will be signified by our example LETTER.DO;
BASIC program files will be called PROGRM.BA. In our
example commands, “(ENTER)” means that you press the

ENTER key after typing the command to set everything in

motion. And luckily, the computer will accept your com-
mands whether you type them in upper or lower case.
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Running Cassette Programs—CLOAD, RUN
Prerecorded programs for your computer are loaded into

memory by way of the cassette port. In a cassette load, a copy

of the BASIC program is sent to RAM. The original on the

tape is unchanged and intact.

To load in a program from tape, first enter BASIC by press-

ing the ENTER key with the menu pointer (the dark box)

over the “BASIC” option on the menu. The menu screen

disappears. In its place is the Microsoft, Inc., copyright no-

tice, the number of free bytes (spaces for typed characters) in

memory, and the letters Ok. Actually, the amount of free

memory shown in BASIC is slightly less than what shows on

the menu screen. The reason for this is that the BASIC pro-

gram does take up a little space (called overheadI) in the RAM
for it to operate. In addition, the free memory figure in BASIC
applies only to BASIC programs. For text entry, the free

memory figure on the menu screen is the one to watch. The
letters Ok are BASIC’s way of telling you that the computer is

ready for any BASIC command you desire.

Before doing anything else, make sure the cassette recorder

is properly cabled, according to the directions in Chapter 4.

Place the cassette in the recorder. If the tape is not fully

rewound, do so now. On some recorders, it may be necessary

to temporarily unplug the REM plug from the recorder to

activate the REWIND control. When the tape is rewound and

all connections restored, you’re ready to load the program.

If there is only one program on that tape, simply type the

BASIC command CLOAD (in either upper or lower case, or

any combination of both) and press ENTER. CLOAD stands

for Cassette LOAD. (Note that this is not the LOAD com-

mand available to you on the function keys (F3). This com-

mand has another function, which we will cover shortly.) The

tape should start rolling. You will hear some scratchiness

coming from the internal buzzer (see Changing System

Parameters, below, to disable the buzzer), followed by a

tone that ends abruptly with the slight click of an internal
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relay. The name of the program will be shown on the display

like this:

Found: ProSr

m

Then a solid stream of noisy tones is issued by the Model

100’s buzzer. This is what the data would sound like if you

were to play the tape through an audio recorder. The tones

will keep coming until the program is completely loaded. If

the program is a complex one, it could take several minutes to

load. Occasionally there will be an error during the loading of

a program. If so, the load will be stopped (aborted, in com-

puter lingo). You have no choice but to try loading the pro-

gram again. (See Chapter 7 for the proper adjustment of

cassette recorders to improve reliability in loading programs.)

Assuming you get a good load, at the end of the program tape

section the recorder motor will stop, and the Ok prompt will

reappear.

You are now ready to run the program by typing the com-

mand RUN and pressing ENTER. You can also use function

key F4 (RUN). The program should execute automatically.

Occasionally you will find yourself in the middle of a pro-

gram and want to leave the program for awhile. In most

BASIC programs, the function keys FI through F8 won’t be

used, at least not according to the labels assigned to them by

pressing the LABEL key. Consequently, the MENU option

probably won’t work to get you out of the program. To leave

the program, you must BREAK out of the operation of the

program. This is a simple operation. Simply press the SHIFT
and the BREAK keys simultaneously. A message will appear

on the screen indicating that the program has been broken

while it was executing a program instruction on a specific line.

If you’re not interested in the programming aspect, then you

can ignore that line number. What you’re looking for is the

Ok prompt. That means that the function keys are back to

normal (unless they have been completely redefined by the

program—an unlikely situation). Press the key for MENU
(F8), and you’re back at the familiar directory screen.
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There is one more trick to the CLOAD command that you
should know about. If the tape you’re loading has more than

one program on it, then you should specify the name of the

program you want loaded. It’s a good idea to keep a log of

approximate tape-counter readings for the beginnings of each
program or data file on the tape. That way, if you need a

program in the middle of the tape, you can fast-forward the

tape to the area in which the program should be located.

Actually, you want to stop advancing the tape before reaching

the program location.

When you issue a CLOAD command with the filename like

this:

CLOAD "PROGRM " < ENTER

>

then the computer knows to ignore everything else it hears

until PROGRM is located. If, while listening for PROGRM,
the computer encounters a program called TEST1, for exam-
ple, a message will appear on the screen:

SKIP: TEST 1

and the cassette motor will keep going until the computer
encounters PROGRM and tells you that it has found it. Un-
fortunately, you have to listen to the tones and squeals of data

transferring unless you have previously turned off the sound
(see Changing System Parameters, below). But a benefit of

loading by filename is that in case you lose track of which
programs are on a tape, you can perform a CLOAD with a

filename you know does not exist and watch the computer
skip over all the files. Every time a file is found, its name
appears on the screen, and you can jot that down along with

the approximate tape-counter reading.

If you forget where on a tape a favorite program is located,

you can perform a CLOAD “PROGRM” with the tape at its

beginning, then go about your business. When the computer
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finds PROGRM, it will automatically load it into the com-

puter and stop the recorder motor.

Moreover, if you want to have the computer behave even

more automatically, you can perform a load in the following

manner:

CLOAD "PROGRM" #R < ENTER

>

By adding the comma and the letter R, you are telling the

computer to not only locate and load the program, but imme-

diately RUN the program once the transfer into RAM is com-

plete.

Note: When you load a BASIC program from cassette into

the computer, the program does not appear on the MENU
directory. You can switch between BASIC and the MENU
without losing your program, but anything you type in or

CLOAD while in BASIC will damage or cover up the pro-

gram. If you want to keep the program resident in RAM,
which would happen, for example, if you wanted to load in a

second BASIC program before using the original one again,

you will have to transfer the first program over to RAM via

the SAVE (not the CSAVE) command, as detailed in Down-

loading Programs, below. In other words, any program you

CLOAD into the computer resides in a kind of scratchpad

area, even though the program will remain intact when the

computer is turned off. But unless it is transferred to RAM
and appears on the directory as a separate BASIC program

(with the .BA extension), it is vulnerable to being erased by

the CLOAD of another program or your experimenting with

BASIC.

Typing In Programs—CLS, NEW, LIST, EDIT, MENU
Few tasks associated with a personal computer are as thank-

less as typing in a program from a printed listing out of a book

or magazine article. A medium length program may require

three or four thousand keystrokes! It is indeed rare that an

individual can type so many characters and not miss several
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small points in the process. Since the computer demands pre-
cision on your part, it will advise you without hesitation if

you’ve made a mistake in entering your program. The sad
part is that the computer waits until it is running the program
to do so.

A few BASIC commands, however, help you get off to a
good start and correct any errors that may have slipped in
while you were typing away. Let’s go through an example of
how you would go about typing in a program—you’ll have
plenty of opportunities to practice in this book—making use
of the selected BASIC commands.

Since the computer has nonvolatile memory, it is quite pos-
sible that there is some leftover program or experiment in the
BASIC workspace from the last time you used the computer.
To make sure there is no extraneous information in the BASIC
region of the memory, issue the NEW command by typing

NEN < ENTER

>

at the Ok prompt in BASIC. Another Ok prompt appears,
indicating that the instruction has been carried out. Ry now,
six of the screen’s eight lines has something in them:

TRS-80 Model 100 Software
Copr» 1983 Mi c rosof

t

2G935 Bytes free
OK

new
OK

It doesn’t cost any more to start the entry of your program
with a clean slate. To clear the screen of everything you see

there, type

CLS < E N T E R >

This CLS (CLear Screen) command does just that, leaving

nothing to show except an Ok prompt in the upper left hand
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corner, and the cursor directly below it, ready for you to start

typing in the program. You can issue a CLS command at any

time in BASIC. It does no harm whatsoever to the program

you are entering or running; it just clears the screen of visual

garbage that may have collected.

Here are a few more pointers. If you look at the program

listings in Chapter 7, for example, you’ll note that the left

margin is an ever increasing sequence of line numbers in incre-

ments of ten. The increments do not matter, but the line

numbers must begin at the left margin. If a line of data ex-

tends beyond the right margin of the screen, just keep typing

until you come to the end of the statement in that line. The

information on that line will “wrap” around to the next line,

sometimes breaking up words in the middle. This is perfectly

normal. In fact, you should not press the ENTER key until

you are at the end of what is known as a logical line, or after

all the data for that line number has been typed. A long logical

line could occupy more than six lines of your forty-character-

wide LCD screen.

Above all, be accurate with your transcription to the key-

board. Every letter, number, punctuation mark, and symbol

you see in print must be typed in precisely the same sequence.

Unfortunately for the newcomer to the language, the BASIC

in these machines allows the programmer to condense the

instructions without putting spaces between elements within

a line. This makes listings very hard to read and, thus, more

open to mistakes in transcribing. There is a side benefit, how-

ever, in that every space that is left out means one more byte

of free space for another application. As the memory starts

filling up, this extra space could accomodate a few hundred

characters for a text file you’re writing while on the road. To

make your job easier for the listings in this book, however,

the spaces have been left in. You’ll see in a moment how to

get them out later if you like.

After you type in the program and RUN it the first time,

there is a high probability that the program will stop, issuing

some kind of error statement (an abbreviation like the ones
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we 11 discuss at the end of this chapter) and a line number.
When this happens, LIST the line to display what you typed
and compare it against the original. A typical exchange might
start with the computer’s error message:

?SN Error in 110
OK

You then type:

LIST 110 < ENTER

>

Then the line appears just as you typed it. If there is abso-
lutely nothing wrong with what you’ve typed, then there
might be a mistake in the magazine—it happens occasionally.
But more likely, you’ve made some error in typing the line.

You have two ways of fixing the mistake. One is to retype
the entire line. Even though you type the line seemingly out
of sequence with the rest of the program, the computer knows
to put it in place according to its line number. But if the line

is a monster, filled with all kinds of special symbols and char-
acters, there is an easier way: editing the line with the EDIT
command. After LISTing a line to see what the mistake was,
you type the command

EDIT 110 <ENTER>

Inside the Model 100, the BASIC program is put aside for a

moment, and the suspect line is brought over to the TEXT
program. At this point, you have the power of the TEXT
program at your disposal (covered fully in the next chapter)
for inserting or deleting whatever characters are needed to

make the line identical to the one on the printed page. Be sure
not to press the ENTER key in the middle of the line; keep
the logical line intact.

When you’re done making your corrections, press the F8
function key, not the ENTER key. This special keystroke
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breaks you out of the editing cycle and returns you to BASIC,

with an Ok prompt appearing in the upper left corner of the

screen. You are now ready to RUN your program again to see

if the repair worked.

Sometimes, when you are entering a large program with

many series of lines that look similar to one another, you may

spot in your comparison against the printed program that

you’ve messed up several lines in a row. Rather than EDIT

each one individually, you have a faster way of fixing them at

one time. Still using the EDIT command, specify a range of

line numbers you want to fix:

EDIT 110-150 <ENTER>

On the Model 100, all program lines between 110 and 150,

inclusive, will be copied over to the TEXT program for your

editing. When all lines are as they should be, press F8 to get

out of EDIT. A lot of shifting of information takes place on

the way back to BASIC. In long BASIC programs, the rear-

rangement of your repaired fine could take several seconds. A
WAIT signal flashes on the LCD screen while the transfer is

taking place. As long as the signal is flashing, everything is

running smoothly.

As you’ve learned by now, the gateway back to the directory

is the MENU command. Anytime you have an Ok prompt in

BASIC, you can type MENU and press ENTER, or use the

F8 (MENU) function key, to return to the opening screen.

Downloading Programs—LOAD, SAVE, LLIST

As you’ll see in the chapter on the TELCOM program, it’s

easy to establish connection with any of the large commercial

databases, such as the Source and CompuServe, via telephone

modem. The TELCOM program has a special routine that

lets you download information from the main computer. An

outstanding source of programs for the Model 100 can be

found on the Model 100 Special Interest Group (SIG) Data-

base available through CompuServe. Complete information
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about subscribing to CompuServe can be found in the Model
100 modem cable package from Radio Shack.

Essentially, the Model 100 SIG is a gathering place for
Model 100 owners. They leave messages, programs, and other
tidbits on an electronic bulletin board. It is one place you can
turn for technical help in case your dealer is puzzled by some-
thing. It is also the place to learn about newly available soft-

ware and peripherals, since many manufacturers are
CompuServe subscribers and post bulletins of new product
releases. One important section of the SIG, however, is called

the Database. In it are dozens of programs which can be
loaded into your computer over the telephone.

Once you ve gained access to one of the Database sections

(instructions to get there are available on-line when you’re
connected to the SIG), you can view a catalog of programs in

that section. Jot down the filenames that appeal to you (they
have the more liberal eight-character filename, three-character

extension format of larger computers). If one you like is called

PROGRAM. 100, at the appropriate Database prompt, type

TYP PROGRAM 100

Before pressing ENTER, which starts the program rolling

out of the host computer, press the DOWN function key (F2)
on the computer. You’ll be asked to specify a filename—in

the six-character system, don’t forget. Type

PROGRM < ENTER

>

When the function key’s DOWN legend turns to inverse
display, press ENTER. The program starts pouring across

your screen and into RAM. When the program is ended, the

CompuServe prompt (SIG/ACCESS:) appears. Press your
DOWN key again to end the downloading of that file.

Now, although you’ve downloaded what looks like a BASIC
program, bear in mind that the file created by the DOWN
function in the TELCOM program is a .DO file, as if you had
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typed a BASIC program using the TEXT program. To run

the program, you must first exit TELCOM and convert the

program from its current ASCII format (ASCII is a technical

standard that makes sure every computer that sends the letter

A, for example, sends the same code) to a more compacted

format called binary. This is the only format which BASIC

can understand. To accomplish this feat, you use the LOAD
command (not to be confused with the cassette CLOAD com-

mand).

Before you go too far, however, you’ll save yourself some

error statements if you first scan through your program in its

.DO file form. In the transmission of the file, some extraneous

characters were sent and recorded in RAM. These occur at

the beginning and end of the file, so they’ll be easy to spot.

Look for anything that is not a BASIC statement. Typically,

they will be extra carriage returns (the black triangle on its

side), and the SIG/ACCESS prompt at the end of the file. Use

the TEXT editing program (as detailed in the next chapter)

to rid the file of these unnecessary figures.

Now go into BASIC and LOAD the program. Type

LOAD "PROGRM <ENTER>

A flashing WAIT signal indicates that the .DO program is

being converted to the binary format. A long program (8-10

Kilobytes) may take two or three minutes to finish this. When

the LOAD is completed, the Ok prompt appears. Type RUN,
press ENTER, and you’re in business.

To speed loading of the program next time, you should

perform a deliberate SAVE command, thus creating a .BA file

for that program. It will appear on the directory MENU with

the .BA extension. Thereafter, you can invoke the program

by moving the MENU pointer to that filename, pressing

ENTER, and immediately running the program. With the

program LOADed into BASIC, and at the Ok prompt, type

SAME "PROGRM < ENTER

>
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Note that you don’t have to specify the .BA extension be-
cause the SAVE command in BASIC automatically appends
that special extension to a BASIC program name. Also note
that you need only type one quotation mark before the name
of the program. If you type a second one at the end of the
filename, that’s alright, too. But the first one before the file-

name must be there. If it’s not, an error message will advise
you.

Even though you have saved the program as a .BA file, the
original .DO file is still intact in memory and listed on the
directory. You’ll see in the next section how to delete the .DO
file to make more room for other programs.

Students of BASIC will undoubtedly want to inspect the
program listings to see if there are ways of improving, custom-
izing, or learning new techniques from the program. Scrolling
through the file using the LIST command is not the easiest

way to follow the logic of a program, since you can see at most
eight lines of a program that may or may not be in numerical
order (even if they are not listed in order, the program will

run them in order). Ideally, a printout of the entire program
would let someone study every element of the program at

leisure. Thus, the LLIST command.
LLIST stands for Line LIST. In computer jargon, line

usually refers to the line printer, a printer connected to the
standard printer port on the computer. On the Model 100,
the parallel printer port is that location. With a printer con-
nected to the computer and turned on, you’re ready to get a

printout of the entire program. With the program resident in

BASIC, simply type

LLIST < E N T E R

>

To suspend the printing at any point, press SHIFT-BREAK.

Memory Management—FILES, FREE, NAME, KILL
With limited memory and limited directory space, you will

occasionally have to perform some housecleaning to make sure
you are using your memory to its fullest. This is particularly
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true of .DO files created with TEXT. Once you are through

with the document, having printed it out or sent it over the

telephone, you don’t have the luxury of maintaining archival

storage in your computer. You will need that memory space

or directory slot for future documents.

To erase files from memory, you must go through the

BASIC program. So, even if you never intend to learn or use

BASIC for any purpose, you must still go into BASIC to delete

excess files. The best way to accomplish this is to use a com-

bination of two commands, FILES and KILL. At the Ok

prompt in BASIC, type

FILES < E N T E R

>

On your screen will appear the name of every .DO and .BA

file that normally shows up on your MENU directory screen.

The convenience of having your files in front of you plays an

important role in the KILL command, because you want to

make sure you are deleting the correct file. To erase one of the

files shown on the screen, type, for example,

KILL "LETTER. DO < ENTER

>

Note a couple of features of this command. First, you need

the quotation mark before the name of the file to be deleted.

Second, you must specify the extension (.DO in this exam-

ple). Although this may seem like an unnecessary require-

ment, it acts as protection against an erroneous erasure.

Remember from the section Downloading Programs, above,

that you receive the program first as a .DO file, then convert

it to BASIC binary format and save the program as a .BA file.

At that point, your directory lists the program twice, once as

PROGRM.DO and once as PROGRM.BA. Since you proba-

bly will not need the .DO copy again, it is good practice to

KILL it, thus freeing up RAM for other projects. By forcing

you to specify the extension, the KILL command is subtly

double-checking with you that you are deleting the correct

version.
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Remember: KILL is irreversable—once you KILL a file
from RAM, it is gone for good. Files you want to use again
must be saved on cassette tape or another mass-storage device,
such as a disk drive, another microcomputer, or the storage
area of databases like CompuServe (see Chapter 7).

If you are KILLing files to open up a specific memory size
say you’d like to have 10,000 bytes free to write a news-

paper story you can monitor the approximate available
memory size while in BASIC. To do this, first type NEW to
clear BASIC of any extraneous ramblings that may be left over
in the BASIC scratchpad. Of course, if you have a new pro-
gram in there, you should already have SAVEd it to RAM so
it appears as a .BA file when you type the FILES command.

Next, type

PRINT FRE(0) < ENTER >

The PRINT command, as we’ll see in more detail in a mo-
ment, tells the computer to display on screen the results of
the following command. FRE(0) calculates the amount of free
memory available to BASIC at that instant. The command
must be typed every time you want to see the amount of free
RAM in the computer, but I’ll show you how to assign it to a
one-touch function key later. Remember that the amount of
memory available to BASIC is slightly less (256 bytes) than
what would be available to you in a .DO file, but the figure
from the FRE command will be close enough. The zero in the
parentheses, by the way, is called a dummy variable. All it

means is that you need any character there to indicate you
want the numeric memory space. Another parameter is pos-
sible, but is not a concern at this stage.

One more housekeeping chore that could come in handy is

the one that lets you rename files you’ve already created. Let’s
say you are catching up on your correspondence and find you
have only one letter to do. Your first inclination may be to
open the TEXT file with the name LETTER.DO. Later in
the session, you find you need to send another letter to some-
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one else. Since you’ve already used up the most logical file-

name on your first letter, you may find it more convenient to

rename the first one to make it part of a series: LTR1.DO,

LTR2.DO, etc. After displaying all files with the FILES com-

mand in BASIC, you use the NAME ... AS command in the

following manner:

NAME "LETTER.DO" AS "LTRl .DO < ENTER

>

As with the KILL command, you need the quotation marks

(although there are more of them here) and the filename ex-

tensions as shown. Note that you cannot change a .DO file to

a .BA file or vice versa with this command. As we’ve dis-

cussed, a more complex transformation between ASCII and

binary files is required for that transaction. Finally, to verify

that your name change has taken place, you can issue the

FILES command to receive an updated listing of your direc-

tory files.

Changing Day, Date, and Time—DAY$, DATE$, TIME$

The Main Menu contains a great deal of information that is

easily absorbed by even the casual eye. When you turn on the

computer the clock is deliberately ticking away the seconds,

while both the date and day of the week are clearly visible.

For business travelers, who some mornings have to check the

phone book cover in their hotel room to see what city they’re

in, this continual chronometer is no small assurance.

Setting the clock calender takes three separate steps, be-

cause you must set each element—day, date, and time—in-

dividually. This can be accomplished only in BASIC using the

corresponding commands. But once you set the clock-calen-

dar, the elements work together to make sure they all stay in

synchronization with each other.

The computer recognizes the day of the week according to

a fixed convention of abbreviating each day to its first three

letters: Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat. Once you set

the appropriate day of the week, the computer automatically
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increments it to the next day when the clock goes past mid-
night. But the internal program in control of this does not
compute the day of the week from the date. If you load in an
incorrect day of the week, the computer will obligingly go on
“thinking” that Tuesday is Saturday (and so forth). The day-
of-the-week feature is really a set-it-and-forget-it parameter,
unless you Cold Start your machine for some reason, in which
case everything reverts back to the nonsetting you saw when
you turned on your computer for the very first time.
To set the day of the week to Wednesday, for example,

enter BASIC and, at the Ok prompt, type

DAY* = "Wed < ENTER

>

The computer is smart enough, however, to take your entry
in any combination of upper and lower case letters and convert
them to the arrangement shown above. In this command, be
sure to include the dollar sign ($) as well as the quotation
mark. This very important symbol is telling the computer to
accept whatever you type after the quotation mark on that
line. To verify that your entry was accepted, type

PRINT DAY* < ENTER

>

and don’t forget the dollar sign. This command tells the com-
puter to display the day of the week on the screen.

Entering the date is a little trickier because a very specific
format must be followed. The best way to remind yourself of
the format is to display what the computer likes to see as a
date, by typing

PRINT DATE* < ENTER >

not forgetting, again, to type the dollar sign. You will see a
date format like this:

03 / 11/83
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where the 09 is the month, 11 is the day, and 83 is the year,

and each is separated by a slash (/). Note: Each element must be

two digits. If, as in our example, the day or month is a single

digit, then it must be preceded by a zero. Thus, to set the date

to April 1, 1984, you would type the following:

DATE$ = "04/01/84 <ENTER>

As with the DAY$ command, you should seldom need to

change this element. The date is automatically incremented

when the clock strikes midnight, and the computer knows

which months have twenty-eight, thirty, and thirty-one days.

What it does not know, however, is that every four years we

have a leap year. So every four years you’ll have to reset the

DATE$ function because instead of going to February 29, the

calendar will jump to March 1

.

One interesting note about the DATE$ function: With the

current ROM installed in the computers, the date displayed

on the menu screen doesn’t go past 1999. At the turn of the

century, the calendar goes back to January 1, 1900. I assume

you’ll be able to correct this someday with an updated ROM,
provided you still have your computer in the year 2000.

One special note about the Model 100. For some unex-

plained reason, the year sometimes advances when you use

the internal modem for telecommunications. Until this bug is

corrected (as indeed it may already be on recently manufac-

tured machines), it bears watching, in case the date needs

resetting.

Setting the time is perhaps the trickiest of them all because

of the conventions used in the computer’s timekeeping area.

Time is maintained in twenty-four-hour time, often called

military time. Remember in the old war movies when the

squadron is scheduled to take off at “zero six-hundred

hours”? They are referring to the time 0600, which is nothing

more than 6:00 a.m. The twenty-four-hour clock counts the

morning hours in sync with the common twelve-hour clock.

But after 12:00 noon, the twenty-four-hour clock keeps count-
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ing hours until it reaches midnight. Here’s what happens to
both clocks from noon:

Twelve-hour Twenty-Four-hour

12:00 noon 12:00
1:00 p.m. 13:00
2:00 p.m. 14:00
3:00 p.m. 15:00

4:00 p.m. 16:00

5:00 p.m. 17:00

6:00 p.m. 18:00

7:00 p.m. 19:00

8:00 p.m. 20:00
9:00 p.m. 21:00
10:00 p.m. 22:00
11:00 p.m. 23:00
12:00 midnight 00:00
1:00 a.m. 01:00
2:00 A.M. 02:00

etc. etc.

Thus, if you are setting your clock in the afternoon or eve-

you will want to set the hour to the correct twenty-four-
hour notation. Otherwise, the computer will think you’re put-
ting in a morning time, and the day/date won’t increment until
noon the next day.

To see the precise format that must be followed in entering
the time, use the TIME$ command with the PRINT com-
mand, as you’ve done before with the day and date. Even if

you haven’t set your clock yet, the computer has been ticking
away from 00:00:00 (zero hours, minutes, and seconds) ever
since you first put batteries in the computer, so there will be
some value displayed on the screen. Thus. when you type

PRINT TIME* CENTER y

the time will appear something like this:

14:25:37
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The first two digits are hours, the next two minutes, and

the last two seconds, each separated by a colon. This is the

format you must follow when entering the correct time.

If you want to set the clock against a standard, such as the

“at the tone” announcement from the phone company, you

can do so by selecting a time a couple of minutes ahead of the

time you begin typing. The slower a typist you are, the more

time you should allow in between the moment you start typing

and the instant you are going to set the clock. Let’s say it is

now 7:23 p.m. according to a fairly accurate timepiece. Type

the following:

T I ME$ = "19:25:00

but do not press ENTER yet. Be sure you include the dollar

sign and the quotation mark. You’ll be setting the clock to

start when the time standard reaches 7:25 p.m. exactly (i.e.,

zero seconds). When you hear the “7:25 exactly” beep from

the phone recording, press ENTER. This activates the clock.

Verify that all went according to plan by going to the MENU
and watching the seconds tick away. Your clock should be in

sync with the next announcement, give or take a few millise-

conds.

Changing Function Keys—KEY, KEY LIST, PRINT

One feature that makes the Model 100 so easy to use is the

row of function keys stretching across the top of the keyboard.

You have probably noticed in going from TEXT to TELCOM
to BASIC that these function keys have different personalities

depending on the program the computer is running (on the

Model 100 press the top row key marked LABEL to see what

the function keys represent at any given moment). In this

section, we’ll be concerned with their use in BASIC as short-

cuts for frequently used functions.

Go into BASIC and press the LABEL key to see the legends

of the operating function keys. If you haven’t made any
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changes to your function keys, the initial functions available

are

FI = FILE
F2 = LOAD
F3 = SAVE
F4 = RUN
F5 = LIST
F6 (not used)

F7 (not used)

F8 = MENU

What you can’t see, however, is that there is more to each
of these functions than is revealed by the legend on the screen.

For example, FI says FILE. In actuality, this is the FILES
command which brings up a listing of all .DO and .BA files

in the directory. To fit the legends of so many function keys
across the bottom row of the forty-character-wide LCD
screen, not every character can be displayed—only the first

four. To see the complete definition of each function key, you
can use the KEY LIST command. On your screen, reading

left to right, will be a display of all characters comprising the
function key command, as in the following:

Files Load
Save "

R u n

List
Men u

Notice that Load and Save automatically include the quo-
tation mark, so you don’t have to type it when loading or
saving a file. By pressing a function key, you are essentially

speed typing onto the screen the characters defined for that

key.

But even with KEYLIST, there is one other feature that

you cannot see. When you press FI, for example, the com-
mand FILES appears on the screen, and the command is

automatically executed. If you were to type the same com-
mand, as you did earlier in this chapter, you must also press
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the ENTER key to make that command work. What you can’t

see in the KEYLIST listing are those pressings of the ENTER

key. If they weren’t there, the command (FILES) would be

printed to the screen, but you would have to press ENTER to

get the ball rolling.

The most interesting part of all this is that you have the

power to redefine all function keys with the KEY command.

Here are some situations that call for such a procedure. Let’s

say you type a lot of programs from printed program listings

in order to save the programs on cassette. After a while, you

begin to notice that you are issuing several direct commands,

such as CLOAD, RUN, LIST, CSAVE, EDIT, and FRE(O),

quite regularly. To save time and keystrokes, all of these com-

mands can be made into function keys. In another example,

you may already own a desktop computer, like the IBM PC,

which has function keys that you’re used to. It is only logical

to be consistent in your function keys from computer to com-

puter. So, as on the IBM, you may set FI to be LIST and F2

to be RUN.
Practically every command you’ve learned so far can pro-

ductively find its way into your computer’s function keys. The

important point to remember is that the function keys should

be tailored to the kind of operations you perform most regu-

larly. Here’s how to change keys into several different incar-

nations.

The KEY command is designed so you can define one key

at a time, according to the function key number. For example,

if you want to make F2 perform a one-button RUN command,

you would type

KEY 2 » "RUN" +CHR$ ( 13) CENTER

>

We’ve added something new here, the CHR$ statement.

While it is a useful statement for BASIC programmers, you

don’t need to know too much about it to assign your function

keys. Suffice it to say that CHR$(13) is the equivalent in

BASIC language for the press of the ENTER key. Therefore,

the command above translates into: “Assign to function key
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number 2 the word RUN plus (ENTER).” As I said above,
without the CHR$(13) in the KEY command, you will have
to press ENTER manually.

Here’s another useful shortcut. Remember the command,
PRINT FRE(O), which produces the amount of memory left
in BASIC? That may be an important function to have as a
function key, especially since it is awkward to type. But if we
assigned the command as is to a function key, the legend
would pick up only the first four letters, or PRIN. You may
forget what it is that the function key prints. Or if you have
two function keys that use the PRINT command, both would
appear on the legend as PRIN. Fortunately, in BASIC there
is a shortcut for the command PRINT—the question mark
(?). If you type

?FRE ( 0

)

you are accomplishing the same as PRINT FRE(O). And in
the function key legend, the characters ?FRE appear, leaving
you plenty of characters to figure out what the function is.

Don’t forget, too, that you want to add (ENTER) so the
command is automatically executed when you press the func-
tion key. Thus, to assign this command to function key F5,
you would type

KEY 5 t " ?FRE ( 0 )
" + CHR$( 13) < ENTER

>

Sometimes, you don’t want the command to execute be-
cause you may want to add something to it before going on.
The LIST and EDIT commands are good examples of that.
If you want to LIST a single line, you could use the function
key to produce the LIST command on the screen, and have it

wait for you to type in a line number before pressing ENTER.
In this case, we’d assign function key 3:

KEY 3 f "LIST" < ENTER

>

without the CHR$(13), because you’ll be pressing the
ENTER key manually after entering a line number.
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It is recommended that you reserve one function key for

the MENU command, since you use that regularly to leave

BASIC and return to the directory screen. And since other

programs built into the computer use one key in particular,

F8, to return to the directory, it makes sense to continue that

convention in BASIC.

Also remember that the functions assigned to the function

keys work only from the Ok prompt, and not while a BASIC

program is operating. If a program is running, and you want

to get back to the MENU, you must SHIFT-BREAK the

program to get the Ok prompt, then press the appropriate

function key for MENU.
If the work you do on the computer involves a lot of .DO

files, here is a suggested sequence for keys F5-F7. Make F5

the FILES command by typing

KEYS » "FILES" +CHR* ( 13 ) < ENTER

>

Then make F6 the KILL command by typing

KEYS t "KILL" +CHR$(34) < ENTER

>

where the ASCII code 34 is for the quotation marks. Finally,

use the F7 key to see the amount of memory space left by

typing

KEY7 t "?FRE ( 0 ) " + CHR$< 13) < ENTER

>

Now, whenever you want to free up space in your RAM or

directory, simply work your way down the row of keys F5

through F8 in a logical sequence: see the files in RAM, erase

the one(s) you don’t need, see how much memory is free, and

go back to the Main Menu.

Changing System Parameters—SOUND, POWER, IPL

A few handy commands in Microsoft’s briefcase BASIC let

you control some of the system parameters. For example, the

SOUND ON/OFF command, which is somewhat related to
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the SOUND command for musical tones, can control the un-
it’s sound features in two circumstances when the sound
might become an annoyance, i.e., when loading cassette pro-
grams and when using the TELCOM program and internal
modem of the Model 100. In both cases, a built-in buzzer
generates a high-pitched tone—bordering on a squeal—that
can become rather irritating after awhile. There is no volume
control on this, so you either have the sound or you don’t.
While it is instructional to listen to these tones at first to learn
the characteristics of the signals and the responses the com-
puter makes to them, you won’t need them once you know
what to expect in the way of computer reactions. Possible
exceptions are when you are trying a new cassette recorder or
logging onto a new telecommunications system.
The SOUND ON/OFF command is the answer to this

problem. To turn off the sound in cassette loading and modem
communications (but not the musical tones that may be writ-
ten into a program), at the BASIC Ok prompt, type

SOUND OFF CENTER)

You will be bathed in silence during all operations thereafter.
If you change your mind, or want to listen in on your cassettes
to make sure they’re sounding right, at the BASIC Ok
prompt, simply type

SOUND ON CENTER)

Should you ever have to cold start your computer, the sound
will be automatically turned on.

As you’ve probably noticed by now, your computer turns
itself off if you don’t do anything with it for 10 minutes. The
ON/OFF switch can stay in the ON position under this con-
dition, but the computer is, indeed, off. This, of course, is a
great battery saver, since the inconspicuous little computer
could be left on without you realizing it until all four AA
batteries are dead. But you can change the length of time the
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computer will stay on unattended. The possible range of val-

ues is 1 minute to 22.5 minutes. Naturally, the sooner you

have the computer turn itself off, the longer your batteries

will last. But having a too short period can be frustrating if

the computer goes off while you’re searching your briefcase

for a note the boss left you.

The POWER command works in a way that might not seem

natural, so pay particular attention to the way you issue this

command. You type both the POWER command and a num-

ber. The number can be anything between 10 and 255, inclu-

sively, but it represents a multiplier of 0.1. In other words, to

set the computer to go off in 5 minutes, the command is

POWER 50 < ENTER

>

because 50 times 0.1 is 5, for 5 minutes.

You also have the option of preventing the computer from

powering itself down. You must disable the automatic power

down function by issuing this command at the BASIC Ok

prompt:

POWER CONT < ENTER >

This tells the computer to keep the power running contin-

ually, or until the ON/OFF switch is turned OFF. Unless you

intend to use your computer entirely from AC power, it is

recommended that you keep the automatic power down func-

tion operative, even if at a longer interval. The one time you

wear out your batteries because you forgot to turn off the

computer will be the time you need the machine the most—

a

corollary to Murphy’s Law.

If you find that you almost always use a particular program,

either in ROM or RAM, when you turn on the computer, you

can save yourself a few keystrokes with the help of the IPL

command. When in BASIC, type

IPL " Telco w < E N T E R >
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Then every time you turn on the computer, it will automati-
cally enter the TELCOM program, or whatever program you
choose, provided you previously turned off the computer at
any stage other than with the Main Menu showing on the
display. (If you did turn it off at the Main Menu, then you’ll
get the Main Menu back when you turn it on.) This initial
program load function applies to any file: .DO, .BA, or a
built-in ROM program. In Appendix D we use the IPL com-
mand to help with a security program for the Model 100.

Error Statements

Now that you are familiar with the essential commands of
BASIC that let you import programs to your computer, it’s

time to look at the common error statements that may crop
up while you are copying and running BASIC programs. This
discussion is tailored especially for those users who are not
BASIC programmers, but who may perform some of the
BASIC program transfers discussed earlier in this chapter.
As condemning as the word error might sound, you should

be thankful that the BASIC language has these error codes
built into it. No human should be responsible for an error-
free, hundred-line program. If there is a mistake of some kind

honest or not—don’t think of the computer as being a
“snitch.” Use the error powers of the computer to help you
smooth out any rough edges that might have crept into your
program. Proper interpretation of these codes does just that.

Syntax—SN Error

Like every language, BASIC has a strict set of rules when it

comes to putting a sentence or phrase together. But unlike a
less-than-exact tongue in spoken language, a slip of the finger
in BASIC is totally unacceptable. While a southern gentleman
may snicker at a Bostonian’s way of pronouncing “Harvard
Yard,” the message gets across nonetheless. But not in
BASIC. Every command must be spelled correctly; every
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symbol or punctuation mark must be in the right sequence.

Otherwise, your program stops and

SN Error in 0000

appears on the screen, where 0000 is the line number of the

error.

This error will appear mostly in programs you type from

published listings. The error in syntax will be caused by a slip

of the finger or eye while transcribing the program into the

computer. Look at the message and note the line number in

which the error occurs. Perform a LIST of that line number

and compare character-by-character what is in the computer

against what is printed in the listing. Ninety-nine times out of

a hundred, the problem will be an extra or missing character

or some misspelling of a command.

Once out of a hundred times you will not find any difference

between what’s in your computer and what’s on the paper.

This will be a rare error in the published listing. It does hap-

pen, unfortunately, especially in those listings which have

been typeset (i.e., retyped) from the original LLISTing of the

program by the author. Your only options at this point are (1)

learn BASIC to try to figure out the problem; (2) consult with

a friend or associate who is well versed in your computer’s

BASIC dialect; or (3) write to the publication for a clarifica-

tion. If you choose number 3, be sure to indicate the precise

error message, including line number. With any luck, the

author will be able to provide a “fix” for the built-in syntax

error.

Out of Memory—OM Error

Many kinds of programs, although they seem to fit com-

fortably within your computer’s RAM, use up considerable

memory when they are running. Typically, they are creating

tables of numbers or other information which will be used

later in the program. If there is not enough free memory in
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which the program can create these tables (known to program-
mers as arrays), then you will get an Out of Memory Error.

If you are serious about running this program, you have no
alternative but to KILL some other file(s) to make room for
the tables. Unfortunately, you won’t know how much room
you need. While still in BASIC, issue the FILES command to

see a directory of your files and to find out how much room
they actually take up. KILL expendable files one at a time,
trying the program after each KILL until the OM Error no
longer appears. If, on the other hand, none of the files are
expendable, then you won’t be able to RUN the program until

you clear the memory for more space by storing some files on
tape, or upgrade the amount of memory in your machine.

Bad File Number—BN Error

Sometimes a faulty program will cause the Bad File Num-
ber (BN) Error statement to appear. What the computer is

telling you is that it wants to perform some kind of operation
involving two or more .DO files at one time.

Normally, the maximum number of files a program can
access is one. If the program calls for two or more, a special

MAXFILES command must either have been given already
or be present in the proper place in the program. Your BN
error may not have shown up on the developer’s computer
because once he sets the MAXFILES, it stays set. So if the
programmer had ever set his MAXFILES to, say, three, then
he would not run into the BN Error, and he would not have
needed to include the appropriate MAXFILES statement in
his program.

The solution for you is to issue a direct MAXFILES com-
mand in BASIC. At the BASIC Ok prompt, try two maxfiles
by typing

MAXFILES = 2 CENTER)

and RUN the program. If you still get the BN Error, try more
MAXFILES commands, increasing the digit by one until the
program runs. If you are concerned about free memory space,
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you can manually reset the MAXFILES to one or zero when

you’re through with the program. Every number you add to

the MAXFILES command takes up 267 bytes of overhead, so

if you need MAXFILES of four, you’re tying up about 1

kilobyte of text document space. Ideally, a program that must

access .DO files should set the appropriate MAXFILES com-

mand at the beginning of the program and reset MAXFILES

to zero at the end of the program, but with downloaded soft-

ware, there are hardly any such conventions, nor any guaran-

tee of professionalism in the offering.

File Not Found—FF Error

Occasionally, programs you download from a database have

specific instructions for the user listed in the opening lines of

the program. It’s easy to miss them if you re not the program-

ming type. But one of those instructions may be to make sure

a certain .DO file is in the directory before running the pro-

gram. An example of this would be a game program that keeps

track of all-time high scores (in a separate file) for all the

players who regularly use it. The program looks for the .DO

file with a very specific name. If the file is not found, the FF

Error shows up.

Before getting too excited, look for the instructions at the

opening of the program. LIST the program, with your finger

ready on the PAUSE key to stop the listing from scrolling off

the screen. Look for the name of a file you must have in the

computer. If there are no instructions, press the PAUSE key

again to continue LISTing the program until you encounter

an OPEN 'FILENAME' FOR INPUT command. It will dis-

play the filename that should be available in the directory.

With that knowledge in hand, it’s a simple matter to go into

the TEXT program, answer the filename-to-edit prompt (see

Chapter 7) with the name of the required .DO file and then

simply exit the TEXT program. Even though you put nothing

in the file, it remains in the directory, as you’ll see when you

get back to the menu. Now you should be able to run the

program without difficulty from this error.
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An FF Error can also appear when you are executing direct
commands. When KILLing a file, for example, you will get a
FF error if you do not specify the extension. Or if you misspell
the filename on a direct command, the computer won’t be
able to find a match for your misspelling and will return an
FF Error.

Type Mismatch—TM Error

A Type Mismatch error is an easy one to get. In your haste
to KILL, CLOAD, SAVE or perform some other direct com-
mand on your files, you will forget to start the filename with a
quotation mark. What Type Mismatch is saying is that, after
you type in the command, the computer looks for a quotation
mark to signify the beginning of the filename. Any other char-
acter coming in its place is not a match for what it is expecting.
No big deal here. Simply retype the command, and be sure to
include the quotation mark.

Bad Filename—NM Error

You won’t come across this error message too frequently
once you get used to the file-naming system of your Model
100. If you attempt to give the computer an illegal filename, it

will return the NM Error. An illegal filename is one, for ex-
ample, that has more than six characters or has a character in
it that is not allowed according to the rules of BASIC (see the
discussion of reserved characters in Chapter 5). Again, no
damage has been done—simply retype the command with the
correct filename.

Direct Statement in File—DS Error

Downloaded programs are very much subject to the Direct
Statement in File Error. First of all, the error means that there
is something in the file which the computer does not recognize
as part of a BASIC program. Since BASIC will at least LOAD
any program, provided it has line numbers running down the
left margin of the listing, you know right away that there is

something other than a line number at the left margin some-
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where in the program. The error will show up when you are

attempting to LOAD a program from a .DO file (which is

where the program is stored when first downloaded via the

TELCOM program). The computer will load as much of the

program as it can until it reaches a direct statement, then it

issues the error while in BASIC.

You can save yourself a little trouble right away by looking

at the .DO file in the TEXT mode before LOADing it into

BASIC. In a downloaded program, the obvious place to look

is at the beginning and end of the file. It is most likely that

some extra carriage returns (displayed as solid triangles on

their sides) and other characters were stored in RAM along

with the program at the beginning and end of the file. After

that, however, direct statements may not be so obvious.

But there is an easy way to locate them, even in long pro-

grams. Try LOADing the program into BASIC as detailed

above. If a DS Error appears, immediately LIST as much of

the program as BASIC accepted. When the listing ends, you

will see line numbers of the last lines accepted by BASIC.

Now, go into the .DO file in the TEXT mode, use FI (FIND)

to search for the last line number accepted in BASIC (a

prompt in the display asks you to type the string of characters

to search for). On the next line or two, there must be a direct

statement somewhere. Even with it right in front of you, the

direct statement may not be obvious on the forty-character-

wide screen. Look especially for extra carriage return symbols

(dark triangles) before the one that ends the logical line. Re-

member that a logical line ends with a carriage return, and the

next characters to appear must be the line number in the next

logical line. Place the cursor over the extraneous carriage re-

turn and perform a SHIFT-DELETE to remove it.

How did those extra carriage returns get there in the first

place? In preparing the program for uploading to the data-

base, the author or his uploading program mistakenly added

them. They’re a nuisance, to be sure, and can sometimes be

strewn about in a long program. Several attempts at LOAD-
ing and subsequent editing may be necessary. As more pro-
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grammers gain experience with uploading programs,
however, this problem should diminish.

Input Past End of File—EF Error

The Input Past End of File Error is a terribly frustrating
one. Fortunately, it occurs rarely on prepared software. It

means that the main BASIC program was trying to read infor-
mation from another file and found fewer pieces of informa-
tion than it expected to find. Unfortunately, there is not much
a nonprogrammer can do with this error. In a downloaded
program and associated data (information) files, something
could have gone wrong in the transmission process and one or
more items got left out. Unless you have the original file list-

ing, there is no way to reconstruct the file. A professional
programmer, however, would have designed the program
around this possibility, obviating any error of this kind.

This has been a crash course in essential BASIC commands
and error statements that will smooth your enjoyment of pre-
written BASIC programs from several sources. Next, we’ll

examine the built-in software. Our first topic is probably the
most exciting application of a briefcase computer: text editing.
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TEXT Program

Probably the built-in program most used in the Model 100

is the text editor, TEXT. With it, you can produce informa-

tion files for your ADDRSS and SCHEDL programs as well

a host of other documents—correspondence, memos, articles,

even book chapters.

There is a reason this program is called a text editor and not

a word processor. Although TEXT shares features of power-

ful word-processing programs like WordStar, it also has limi-

tations for the serious writer. Nevertheless, having a product

like this that fits inside a briefcase is an invaluable aid to the

amateur and professional writer alike. TEXT allows you to

type in any kind of textual document and edit it without hav-

ing to print it out. The LCD screen is your small window into

an entire document, which resides in RAM at all times until

specifically erased. Any changes you make on the LCD screen

are automatically stored in RAM.
The extent of your editing and printing powers is what

differentiates TEXT from a more powerful word-processing

program. While with TEXT you can search the document for

a particular word or phrase, you cannot have the program

automatically perform a replacement with another word. For

example, in a long document which contains several refer-

121
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ences to a difficult-to-type word or name, you can abbreviate

it in the text creation process. In a word processing program,

you could instruct the computer to replace the abbreviation

with the full name throughout the document. With TEXT,
you must replace each abbreviation manually. You do get a

little help from the program with its FIND function (function

key FI). If you use FI to search for a word and, after finding

an instance, wish to search for it elsewhere in the document,

simply press FI again and the computer automatically expects

to search further for the same word. In other words, all you
need to do to continue is press FI and then the ENTER key.

If you want to search for a different word, just type in the new
word before pressing ENTER.

Naming Files

To create a new document with TEXT, simply press the

spacebar once so that the pointer (the dark box in the display)

is over “TEXT” in the Main Menu and press ENTER. The
menu screen clears, and you are immediately asked to type in

a name for the file you intend to edit. For a complete discus-

sion of the requirements for file names, see Chapter 5.

The importance of how you name your files should not be

underestimated. Since you are limited to only six characters

for your file name, you should make sure the filename means
something to you when you look at the directory of names at

the opening screen. For correspondence, which typically is

created and then soon thereafter printed or sent over the tele-

phone, a system such as LTR1, LTR2, LTR3, etc., is simple

and consistent from session to session, and these short file-

names stand out in the directory. A less practical alternative

is to somehow include the addressee’s name or company as

part of the filename. But you may spend more time thinking

of how to cram a long name into six characters than actually

typing the letter. Moreover, the directory becomes more dif-

ficult to read with a host of six-character .DO files. Keep it

simple.
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Files and Memory Space

One important point you must always monitor, especially if

you have a Model 100 without a lot of memory installed, is

the available memory. Before entering TEXT, glance down at

the number of bytes (typed characters) free in the directory

screen. Depending on what kind of document you intend to

write, you will want free space in accordance with the follow-

ing guidelines:

Document

Double-spaced page

One-page Business Letter

Single-spaced page

2500-word Article

Five-page Proposal (single spaced)

Bytes Needed

1600

2500

3200

15.000

16.000

These figures are averages, of course. For example, a busi-

ness letter could be two short paragraphs that use fewer than

500 bytes. After awhile, you will develop a sense of approxi-

mate document size before you start creating. It is advisable

not to try to get too close to filling up the memory, because

unpredictable things may occur, including a “lock up” of the

computer from which only a cold start (erasing everything in

RAM) will let you recover. Stay at least 200 bytes clear of the

last drop of memory.

One other note, which is important if the memory limit is

neared, is that pressing the ENTER key uses two bytes. That’s

because inside the computer the ENTER key signifies two

separate control characters, known as carriage return (CR) and

linefeed (LF). The first returns the cursor to the left edge of

the screen; the second advances the cursor to the next line.

Therefore, a document that contains a long list of items, each

ending with the press of ENTER, adds extra, “invisible”

bytes at the end of each line.
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Where Does It Go?

When you type in a document, every keystroke you make
is automatically stored in the nonvolatile RAM in a particular
file, which you name at the beginning of your TEXT session.
In other words, since you cannot use TEXT without specify-
ing a filename, there is no “scratchpad” area of memory as in
some microcomputer word-processing programs. In many
ways this is comforting, because if you leave the machine
unattended for ten minutes, or if you turn off the computer
without thinking, your text is safe in memory. But it also
means that any changes you make to the document are auto-
matically reflected in the document in RAM. Only the current
version of the document is in memory at any given time—
there is no backup copy.

Some writers, especially those familiar with more substan-
tial word-processing programs on larger computers, may not
care for this arrangement. Frequently, word processors create
a backup copy of the document that retains the most recent
version before the latest round of changes. In other words,
there are two generations of the document stored on disk. If
the changes don t look as good as the previous version, the
backup copy is summoned to save the day. This is one luxury
not readily available on the Model 100, but possible neverthe-
less.

To maintain a backup copy, you must first be sure you have
enough memory space to accommodate both an intermediate
copy and the backup copy. This could be difficult because you
have no simple way to determine how large a particular .DO
file is. If backups are important to you, however, you can
keep a small BASIC program in your computer that calculates
the size of a .DO file in RAM. The listing for this program,
SIZE.BA, is shown in Listing 1. The listing begins with line
number 3000 because this program will be combined with a
few other programs (see Appendix C).
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Listing 1. SIZE.BA. Measures the number of bytes of RAM
a .DO file takes.

3000 CLEAR 2000 : F I LES

3010 PR I NT0204 *
" "

5

3020 INPUT "DO file to measure" 5F$

3030 PRINT0255 Measuring "

3040 F$=F$+" DO"

3050 OPEN F $ FOR INPUT AS 1

30G0 IF EOF ( 1 ) GOTO 3100
3070 LINE INPUT #1 t A$

3080 A= A+LEN ( A$

)

3090 GOTO 3080
3100 CALL 17001

3110 PR I NT0284 »F$ 5 " is "5A5" bytes lonS"

3120 CALL 1 7008 : PRINT
3130 CLOSE
3140 PRINT0295 t"More? (y/r.)“

3150 0 $ = I N K E Y $ : IF 0$="" THEN 3150

3160 IF 0 $ =
"
Y

" OR 0 $ =
"
y

"

THEN CLS:GOTO
3000

3170 IF 0$= "
N

" OR 0$= "
n

" THEN MENU

3180 GOTO 3150

Once you’ve determined that you have enough room for a

backup copy, it’s time to do a little file management. For this

you should know some things about four very versatile and

important functions of the TEXT program: SELECT, CUT,

COPY, and PASTE. We’ll cover these in detail in a moment.

For now, however, we’ll use two of these functions to make a

backup copy.

First, call up the document you want to back up. There are

two ways to do this: the hard way and the easy way. The hard

way is to position the directory screen pointer on TEXT in

the Main Menu and respond to the filename prompt by typing

in the complete name (filename and extension are required) of

the document you want to play with. That takes too many

keystrokes. A faster way is to position the directory pointer to
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the name of the document. The computer automatically
brings you into the TEXT program, with the desired docu-
ment on the screen.

Next, press F7 (SEL), which lets you select a block of the
document to perform some action. Since we’re interested in
the whole document, press CTRL and the CursorDown key
simultaneously. After a second or two (depending on the
length of your document), the screen will switch to the end of
the document, with all the text in reverse image (i.e., light
letters on a dark background). That means that the entire
document has been selected for action. Press function key F5
(COPY). This command has the computer set aside a special
area of memory to hold an intermediate copy of all the text
that had been selected. The reverse lettering goes back to
normal. You are through with your original document, so
press F8 (MENU).
Now open a new document file via the TEXT program.

This file will hold the backup copy, so the filename you choose
should be related to the original in such way that you know
which is the original and which is the backup. Perhaps you
can take the first three letters of the original document’s file-

name and add the letters BAK, for backup; MEMO.DO’s
backup file, for example, could be MEMBAK.DO. Use what-
ever system is logical for you. With the flashing cursor at the
upper left corner of the screen, simply press the PASTE key.
In an instant, a copy of the entire original document is

brought into your new backup file. Now you’re ready to re-
turn to your original document and experiment to your heart’s
content, knowing that a copy of your original is safe and sound
in the backup file.

Ultimately, if you find that the changes you have made are
not for the better, you can KILL the current file (MEMO.DO
in our example above), and rename the backup file MEM-
BAK.DO as MEMO.DO according to instructions in Chapter
6. This switching around from file to file seems like an awful
lot of work, and it is. In practice, however, there should be
few times when such a backup system is needed. Other op-
tions, using the same techniques described here, include
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backing up selected paragraphs or small sections of a docu-

ment about to undergo revision. This reduces the amount of

memory taken up for backup copies.

Scrolling

Critics of the relatively small screen size of the Model 100

frequently have not mastered the versatile scrolling features

built into it. An early understanding of these features will help

you feel more comfortable maneuvering around large docu-

ments.

The key to successful scrolling is knowing how to use the

cursor keys with the CTRL and SHIFT keys. And, as we’ll

see shortly, the FIND command (FI) is also useful.

By now, you are already familiar with the character-by-

character movement in each of four directions offered by the

four cursor keys. The SHIFT key, pressed simultaneously

with any cursor key, increases the size of the movement. With

either the CursorRight or CursorLeft key, the SHIFT key

makes the cursor move to the beginning of the nearest word

to the right and left respectively. If you want to move the

cursor quickly to the middle of a line, for example, you could

hold down the SHIFT key and press the CursorRight key as

often as needed as the cursor jumps from word to word down

the line. Continuing to press the CursorRight key will cause

the cursor to follow the text to the next line, wrapping around

line after line.

The SHIFT key with the CursorUp and CursorDown keys

causes the cursor to jump to the top and bottom lines on the

current screen. Now is where the quick scrolling comes in.

With the cursor at the bottom line of a screen, you can press

the SHIFT and CursorDown keys, and your window on the

document will scroll down to the next screenful. You will have

one line of overlapping text—what was the bottom line of the

first screen becomes the top line of the second screen—but

the cursor remains on the bottom line of the screen. There-

fore, repeated pressing of the CursorDown key, while holding
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the SHIFT key down, causes the document to scroll seven
lines at a time.

Pressing CTRL plus the cursor keys causes even more dra-
matic jumps. CTRL plus the CursorLeft and -Right keys
causes the cursor to jump to the left and right margins of the
current cursor line. This control is particularly useful when
you are scrolling through a document and find your cursor in
the middle of the first line of a paragraph you want to work
on. CTRL-CursorLeft will get the cursor to the left margin,
at the beginning of the paragraph.

The most useful of all cursor movements is the CTRL plus
the CursorUp and CursorDown keys. These two combina-
tions bring the cursor to the beginning and end of the docu-
ment. After you’ve typed in a letter, for example, you will
want to proofread it. When you’ve typed your closing, press
CTRL-CursorUp and you are immediately brought to the top
of the document. Then you can SHIFT-CursorDown through
it while you check for grammar and typos. Conversely, if you
turn on the computer to complete an unfinished document,
you will want to dive in right to the spot where you left off.

After summoning the document from the directory screen,
press CTRL-CursorDown, and you’ll be at the very end of
the text, ready for new thoughts.

An important alternative to cursor movement is available to
you. Several cursor movement functions are incorporated into
the regular keyboard in concert with the CTRL key. Users of
high-powered word-processing programs, especially Word-
Star, will be very familiar with this method of initiating com-
mands to the computer. The idea of issuing commands via
CTRL-key sequences is an old one (at least in terms of the
computer’s history). A program like WordStar, for example,
which was originally configured for CP/M-based computers,
needs to be compatible with as many CP/M computers as

possible. Since many of them use plain typewriter keyboards
(without function or cursor keys), the CTRL-key sequence is

the lowest common denominator which all can accept. Anyone
who uses WordStar—even versions for the function- and
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cursor-keyed IBM PC—will readily acknowledge that some of

the CTRL-key sequences still make a lot of sense. The most

notable advantage is that you don’t have to take your hands

off the typewriter keys to perform more than just entering

text.

TEXT, as it turns out, uses a number of CTRL-key se-

quences for cursor movement. The important ones are

grouped together on the left side of the keyboard, next to the

CTRL key for use with one hand—fifth finger on the CTRL
key, the middle three fingers for the companion key com-

mands. The CTRL-key commands you should try to become

comfortable with are the following:

CTRL key plus Moves the cursor

S

D
E
X

one space to the left

one space to the right

one line up

one line down

F
A

to beginning of next word

to beginning of previous word

W
Z

to beginning of document

to end of document

Experiment with these eight CTRL-key commands accord-

ing to the groupings above. Notice how the location of the

keys S, D, E, and X are in a diamond shape—the movement

of the cursor corresponds to the direction of the key from the

center of the cluster. Moreover, the keys F and A are exten-

sions (bigger jumps) in the same directions as the D and S

keys. A little practice will reveal an ergonomically elegant

system for cursor movement. The first six CTRL-key com-

mands listed above, by the way, are identical to those in

WordStar.

Essentially every function key operation is available on a
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CTRL-key sequence. For the first-time computer user, how-
ever, it is best to use the function keys to gain experience in

the operation of the various functions with the help of the

single-key ease these keys offer. Later, when you are comfort-
able with all the commands, you can use those CTRL-key
sequence substitutes to streamline your operation.

Cut, Copy, Paste

Among the most intriguing functions available in TEXT
are those that let you delete, move, and copy blocks of text

within a document as well as from one document to another.

This is big word processing program stuff. With a full under-
standing of what goes on in the process, you can save a sub-

stantial number of keystrokes in your everyday document
preparation.

No matter what block procedure you perform, you must
begin with the SELECT (F7) function. This function singles

out the precise text you are acting on, from one character to

an entire document. Cursor control keys help you select the

text to be marked. Marked text appears on the LCD screen in

reverse image (light letters on dark background). Large blocks

of text can be marked with the aid of the CursorDown key,

either by itself (marking single lines), with the SHIFT key
(marking entire screens), or with the CTRL key (marking an
entire document, as in the backup file example earlier in this

chapter).

The first few times you try to mark text, you may get con-

fused where you began the marking or how you can end.

Remember that a CTRL-C lets you bail out of whatever mess
you’ve worked your way into. It cancels all pending com-
mands, and returns you back to the original state.

Once you’ve selected a block, you must decide whether you
want to remove it entirely from its current position (CUT) or

copy it to another spot (in the current document or another

document), leaving the original section intact (COPY). Sepa-

rate function keys (F5 and F6, respectively) control these op-
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erations. Here’s something worth knowing, however. No
matter which operation you select, you won’t do irreparable

harm to your document. Of course, if you choose F5 (COPY),

the original block remains intact in its original spot. On the

other hand, F6 (CUT) deletes it entirely from the text. But all

is not lost. In both cases the marked text has been stored away

in the computer in a special memory area called the Paste

Buffer. A buffer is simply computer lingo for a section of

memory that has been set aside by the computer for temporary

storage of some kind. That text remains in the Paste Buffer

until you perform another CUT or COPY operation. In the

meantime, you have many options.

In the same document, you can take that marked text and

PASTE it anywhere you like. The command names (CUT and

PASTE in particular) are borrowed from the noncomputer

world in which revisions to long documents are often accom-

plished by literally cutting paragraphs out and pasting them

up on fresh pages for retyping or photocopying. The comput-

erized way of cutting and pasting is much neater, since the

insertion of a text block results in automatically pushing the

remaining text out to the end. All you do to retrieve text from

the Paste Buffer is to position the cursor to the spot you want

the text to be inserted, and press PASTE. The text is inserted

and the balance of the document readjusted to account for the

insertion.

It is important to note that the Paste Buffer is not cleared

when a PASTE command is issued. This is an excellent fea-

ture if you are working on a series of documents which need

rapid copying of a block. But if your available memory is

limited, also bear in mind that the Paste Buffer is stealing

space from your total memory. If you copy a 2000-byte docu-

ment, 2000 bytes will be held up by the Paste Buffer until you

perform another CUT or COPY command.

You can, however, intentionally clear the Paste Buffer if

there is an inordinately large text block in it. To do so, all you

need to do is press F7 while editing a document, as if you

were going to select a block. Instead of moving the cursor to
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mark the block, immediately press either COPY (F5) or CUT
(F6). This stores a noncharacter (called a null string by com-
puter lovers) in the Paste Buffer. Whatever else was in there
is now gone forever.

It pays to be creative with the Paste Buffer and its related

commands. For example, we’ll see in the next section that you
can have one document contain both a letter and the address
for the envelope. Since the name and address lines are identi-

cal in the letter and on the envelope, it makes sense to copy
those lines from the head of the letter to the envelope section

of the file. You’ll see how to do this in more detail shortly.

Also, if many of your documents are similar versions of
stock formulas, you can archive the formulas and piece

together your working document by copying and pasting

sections from “permanent” files into the file you’re creating.

In short, use the Paste Buffer as a keystroke-saver whenever
possible.

Printing

The purpose of a text editor, ultimately, is to produce a

finished document. Except for those forward-looking individ-

uals who prefer electronic transmission of their documents,
most people want to see a printout, or hard copy. The Model
100 offers a special printer port (see Chapter 4) for connection
to a letter-quality or dot-matrix printer. How that printed

output looks is the subject of this section.

One of the dedicated function keys of the Model 100 is

labelel PRINT. With this key you have two options. By press-

ing the key by itself, you receive a printout of only that text

showing in the LCD display at that instant. To get a printout

of the entire document you’re working on, you must press

SHIFT-PRINT. A prompt line appears on the screen, asking

for the width of printed output. Before we go into how to

respond to this question, you should be aware of a few points

of this printing method.

Most significant is that the SHIFT-PRINT command sends
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text to the printer without any left margin. That is, the text

will be bunched up against the left edge of the paper, unless

you shift the paper further to the left. On some printers,

especially dot-matrix printers, such a shift is not possible be-

cause the feed sprockets are fixed. Moreover, the printed out-

put has no respect for page length, so text runs on and on,

presumably on continuous-form paper. For letter-quality

printers (which normally allow you to shift the paper over to

the left somewhat) and one-page correspondence, the built-in

printing function of TEXT will be adequate. But for more
flexibility, other strategies are required.

For the more technically-oriented user, a goldmine of infor-

mation can be found in the printer manual. Buried deep

within your manual are instructions about special codes your

printer can understand to do things like set margins, under-

line, bold face, and perform precision print-head movements.

They are called escape codes because they involve a two- or

three-character sequence beginning with a character corre-

sponding to the ESCAPE (ESC) key on your keyboard. Not
all printers are capable of the same escape code functions, nor

are all escape codes the same from printer to printer— that’s

what makes a somewhat difficult concept into an often very

difficult task.

To give you an idea of how escape codes work, let’s consider

the escape-code table found in the manual for the NEC 3550

Spinwriter (a letter-quality printer). Among the dozens of

codes is a pair that controls an automatic shadow mode. This

mode produces a very bold type by printing a character once,

then moving the print head to the right 1/120th of an inch for

a second hit. It may not seem like far to go, but the resulting

affect is much more impressive than simply typing over a

character two or three times. One code turns on the automatic

shadow mode; the other turns it off. To activate the mode on

the 3550, the printer must receive from the computer two

characters: ESCAPE and a capital G (when the printer re-

ceives an ESCAPE, it knows that the next character is a

printer command, rather than a printable character). The
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code to turn off the shadow mode is ESCAPE-H. Now let’s

examine how to get this information to the printer.

Printer codes can be inserted in a TEXT document by way
of a special CTRL-key command, CTRL-P. By typing

CTRL-P, you are essentially telling the computer that the

next character you type is to be issued as a printer control. So

for a two-character printer control, like turning on the auto-

matic shadow mode above, you would type

< CTRL- P > ESC < CTRL-P >

G

in the body of the document. The symbols ~]G will appear in

the text on the screen. You follow the same procedure to turn

off the automatic shadow mode.

But there is a small glitch to all of this. When you issue the

PRINT command from the Model 100 PRINT key, you can-

not use printer controls—their code symbols will print out as

they appear on the screen, rather than perform their function.

You are limited to specifying the width of the printed output,

with the left margin fixed at the far left. Text width is declared

by replying to the “Width?” prompt on screen. Therefore,

the PRINT key is not of great value for anything but rough

drafts and one-page documents. To get the printer controls to

function properly, you must send the document to the printer

another way.

One of the function keys available to you in TEXT is SAVE
(F3). Pressing F3 yields the prompt “Save to:”. To get your

printout, you must specify LPT:, which stands for Line

PrinTer. In other words, a copy of the document is being

transferred to the line printer. The problem with this is

that you cannot easily specify a printed width for your docu-

ment. You must constantly monitor the line length as you are

entering text. When a line reaches sixty-five characters or

so, you must press ENTER, which ultimately tells the printer

that it should perform a carriage return. There is, for-

tunately, an easier way, but it doesn’t come as a ROM-based
program.
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Listing 2. PRINT.BA. Formats text in a .DO file for print-

ing with definable margins, line spacing, and head-

ers. Automatically inserts linefeeds to printer.

Imbedded commands control end of page (GRPH-

p), envelope formatting (GRPH-e), bold face

(GRPH-b), and underline (GRPH-1).

1000 CLS : CLEAR 2000:FILES

1010 LM=5:RM=70:HD*=" N" :LS=1

1020 C*= STRING* <60 >32 ) : LN=0 : PG=

1

1030 GOSUB 1100: INPUT ">D0 FILE TO PRINT

" ;f*

1040 GOSUB 1 100: INPUT "MARGINS

( [5 > 70 3 ) "iLM>RM:IF LM = 0 THEN LM=1

1050 LM* = STR I NG* < LM - 1 >32) :G0SUB 1100:

INPUT "LINE SPACING <[U/2/3) "|LS

1060 GOSUB 1100: INPUT "ENTER HEADER" SH*

1070 GOSUB 1 100 : INPUT"HEADER ON PG>1 (V/

END "
5 HD*

1080 OPEN F $ FOR INPUT AS 1

1090 GOTO 1110

1100 PRINT0205 >C$: PRINT0205 >" " 5 : RETURN

1110 CLS : IF N U = 1 THEN 1130

1120 PH*=STRING*<RM~7 >32)+"Pa3e"

1130 IF H * < > "
" THEN

MID*(PH*>LM>(LEN(H*) ) >=H$

1140 IF HD* = " Y 11 OR H D * = " v " THEN L* = LM* :

GOSUB 1410

1150 L*=LM*
1160 IF L N > = 5 4 THEN GOTO 1370

1170 FOR J=LEN ( L* ) TO RM

1180 L$=L*+INPUT* ( 1 »1

)

1190 IF EOF ( 1 ) THEN CLOSE : EN= 1 : GOTO 1310

1200 IF RIGHT* < L* > 1 ) =CHR* ( 10 ) THEN

PF= 1 : GOTO 1300

1210 IF RIGHT*(L* >1 ) < CHR* ( 128) THEN 1260

1220 IF RIGHT*(L* fl )=CHR*( 149) THEN

GOSUB 1470

1230 IF RIGHT*(L* >1 ) =CHR*< 154) THEN

GOSUB 1490
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1240 IF RIGHT$(L$ >1 ) =CHR$( 128) THEN
L$=LEFT$(L$ #J-1 ) :GOTO 1370

1250 IF RIGHT$(L$#i)=CHR$(143) THEN
NU= 1 ; GOTO 1370

12G0 NEXT J

1270 IF MID$(L$fJfl)=" "THEN 1290
1280 J=J-1 :GOTO 1270
1290 NX$ = MID$(L$ #J+1 #RM ) : L$ = M I D$ ( L$ # 1 ,

J ) .“GOTO 1310
1300 L$=LEFT$(L$#LEN(L$)-2)
1310 IF MID$(L$#LM#5)=" » THEN mci
1320 IF MID$(L$#LM#1)=" " THEN

L$=MID$(L$ #2 #LEN ( L$ ) ) ;G0T0 1320
1330 LPRINT L$+CHR$( 10) :LN=LN+1 : IF EN=1

THEN 1370
1340 IF LS = 2 THEN L PR I NT+CHR$ ( 1 0 )

LN=LN+

1

1350 IF LS = 3 THEN LPRINT +CHR$ (10):
LPRINT+CHR$( 10) : LN=LN+2

1380 L$=LM$+NX$ : NX$= "
" : GOTO 1180

1370 IF L N < > 0 THEN FOR J1=LN TO 88:
LPRINT+CHR$( 10) :NEXT J1:PG=PG+1

1380 IF NU= 1 THEN 1430
1390 IF EN= 1 THEN MENU
1400 IF X $ < > "

" THEN 1410 ELSE
PR INTO 180 *"

"

;

: INPUT" < ENTER > =

NEXT PAGE# <N> = NONSTOP" ?X$
1410 CLS : LPR INT PH$+STR$ ( PG ) +CHR$ ( 1 0

)

1420 FOR Z=i TO 4:LPRINT+CHR$( 10) sNEXT Z*
LN=S : GOTO 1170

1430 CLS:PRINT@45#"AlisJn Envelope in
Printer" : PR INTO 125# "Press Any Key
When Read y

"

1440 IF I NKEY$= "
" THEN 1440

1450 NU=0
1480 LM$-STRING$(40 #32) :RM = 80:H$ :::

""

HD$="N" :GOTO 1150
1470 IF B = 1 GOTO 1480 ELSE L$ = L$ + CHR$ ( 27

)

+CHR$ ( 71 ) ; B= 1 : RETURN
1480 L$=L$+CHR$(27)+CHR$(72):B=0:RETURN
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1490 IF U= 1 GOTO 1500 ELSE L$=L$+CHR$ ( 27

)

+CHR$ ( 45 ) : U= 1 : RETURN
1500 L$=L$+CHR$(27)+CHR$(39) :U=0sRETURN

Formatting Program

The program detailed in Listing 2 is a printing program,

which you may want to make a permanent BASIC file in your

computer, since you will likely call upon it many times. The

program lets you print any .DO file with a wide range of

flexibility that should appeal to executive correspondents and

professional writers alike. Here are its essential features:

• Selection of left and right margin settings, with 5 and 70 as

the default settings—figures that work well on an NEC 3550

Spinwriter.

• Choice of single, double, and triple line spacing. Also, the

problem of no linefeeds with carriage returns has been elim-

inated. Linefeeds have been added where appropriate, so

internal printer switches do not need to be reset when print-

ing with the Model 100.

• Headers can be customized for each document; the page

number automatically appears at the upper right corner of

the page in the format “Page X.”

• Option of omitting header and page number on the first page

of a document.

• Forced page breaks which allow you to instruct the printer

to eject a sheet near the bottom of a page if you don’t want

the next paragraph or text block to be split across two pages.

• Special envelope page break (GRPH-e) that automatically

ejects the current page from the printer, waits for you to

insert a No. 10 envelope, and then prints the name and ad-

dress in the appropriate format.

• Printer codes for underlining (added to text by GRPH-1) and

boldface printing (GRPH-b).

• Choice of single-sheet feed or continuous-form paper.
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If you intend to use this program to create your printout,

you will have to insert a few special symbols in the text while

creating a document. These symbols will then be interpreted

by the program to tame your printer. The four symbols to

know are all controlled by the GRPH key and lower case letters

on the Model 100 and have the following meaning:

GRPH-p— Page eject

GRPH-e— Envelope separator

GRPH-b— Begins and ends boldface segment

GRPH-1 — Begins and ends underlined segment

GRPH-p (page eject) is used when you reach the end of a

document or end of a logical section and wish to start the next

section at the top of a new sheet of paper. When the program
encounters the GRPH-p, it automatically ejects the current

sheet and either sets up the next page or prompts you whether
you want to continue sheet-by-sheet or carry on nonstop until

the end of the document.

GRPH-e (envelope separator) should be placed at the end
of a piece of correspondence for which you intend to address

a No. 10 envelope. Immediately thereafter there should be a

copy of the name and address lines from the opening of the

letter (recreated easily enough with the COPY and PASTE
commands of TEXT). With the envelope separator, the name
and address are automatically formatted to be printed with a

left margin of 40.

GRPH-b (boldface printing, begin and end) in this listing

engages the automatic shadow mode of the NEC 3550 printer.

When typing a document, you put this command immediately

preceding a word or phrase that is to be bold faced. The same
command must also be typed at the end of the word or phrase

to turn off the shadow mode. The operative command within

the program listing can be found in line 1470. The numbers
27 and 71 are the notations for ESCAPE and the computer’s

signal to start automatic shadow. Your printer may respond
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to different signals. Using the EDIT function of BASIC (see

Chapter 6), change the numbers accordingly. The same goes

for line 1480 which contains the numbers (27 and 72) for

turning off the shadow mode.

GRPH-1 (underline, begin and end) operates the same way

GRPH-b does for boldfacing. Note, however, that on the 3550

printer, the underline mode underlines all letters and spaces

between the beginning and ending markers. Many writers

prefer to underline words only. To accomplish this, each word

must have its own beginning and ending marker. The phrase

“Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 Quick Reference Guide”

would have to be typed "Radio ShacK TRS-80 Model

100 < GRPH > 1 Q u i c K< GRPH > 1 < GR PH > 1 R e f e re n c e

<GRPH>1 < GRPH > 1 Gu i de< GRPH >1

"

If you place a

GRPH-1 only in front of Quick and at the end of Guide, the

spaces between the words would be underlined as well.

When you are ready to print your document, go to the Main

Menu and select PRINT.BA, or whatever .BA filename

you give to the program. You will see a listing of all files in

the computer and will be asked for the .DO file you want to

print (the program will not print .BA files—to do so, you

would have to SAVE a BASIC program as detailed in

Chapter 6). Type in the name of the file. The program will

automatically add the .DO extension to save you three key-

strokes.

Next comes a series of questions about how you want your

finished document to appear. First are the margins. The pro-

gram indicates that the automatic settings are 5 and 70. To

select those settings, just press ENTER, otherwise type in the

left and right margins you want, separated by a comma. If

you find that your printer produces a better-looking document

with margin settings other than 5 and 70, then you can per-

manently change the program to reflect your preferred default

settings. Following the instructions about editing a BASIC

program (detailed in Chapter 6), change the numbers 5 and

70 in line 1010 to whatever margins you prefer.

Second comes a question about line spacing. The program
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assumes single spacing as the desired setting (selectable by
pressing ENTER), or you can change the spacing to double
or triple by typing 2 or 3, respectively. If your work is pre-
dominantly double spaced, you can change the LS = 1 figuremime 1010toLS = 2.

The third query is about what you want your heading to
read A header will appear across the top line of the page and
will be left justified (against the left margin). Try to limit your
heading to eight fewer characters than your margin can allow
(nity-seven characters in a sixty-five-character margin set-
ting), because the program reserves the rightmost seven char-
acters for printing the page number preceded by the word
lage . If you want no header other than the page number
then press ENTER in response to the question.

Last is the question of whether you want the header/page
number to appear on the first page of your document. Most
documents look better without headers on the first page, so
that is the default setting in this program (what you get when
you press ENTER). Otherwise, enter a Y to put the header
and page number on the first page. Line 1010 of the program
again offers you a chance to change the default setting. Instead
of having HD$ = “N”, change it to read HD$ = “Y”.
Once you answer the fourth question, the computer starts

bringing in your file one character at a time and assembles
neat lines within your margins. If you have a fast printer, the
speed of the program will seem slow to you as the printer
waits for a second for its next line of text. A letter quality
printer operating at rated speeds of under thirty characters
per second, however, will appear to be running at about nor-
mal speed. At the occurence of a GRPH-p sign or at the end
of the first page of a multipage document, the computer stops
the printer and asks you if you wish to continue and type the
next page only (for when you are manually feeding single
sheets of bond paper to the printer) or if you want the com-
puter to go ahead nonstop to the end of the document (for
when you have continuous form paper in your printer). If
instead of a GRPH-p sign, the computer encounters a GRPH-
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e sign, the printer stops and you are advised to align your

envelope in the printer, pressing any key to continue when

ready. For a single-page document with no envelope, the

printer will automatically eject your page when the last char-

acter has been printed.

Envelopes and Labels

The above program can be used to print a series of envel-

opes without any letters. This technique can be useful when

you wish to mail a photocopied or preprinted piece but want

the envelopes to look individually typed (with a letter-quality

printer). When you start typing the names and addresses into

the TEXT file that will ultimately be printed, start off with a

GRPH-e, signifying envelope margins. At the end of each

address, type another GRPH-e to separate one address from

the next. Carry this procedure through until all your addresses

have been entered. When you run the program, it will stop

the printer after each address to let you align the next enve-

lope.

Using the TEXT program and the internal PRINT com-

mand, you can easily create a series of mailing labels. The key

to success with mailing labels is knowing how to set up each

succeeding name and address to make sure the information is

centered from label to label. Most continuous form mailing

labels (single column labels are recommended if the width of

the sprocket feed of your printer is adjustable) are spaced such

that the beginning line of each label is six linefeeds from the

next one. In other words, if you type a name and address of

three lines, press ENTER three times to bring the total to six

before starting the next name. Likewise, if the name and ad-

dress consist of four lines, press ENTER twice before typing

the next name. Since labels are located against the left margin

of the printer, the lack of a larger left margin in the PRINT

command is of no consequence. Of course, it may take some

experimentation to determine the exact setting of the sprocket

feeds and label alignment before you are an expert.
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Writing for Other Word Processors

Many writers will want to use the Model 100 as a portable
word processor to capture keystrokes for later editing on a
desktop computer with major word-processing software. Text
would be transmitted to the desktop computer via the RS-232
port and the TELCOM program (see Chapter 4 for more
details on the connection). Such transfers will not be success-
ful in every case, however. Those word-processing programs
that specially encode their text files may not be able to handle
the kinds of files the portable sends.

The Model 100 sends ASCII files, that is, industry standard
format characters. A few microcomputer word processors are
not capable of editing ASCII files because they work only with
files created and coded by that particular word processor. For-
tunately, some of these encoded-file word-processing pro-
grams offer translation routines that convert ASCII files

to their special formats and vice versa. In such cases you
can upload a text file in TELCOM and respond to the
width prompt with the number of characters your texts usually
run in width. By running the word-processing program’s
translation routine, you strip out unnecessary carriage
return symbols, which the Model 100 sends at the end of
every line.

In sending your portable files to a desktop computer via the
TELCOM program, however, the Model 100 does not send
linefeeds. Thus, if you have a way of looking at your newly
made disk file on the desktop computer (as with the MS-DOS
and CP/M TYPE command), the text will seem to race across
one line of the video screen, each line of text covering up the
previous one. If you specify no width in your transfer, each
paragraph is sent as one long string which probably extends
far beyond the right edge (eightieth column) of the video dis-
play. The display circuitry, however, breaks up these long
strings into eighty-column chunks—ignoring rules about di-
viding words at syllables—and displays a paragraph as a
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succession of eighty-column lines. To overcome this problem,

you need to send your text file not with TELCOM, but from

within TEXT.
Function key F3 (SAVE) in TEXT lets you send text files

not only to cassette, but to any device attached to the RS-232

port, known to your computer as the “COM:” port. With the

text of the document showing on the LCD, press F3. The

prompt “SAVE TO:” appears. Your response should be

COM: 371 IE, if these are the communications parameters for

your computer (see Chapter 10). This sends your text files out

as long strings of characters which the word-processing pro-

gram will have to format into paragraphs. Some do this auto-

matically, others require manual paragraph-by-paragraph

reforming onscreen.

Many microcomputer word-processing programs use for-

matting commands imbedded in the text in much the same

way that GRPH characters are imbedded in the text for print-

ing with the formatting program above. A common type of

imbedded command requires that the writer insert short codes

at the left margin of a document preceded by a special symbol,

such as a period or slash mark (since in practice these symbols

would never appear at the left margin of a document). You

can type these imbedded commands into your portable com-

puter texts for later transmittal to the desktop computer.

Since the portables don’t recognize these as any special kind

of command, the operation of the portable will not be affected

by their presence.

Some word processing programs make extensive use of

CTRL-key characters for commands. While control charac-

ters typed into the text on the Model 100 will be transferred

to the desktop file, their meaning may not be picked up by

the desktop computer’s word-processing program because, in

many cases, the program specially codes the file at the time

you issue a CTRL-key command. Since these special codes

are not generated inside your portable, it makes more sense

for you to add them to the text with your word-processing

program once the file is in the desktop computer.
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Saving to Cassette

Prolific writers on the road with limited RAM may want to

store works in progress on cassette tape for later retrieval and
editing. Because cassette tape is not the most reliable storage
medium, there are some precautions to take that will help
minimize the chance that a day’s work will be trapped on a
tape with no way to retrieve it.

In saving a text file, it is especially important that the re-

corder is of the type described earlier in Chapter 4. The re-

corder should also have fresh batteries or be operated with its

AC adapter in place. The more consistent the power source,
the more likely you will have a good data recording. Also, use
short data cassettes, no longer than C-30. While the longer
tapes are cheaper per minute of recording time, they are thin-

ner and more prone to speed irregularities caused by uneven
winding of the tape on the tiny spools inside. And don’t skimp
on tape quality. A dollar saved on a tape won’t be worth a
penny if several documents are unretrievable.

In recording your document, make sure the recorder is

lying flat and is not jarred during the session. Be sure all

connectors at the recorder and computer end are firmly in

place beforehand. Jiggling them while data is flowing could
produce an error that won’t show up until you try to load the
document back into the computer. Finally, it is good practice
to record a document twice, preferably on two different cas-

settes. Having a backup never hurts.

Loading your document back into the computer can require
a little care in adjusting the cassette player. Typically, the
volume setting needs to be rather high—somewhere around
six or eight on a volume control marked zero to ten—much
higher than you would play the tape through the cassette

unit’s speaker. Depending on the age and quality of the
player, however, too high a volume level may cause distortion

in the output, reducing the likelihood that a good transfer will

be made. It is a fine adjustment on some recorders that should
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be experimented with on short documents at your leisure—

not when a deadline is hanging over you. The tone control is

an often overlooked source of difficulty in loading cassette

programs. Typically, settings in the middle to high (treble)

range offer the best results. Again, the tone control’s setting

should be experimented with on short documents.

Most importantly, note where the successful volume and

tone control settings are. If the recorder is used for any other

purpose between computer sessions, these levels will surely

be changed. For hassle-free recording and loading, you must

restore the controls to the previously determined settings at

each session.

Some users have found it advantageous to demagnetize the

heads on their recorders fairly often. While this is a good idea

for any recorder after a time, data recorders with their high

concentration of steady signal (as opposed to a voice which is

much more intermittent) may require more frequent care. If

the cassette recordings you make are important, this extra

ounce of prevention costs little in money or time.

Another way to guarantee a mass storage of a document is

to send it to a storage space reserved for each user of

CompuServe. Up to 128 kilobytes are available for personal

storage. Transfer the document by phone for later reloading

back into the portable, again by phone.

And, of course, the best guarantee, although not a high-

tech one, comes from having a printout of the document be-

fore attempting to store it on any electronic medium. Al-

though a printout is a last resort, since it means that the

document must be retyped into the computer, at least the

creative powers that went into the first draft are not lost to the

ether.
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ADDRSS Program

Built into the Model 100’s ROM is a program titled
ADDRSS, a compacted title for address. Although the opera-
tion of the program is not complex, there are a few very func-
tional features of it that may not be apparent to the casual
user. For not only is the program an electronic address book,
but it also functions as a telephone book for automatic dialing
of phone numbers and as a convenient place to store all your
database access codes, account numbers, passwords, and tele-
phone numbers when used with the TELCOM. program.

Using the ADDRSS program simply entails moving the
directory pointer over to the program title and pressing
ENTER. But before you can do anything with the program,
you must have an information file in the computer. The file is

created by using TEXT and naming the file ADRS.DO. This
is the only information file that the ADDRSS program looks
for when you first activate it, so you have no choice in what to
call this data file.

Using ADDRSS with TELCOM

As you 11 see in the TELCOM chapter, you can use your
Model 100 as an automatic telephone dialer, much like the so-
called intelligent telephones offered by many manufacturers.

146
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In these phones, you have the capability of storing anywhere

from three to almost one hundred different telephone num-

bers for dialing at the press of a button or two. The difficulty

with that, however, is that you must have some kind of refer-

ence, either in your head or on a special handwritten direc-

tory, that links code numbers to phone numbers, and phone

numbers to names. The TELCOM program combined with

the ADDRSS program solves this problem.

If you type and store your names, addresses, and phone

numbers in the address file in a precise format, the TELCOM
program can look through the ADRS.DO file for the name of

the person you want to phone and then, at the press of a

button, dial the number for you. The format you must follow

in the address file for this to work is

N a m e

:

p h o n e #: address

Once it has found the correct name, the autodial part of the

TELCOM program looks for the first colon, dials whatever

numbers you have next, and stops when it reaches the second

colon.

Adding Names to ADRS.DO

Because of the global searching performed by the FIND

command in ADDRSS (see below), there is little need to keep

the file in any particular order, unless you’re a stickler for that

kind of thing. Therefore, you can add names to ADRS.DO

by going to the end of the file (either CTRL-Z or CTRL-

cursor-down) and typing away. You can, of course, insert

records anywhere in the file, but the speed at which the dis-

play makes room for inserted text may be too sluggish for

faster typists (even though all keystrokes will be captured).

A more critical factor is entering the information in the

proper format for use as an automatic dialer. It is quite easy

to forget one of the colons if you don’t regularly put new

information into the ADRS.DO file. And you may have to
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refresh your memory about the format you’ve developed as
far as the rest of the information goes.

Listing 3. ENTRY.BA. Electronic address book. Prompts
you for ADRS.DO information and automatically
formats records for simple retrieval with
ADDRSS program. Note that lines 4040 and 4080
are not used here. They will be added later in a
supplemental module to this program.

4000 CLEAR 2000 : KEYOFF : MAXFILES=

1

4010 CLS
4020 OPEN "adrs.do" FOR APPEND AS 1

4030 IF ERR = 55 THEN OPEN" adrs.do "FOR
INPUT AS 1 : GOTO 4000

4050 PRINT08 # CHR$(27)

5

"p"+" Electronic
Address Book " +CHR$ ( 27 ) i " q "

40G0 PRINT040 f
"

"

4070 LINE INPUT "Name: "?N$
4030 PRINT@240 »SPACE$(39)
4100 PRINT080
4110 LINEINPUT" Address: ";A$
4120 LINEINPUT" Phone: "

5 P$
4130 LINEINPUT "Key Codes: "

; K $
4140 LINEINPUT" Other Info: "50$
4150 PRINT0293 »" Correct? (y/n)
4160 T$=INKEY$: IF T$=""THEN 4160
4170 IF T$="n"0RT$="N" THEN CLS:G 0 T 0 4040
4180 PRINT@240 »SPACE$(33)
4130 R$=N$+CHR$(40)+K$+CHR$(41 )+" : "+P$

+ "
: "+A$+CHR$(44)+0$

4200 PRINT#1 t R $

4210 PRINT@295 ."Mo re? (y/n)"
4220 S$= I NKEY$ : IF S$=""THEN 4220
4230 IF S $ = " y " THEN CLEAR : GOTO40 1

0

4240 IF S $ =
"
n

"

THEN CLOSE:MENU
4250 IF S $ < > "

y

"

OR S$<>"n" THEN 4220
4260 CLOSE
4270 MENU
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To facilitate proper format and consistency in your

ADRS.DO file data, you can use the short program called

ENTRY.BA, Listing 3. Its operation is rather simple. Instead

of you having to carefully enter the items in the correct order

on a blank line in the TEXT program, ENTRY.BA prompts

you on screen for each of the elements to be included in a

record. When you’re through putting in all the data, the pro-

gram automatically formats the information consistent with

the other entries. Prompts come in logical order: Name, Ad-
dress, Phone, Key Codes (like CODE-c for client), and any

other information you may wish to add to the record, such as

the current state of a proposal, a spouse’s name, or a favorite

hobby interest.

The record is written to the ADRS.DO file in the following

format:

Name (Key Code) :Phorie:Ad dress (Other Info

All punctuation (colons and parentheses) are inserted auto-

matically into the record—you concentrate only on the infor-

mation you want stored.

When all information for a record is entered and confirmed

to be correct, you are prompted whether you have more en-

tries to make. If so, the program restarts and tacks the next

entry onto the last. If not, you are brought back to the Main
Menu. You can use this program even if you have not yet

started an ADRS.DO file. A new ADRS.DO file is created if

the program finds none the first time it runs.

Deleting or modifying records in the ADRS.DO file re-

quires the talents of the TEXT program. With the ADRS.DO
file on the screen use TEXT’S FIND (FI) command to locate

the record you want to work with. When you’ve reached the

correct record, use TEXT’S editing keys for inserting or de-

leting characters as needed. A deletion of an entire record will

be faster with the SELECT (F7) and CUT (F6) function key

commands.
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Understanding FIND

The FIND command in ADDRSS is a powerful tool which

can be used to your advantage if you understand how it goes

about searching for information in the ADRS.DO file. The

FIND command can be used to search the ADRS.DO file for

anything that may be listed therein, and produces the results

either to the LCD display (as the result of the FIND function

key command) or to the printer (as the result of the LFND
function key command). If more matches appear on the screen

than its six available lines can handle, you are prompted

whether you want to view more matches or quit the search in

progress. In a sense, ADDRSS could be called a database

manager since it has the ability to sift through a large, perhaps

disorganized file of information and pull out only those rec-

ords you want to see. The way you put information into the

ADRS.DO file, however, is not exactly what you’d find on

even a simple database manager, nor does the program per-

form any kind of sorting of information stored in the

ADRS.DO file.

Remember the format for ADRS.DO information above?

Actually, your only restriction on what you type in is that

telephone numbers for autodialing be placed between colons.

For the rest of the information, you can structure your files

any way you want. For example, you don’t have to put the

name before the colons. As you’ll see in the TELCOM chap-

ter, however, it is helpful to do so. Nor must you have the

address or any other information after the second colon, al-

though, again, that is probably the most logical place to have

the address, plus helpful information like road directions,

family members’ name, etc.

It may be useful to have a few keywords that narrow the

classification of the listing, such as client or weekend sailor.

Since these keywords take up valuable memory space, you can

code each listing with any of the numerous CODE or GRPH
keys available on the keyboard. Pressing CODE or GRPH
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plus most of the typewriter keys generates a unique symbol

(primarily foreign-language or graphics characters). To you

the logic is that CODE-c stands for client. To the computer, a

French “5” appears on the screen and can be used to search

in the ADDRSS program. Your ADRS.DO listing for a client

who is also a sailing enthusiast might look like this:

Harry Smithq $ : 312-555- 1212: 123 lux Lane *

Barrington » I L S 0 0 1 0 wife Jane

The two symbols after Harry’s name indicate that he is both

a client (CODE-c) and and sailor (CODE-s). To summon a

list of all your sailing friends from your ADRS.DO file, you

would issue the FIND command (FI in the ADDRSS pro-

gram) and specify the CODE-s as the item to match against

all records in the file.

The FIND function in ADDRSS searches the entire

ADRS.DO file from end to end for matches to the string of

characters you’re looking for. Thus if you are looking at a long

distance phone bill and are trying to figure out who it was you

talked to for ten dollars’ worth last month, you could search

the ADRS.DO file for the phone number printed on the bill.

Or if you want to see all the people you know in Denver,

simply search for “Denver.” When a match is discovered in

ADDRSS, the entire record—everything you typed in be-

tween carriage returns (presses of ENTER), including name,

codes, telephone, address, etc.—is displayed.

One of the hazards to avoid in searching for information is

that because the ADDRSS program searches every piece of

the entire ADRS.DO file, it won’t know whether you’re look-

ing for addresses or phone numbers. For example, if you want

to see your mailing list for everyone in the 212 area code (New

York City and surroundings), you would want to search for

“
212 .” But in doing so, you would also pull out any record

with the digits 212 appearing in its address or other part of

the phone number. You can minimize this problem, however.

Although you don’t have to enter hyphens between area
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codes and prefixes of telephone numbers, the hyphens help
reduce the possibilities of matching an extraneous phone num-
ber on a search. For example, typed without hyphens, a phone
number would look like 3125551212, and would match
searches for anyone in both the 512 and 312 area codes. If you
entered your phone numbers with hyphens (312-555-1212),
you would still get a match to 312, but not to 512. As a further
refinement, if you are searching for an area code or prefix, add
the hyphen to the search key. Thus, a search for everyone in
the 312- area code (with hyphen), would not match with an
address of 1312 Maple Avenue or a phone number of 673-
3121.

The important point to remember in conducting searches,
especially through large and diverse records, is to try to be as
specific as possible in the search key used to find matches.
The more precise you can be, the more likely you are to get
only those records you want with the first search.

As you can see, there is more to ADDRSS than meets the
eye. You 11 find that equally true of the next program,
SCHEDL.
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SCHEDL Program

SCHEDL is a program very similar to ADDRSS in the

Model 100. Essentially, it acts as a database manager which

can be used not only for an appointment book, but for any

kind of information you want to keep on tap for a quick

search. Unfortunately, despite the implication from the pro-

gram’s title, SCHEDL does not tie in with the date or time

functions of the computer to beep or warn you of an approach-

ing appointment. You must actively search out the day’s

events, but the Model 100’s search capabilities ease that part

of the process.

Just as ADDRSS requires a special .DO file called

ADRS.DO, SCHEDL looks only for a file called NOTE.DO.
This file is created via TEXT, assigning the filename NOTE
in response to the “File to edit?” prompt at the beginning of

the text editing session.

You may recall that the ADDRSS program has specific

format requirements for name, address, and telephone infor-

mation stored in its companion data file, ADRS.DO. The

SCHEDL program does not place such requirements on the

NOTE.DO file. The NOTE.DO file in essence is a free-form

database which can be searched by the SCHEDL program.

This allows you to maintain notes, appointments, or other

reminders in the NOTE.DO file in any format with which

you are comfortable.

153
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Maintaining NOTE.DO

Because the scheduling aspect of SCHEDL is really left up
to the computer owner, the NOTE.DO file with all the timely
data of yesterday’s events will not be deleted for you. Nor will
information you enter into NOTE.DO automatically be
placed in chronological, numerical, or alphabetical order.
Adding data to NOTE.DO can be done in three ways while

using the TEXT program to edit the file. One method is to
push everything already in the file down by pressing ENTER
with the cursor at the beginning of the file. This clears a line
for you to type in your latest addition. The opposite method
is to immediately bring the cursor to the the end of the file

(CTRL-cursor-down or CTRL-Z) and simply append new
lines as needed. The order of information in the file will be
identical to the order in which you type each line.

A third method takes a little more time when you’re
entering information, but will help in your organization later

when performing a search. In this method, you consciously
keep the NOTE.DO file in the correct order your file dictates.

In other words, if you are keeping appointments in the
NOTE.DO file and wish to insert a date between two exist-

ing appointments, you will have to move the cursor to an
appropriate spot, press ENTER to clear a line, and type in
the new line.

To keep the NOTE.DO file from getting so large that old
information is cluttering up your available memory, you will

have to perform periodic housecleaning to delete any data you
no longer need. Since NOTE.DO is a simple text file, you can
use all the rapid SELECT and CUT techniques described
fully in Chapter 7.

Organizing a NOTE.DO File

You should keep your NOTE.DO file in an orderly fashion,
which will facilitate your entry of new appointments and make
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the results of your SCHEDL searches look organized as well.

Remember that in the TEXT program you also have an active

FIND command which searches through the entire file and

brings the cursor to the point of the first match to the search

string. You should use that command to get quickly to the

point in the file at which you want to insert a new appoint-

ment.

Bear in mind as we create a useful NOTE.DO file that the

FIND command in SCHEDL will retrieve to the screen only

those records which contain a match for the search string. For

the Model 100 NOTE.DO file, just as with the ADRS.DO

file described in the last chapter, a record is any information

which is contained between carriage returns (presses of

ENTER).
By way of illustration, let’s say you are typing in a list of

appointments which take up less than one line (forty charac-

ters) each. When you are through entering the line, you nat-

urally press ENTER to proceed to the next record. For

example, type

04/17/84 10:30am
11:00am

12:00

1 :00pm

Hai rcut<ENTER>
Meet with accountant
< ENTER

>

Lunch with Linda at

Chez Maurice (345 Main

St ) < ENTER

>

Meeting with financial
committee < E N T E R >

In the 12:00 and 1:00 p.m. listings, TEXT automatically

word-wraps the long lines. But for the sake of appearance,

after the lines wrap around, you can move the words over to

line up with the description lines by putting the cursor under

the first letter (C in Chez, for example) and TABbing over to

the right. Appropriate blank spaces were thus added to the

left margin.

If you were to perform a SCHEDL FIND (FI) command

on the above file, specifying the date only, you would perhaps
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be surprised to find that you had only one appointment for
the day, a haircut at 10:30. Having ENTER at the end of that
first line of your file, you have put an end to the record con-
taining the date. One alternative, and a cluttered one at that,
would be to place the date at the beginning of every appoint-
ment. There is, however, a more refined way.

Instead of pressing ENTER at the end of every entry, use
the TAB key and/or space bar to position the cursor at the
next position for data entry. It happens that the tab spacing
on the Model 100 is set to eight spaces. It also happens that
information such as the date or time can fit conveniently into
eight spaces. By setting up columns for date and time, the
information for a given date will appear organized, and easy
to read.

So how should you enter a day’s appointment file in
NOTE.DO.? Assuming you have no existing NOTE.DO file,

go into the TEXT program and specify NOTE.DO as the file

to edit. If you like, you can type in a title line at the top of the
file, such as Appointment File”. You can center the title by
pressing TAB once and the space bar three times before typ-
ing. Next, press ENTER a couple of times to put some space
between the title and the appointments you’ll be entering. To
enter a new date, start at the left margin and type the date in
any convenient format with seven characters or less. Some
examples are

De c 1 5

1 1/30
2/12

It’s unlikely you’ll need the year unless you schedule very far
in advance. You can go out to eight characters if absolutely
necessary, but the file will look better if you keep the date
down to seven. After typing the date, press TAB, and the
cursor will jump to the ninth space along the line. This is

where you type in the time for the appointment. Again, keep
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your notation to seven characters or less. Here are some ex-

amples:

10:30am
12:00r.

1 :45pm
7 : 15pm
12:00m

Note that for the sake of orderly appearance, single-digit

hours can be started one space to the right of the tab to align

the colons.

With the time entered correctly, press TAB once more.

This is where you type in the what, who, and where of your

appointment. If your note is short, like “haircut,” and you

want to add another appointment for a later time in the day,

do not press ENTER, but continue to press TAB until the

cursor comes around to the next line under the time column.

Type in the time and, after tabbing once more, type in the

note. If the note extends beyond the amount of space on the

line, the TEXT program automatically word-wraps the line,

starting the new line at the left margin. (That is, if a word

won’t fit in the space left on a line of the display, word wrap-

ping brings the entire word down to the next line.) To keep

everything lined up neatly, move the cursor back to the left

margin (CTRL-A cursor movement may be the most expedi-

ent) and repeatedly press the TAB key until the word that was

wrapped is aligned with the first word of the note above.

Do not press ENTER untilyou have completed all the appoint-

ments for an entire day. By keeping all the contents of the day’s

appointments as a single record, the SCHEDL program will

bring up everything for the day when you search for a date or

any information contained in that record.

To add an appointment in the middle of a day’s schedule,

you would start with the FIND command in TEXT to search

for the day you wish to edit. Then simply move the cursor to

the line in which the new appointment belongs, TAB over to
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the time column and start typing. The orderly columns you
had created earlier will be jumbled for a second as you type in
the new information.

When the new appointment is entered, continue to press
the TAB key until the remainder of the entries below are
properly aligned. Remember, do not press ENTER in the
middle of a day’s record.

FIND

Just as in ADDRSS, the search command in SCHEDL is

FIND (FI). When you specify a search string, such as tomor-
row’s date, the program looks for all matches to your search
string in NOTE.DO. It performs this search sequentially

, that

is, from the beginning of the file to the end. Therefore, if your
appointments for tomorrow are scattered all about the file,

FIND will indeed locate them all safely, but they will be in

the order in which you typed them into the file in the first

place. If your 10:00 a.m. appointment is typed in at the end
of NOTE.DO, it will appear at the end of the list of things to

do that day when you perform the search, even if it is really

the first appointment of the day. This kind of jumble can be
confusing to you if you’re in a hurry to scan the day’s meet-
ings. That s why it may be better to spend the few extra
seconds needed to place your schedule in order while typing
in the NOTE.DO file.

One of the other active function keys in SCHEDL is LFND
(F5), which stands for sending the results of FIND to the line

printer. With the techniques just described for the creation of
each day’s appointments, you can use the LFND command
to get a quick printout of your daily schedule in case you can’t
take your computer with you or you wish to give your secre-

tary a copy of your itinerary.

Since the FIND command displays the entire content of
any record, the potential applications of this program are lim-
itless. A hobby collection inventory can be stored in the
NOTE.DO file, for example. Or a record album collection
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can be detailed in the computer. When you are looking for a

particular song to play or record on tape for your personal

stereo tape player, you can search for the title of the song.

Every occurrence of that song in your file—with every artist,

record number, date recorded, and length—would be in-

stantly culled from the listing. A shortwave listener could

keep a logbook of stations received. To see what stations can

be tuned in at a given hour, a search would be made for the

time of day. Every listing for that hour—complete with iden-

tification, programming schedule, and frequency—would be

fetched from the log. You wouldn’t even have to bother keep-

ing the data in any particular order or format.

Moreover, since the FIND command does not care what

your NOTE.DO file contains, you could have more than one

collection of data in the file, perhaps your appointment calen-

dar at the beginning, and your bowling team’s scores at the

end. As long as the search key you specify is well-defined,

neither database will interfere with the other.
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TELCOM Program

No built-in program brings more of the Model 100’s re-
sources together than the TELCOM program. It calls upon
files created with TEXT, it uses information stored in a file

you normally use with ADDRSS, and operates advanced
built-in hardware features of the machine. TELCOM is the
six-letter filename abbreviation for telecommunications. Strictly
speaking, telecommunications involves the transfer of infor-
mation over radio or wire. In practice, however, it is usually
restricted to the link up of two or more computers via the
telephone or direct connection. A direct connection would be
like tying your Model 100 to a TRS-80 Model 4, perhaps, on
the same desktop. We will focus in this chapter on use of the
Model 100’s built-in telephone modem, but sections on
uploading and downloading files apply as well to computer-to-
computer communications through the RS-232 port on the
Model 100.

Communicate with Whom?

To most people who have never before been exposed to
computers, the idea of communicating with computers over
the telephone is indeed foreign. But many of these same non-
computer folks have signed up for long distance discount ser-
vices like Sprint or MCI and regularly communicate with a
computer in order to make a call. In response to a tone heard
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after making the local call to the service’s computer, they push

buttons corresponding to their secret access number. Only

after they have “logged on” to the computer are they granted

access to the long distance line and allowed to dial the num-

ber. Using your Model 100 to communicate with other com-

puters is not only easier than this, but the rewards of doing so

are often much greater than simply talking long distance.

Perhaps the most commonly used telecommunications out-

lets are the commercial databases available to consumers.

You’ve probably heard their names before in one form or

another: Dow Jones News/Retrieval, The Source, Compu-

Serve, Dialog, and others. Each is a vast storehouse of infor-

mation: up-to-the-minute newswires, investment quotations,

business services, research materials, and consumer guidance.

The Source and CompuServe additionally offer communica-

tions facilities, such as electronic mail to send and store mes-

sages for other people on the network, computer user groups

for help in machine and software problems, and the ability to

send mailgrams directly from your computer. Other databases

offer specialized services. Connexions, for example, is an on-

line employment exchange where companies can post avail-

able positions and applicants can forward their resumes di-

rectly by computer.

When you buy the direct-connect modem cable for the

Model 100, you receive information packets for both Dow
Jones News/Retrieval and CompuServe. Dow Jones’ forte, as

you might guess, is the presentation of quotations from in-

vestment exchanges. With the help of the Model 100, you can

automatically update your portfolio’s value by having the

computer dial Dow Jones, retrieve the pertinent data, and

calculate the results for the day’s trading.

CompuServe, on the other hand, is a much more broadly

based service. Available on-line are an encyclopedia, news

from the Associated Press (AP) wire, regional weather fore-

casts for the entire globe, the Official Airline Guide, and a

number of financial reports. CompuServe also features a num-

ber of special interest groups (SIGs), which cater to owners of
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specific computers. One of the most active of these SIGs, as it

happens, is the TRS-80 Model 100 SIG. On it you can seek
help from more experienced users for just about any problem
you encounter. You’ll also see the results of an intensive

grapevine of advanced information about software and acces-

sories scheduled for the Model 100. Also available on this SIG
is an extensive subdatabase of BASIC programs that you can
load into your computer for use after you disconnect. These
programs are in the public domain and cost no more than the
connect time it takes to transfer them into the computer

—

anywhere from under a minute (less than ten cents) for short

ones to several minutes for the more sophisticated ones. Au-
thors of these programs volunteer their efforts to aid others in

the group. Frequently, other group members enhance or up-
date these programs with the benefits of their programming
knowledge.

As often happens on CompuServe and The Source, people
who meet by coming to one another’s aid to answer a technical

question become friends on-line, even though they may live

on opposite sides of the country. Long after the technical

problem is solved, they continue to keep in touch via elec-

tronic mail offered by both systems. Each subscriber is given
a unique ID number—very much like your unique street ad-
dress—to which any other subscriber may send a message.
That message is held in the database’s memory until you sign

onto the system. At that time, you can retrieve messages that

had been left for you and send any you wish to other subscri-

bers. Many companies with far-flung executives use these net-

works as their main electronic communications services to

keep everyone in touch with the main office and each other.

What makes the Model 100 such an appealing way to use
these services is that they are available in hundreds of cities

by making a local telephone call to special long distance net-

works. Since the Model 100 travels in a briefcase, a traveler

anywhere in North America can use these databases and com-
munications services to keep in touch, even at odd hours. The
lowest rates, for example, are available in the evening when it
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is economical to retrieve the day’s messages and send tomor-

row’s, even at 2:00 a.m. if that’s most convenient for your

schedule. The built-in telephone modem of the Model 100

makes the connection to these services as simple as plugging

in a cable to a modular phone jack or placing two compact

rubber cups on a pay-telephone handset (more about these

connection methods shortly).

Another popular use of the telecommunications facility of

the Model 100 is to tie the field portable unit into a larger

corporate computer. Perhaps one of the most common and

growing applications is in the publishing field. Newspapers,

magazines, and book publishers are rapidly incorporating

word-processing and computerized typesetting systems into

their operations. Computer terminals have taken over the of-

fice where typewriters once reigned supreme. Reporters and

writers working in the field or in their homes can send stories

to the central computers over the telephone.

Unfortunately, many have discovered that some big word-

processing computers are not well designed to accept the tele-

phone input from a small computer like the Model 100 (or

IBM PC, for that matter). The big computers often require

that special codes be sent along with the document or that the

text be transmitted in an unusual and very specific way. Often

a knowledge of the Model 100’s BASIC language can help

solve the hurdle by writing those requirements into a custom

telecommunications program. Otherwise, the assistance of the

company’s data processing department will be needed to as-

sure proper transfer of documents.

The TELCOM program turns your computer into a termi-

nal for use with a number of other systems as well. We noted

earlier that telecommunications also encompass radio com-

munications. Amateur radio operators all over the world, who
once used noisy clunky mechanical teletype equipment for

radioteletype (abbreviated RTTY) have become more com-

puterized in recent years. Ancillary radio equipment is now
available to turn the Model 100 into a machine capable of not

only RTTY, but digitally encoded radio transmissions as well.
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Figure 16. The Model 100 used as a terminal for radioteletype

with an AEA terminal unit (top) and ham radio transceiver.

Advanced Electronics Applications, Inc., for example, has de-

veloped the AMT-1 convertor which attaches between the

Model 100’s RS-232 port and a ham radio transceiver (trans-

mitter-receiver). Just using the TELCOM program, the lap-

sized computer takes the place of a hundred-pound clackety

behemoth of a teleprinter. Canned messages can be prepared

and uploaded over the air; incoming messages can be stored

as they arrive.

Setting Parameters

When you first enter TELCOM, the first line of the screen

gives you the communications status of the system:

M7IlE,10pps. The first five characters denote your com-
puter’s telecommunications parameters, while the characters

after the comma denote the dialing speed (in pulses per sec-

ond) set for the automatic telephone dialer. We’ll deal with

these two elements separately.
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Telecommunications parameters are no more complex than

making sure both your portable computer and the device to

which it is connected (either through the built-in modem or

RS-232 port) are on the same “wavelength.” In almost all

cases, the parameters you use for communicating with a par-

ticular computer will be determined by that other computer.

But its terminology will not be in the abbreviated code you

see in the upper left corner of your TELCOM display. There-

fore, it will be helpful to know what the terms mean and how

to change them on your computer.

First of all, the concept of parameters can be likened to

establishing a convention with a friend on how he is to dictate

a message to you over the telephone so you can write it down

for your own record. You establish the speed at which he

speaks, how much of a pause he puts between phrases, what

you say if you need him to pause a second while you catch up

writing, what you say when you are ready to write, and so on.

For your dictation sessions, these are the kind of communi-

cations parameters that apply.

In computers, much the same type of parameters must be

established between the two computers. Both must have a

common understanding of how the standard letters and num-

bers are to be sent between the two. These parameters are

completely independent of the content of the communique.

Most microcomputers and database services use a conven-

tional character alphabet called ASCII, an acronym for Amer-

ican Standard Code for Information Interchange. Data going

into and coming out from the Model 100 is in the ASCII

format, so you don’t have to worry about that. But the com-

munications parameters need attention.

Baud Rate

The first consideration is the speed at which data is moving

between computers. This is specified as a baud rate, the num-

ber of bits of data being transmitted per second. On the Model

100 you have ten different choices, one for the internal modem

and nine for the RS-232 port.

Using the modem, you are automatically limited to sending
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and receiving at 300 baud (a little over twenty-five characters
per second). That s because the internal modem is of the 300
baud variety. A modem, as discussed in Chapter 4, is a device
that converts ASCII letters, numbers, and symbols into audi-
ble tones for transmission over a telephone line. Modems for
faster speeds are much more expensive to build. Eventually,
dual speed modems—300 and 1200 baud—will be incorpo-
rated into computers such as the Model 100, but not until the
cost comes down substantially. The baud rate code on the
Model 100 when you use the internal, 300 baud modem is

“M.”

Communicating over the RS-232 port, however, entails
knowing the correct code number for the speed at which you
will be communicating through an outside modem or some
other device. The choices available to you encompass essen-
tially every speed you will encounter in data transfers from
your portable computer to a mainframe or microcomputer. As
noted in Chapter 4, connection to a microcomputer most often
requires that the desktop machine run the telecommunica-
tions software. Quite often, this software is limited in the
speeds it can handle—rarely over 1200 baud.

Speed, however, is also dependent upon your portable’s
ability to handle incoming data. While it is no problem to
send text files from the portable to a desktop computer at any
speed, the portable has difficulty handling incoming data at
1200 baud or higher due primarily to delays inherent in the
LCD display. Incoming information may be lost at 1200 baud
using TELCOM. For transfers of important documents to the
Model 100, set both computers to 300 baud. It definitely takes
a long time if you re used to the 1200 baud transfer, but at
least you are assured of intact file transfers.

Word Length

In almost all cases, you will be using a word length of 7
bits. In telecommunications jargon, a word is the equivalent
of what turns out to be an intelligible character. All intelligible
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characters (letters, numbers, punctuation, and important con-

trol codes) are represented by a unique string of 7 bits (each

bit is either a 1 or 0), of which there are 128 different combi-

nations.

Parity

In broad terms, parity is a kind of error detection scheme

used in computers (not just in telecommunications). It does

not correct errors, but does detect them when they occur. In

telecommunications, an error might occur because an instan-

taneous spike of noise garbled the string of ones and zeros

during transmission. The national databases usually commu-

nicate without sending parity checks, which is known as no

parity. Other computers use even or odd parity. The technical

part behind this terminology is not important for your pur-

poses, but it is important to find out what type of parity a

system is using and match it in your Model 100 parameters.

TELCOM sets parity as I (ignore parity), which covers you in

almost every situation.

Stop Bit

A stop bit is a kind of separating signal sent between char-

acters. It tells the receiving computer that the sender has fin-

ished sending one character. You’ll rarely encounter a system

that uses a stop bit setting other than 1

.

Line Status

You may encounter some terminology here that is foreign,

and some of the information on line status in the Model 100

manual is not entirely clear. Your choices here are to enable

or disable an automatic control feature (called XON/XOFF)
common to most telecommunication systems. For this, it

helps to understand a little about what is going on inside the

computer when you are transmitting or receiving information

via telecommunications.

A section of memory is reserved to accommodate any in-

coming characters which cannot be immediately accepted by
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the computer’s display or main storage area. (In the case of
the Model 100, it is the slow response time of the LCD display
that causes the computer to accept information more slowly
than it is coming in.) This memory section, called a buffer,
can at times become stuffed to the gills with too much incom-
ing information. When that happens, you want your computer
to tell the sender to stop sending anything further until the
buffer can be emptied onto the screen, or into the RAM mem-
ory file if you’re downloading information. The convention
used by most of the commercial databases you’ll be using is
for the receiving computer to send a control signal called
XOFF (pronounced, “ex-off”), which essentially tells the
sender to turn off the transmitter until further notice. This
does not break the connection between the computers, but it

prevents data from being sent that would otherwise be lost,
since it would have nowhere to go. As soon as the receiving
buffer is cleared, the portable can send an XON signal to the
sender to resume transmission. It’s just like our human ex-
ample above in which the writer tells the speaker to “hold it a
second” while the writer’s brain empties its contents onto the
paper, followed by a “go ahead.”

It is therefore a good idea to specify “E” to enable the
XON/XOFF parameter, unless you know for a fact that the
host computer (like Dow Jones) does not recognize it. But
even most telecommunications programs for microcomputers
(for transferring data from the portable to desktop machine)
will support this parameter.

Pulse Rate

The last parameter, the pulse rate, is optional, since it does
not affect the actual sending or receiving of data over the
telephone or RS-232 line. This rate refers to the speed at
which the Model 100 s automatic telephone dialer sends out
pulses, or “clicks,” over the phone line to dial a call. You can
think of it as though the computer is electronically turning a
rotary phone dial. Some, but not all, telephone switching net-
works can accept the fast rate of 20 pulses per second (pps).
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All, however, accept 10 pps, so you’re safe with that number

anywhere you go. We’ll discuss how the autodialer works,

shortly.

Remember, however, that if you are trying to use a long

distance service, such as Sprint or MCI, you will have to place

the call with a tone dialing telephone (such as Bell’s Touch-

Tone™). The Model 100 dialer is not capable of generating

the tones needed for this service.

You may not have success using the autodialer on some

phone systems, especially in self-contained office PBX (pro-

gram branch exchange) phone systems. Frequently, these sys-

tems accommodate tone dialing only, even on local numbers.

They will ignore pulses coming from the Model 100 or may

act erratically.

If you’ve been watching the individual parameters we’ve

mentioned here, you’ll notice that the default parameters in

effect when you first entered TELCOM, M7I1E (modem, 7

data bits, ignore parity, 1 stop bit, enable XON/XOFF), are

the ones that will get you onto most national databases.

Changing Parameters

If you find that you must change communications param-

eters, the Model 100 makes it relatively easy. When you start

the TELCOM program, one of the function keys (F3) is la-

beled STAT, for status. To signal to the computer that you

want to change the status, press F3. The word Stat appears in

the display as a kind of prompt for you to type in the new

status line.

You must type in at least the first five characters of the

status line for the new parameters to take effect. Typing the

dialing speed (the numbers after the comma) is optional. For

example, to change the parameters from the Model 100’s start-

up setting of M7I1E to MCI Mail’s parameters of 8 data bits,

no parity, one stop bit, and XON/XOFF enabled, you start

the TELCOM program, press F3 (STAT), and type

M8N1E < ENTER

>
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If you type a parameter that the computer does not recog-

nize you’ll hear a warning beep. Until you change the param-
eters again, the computer remembers the most recent

parameters typed into it.

Connecting to the Phone

The gateway to your telephone line is through the outlet on
the back of the computer, labeled PHONE. Into this socket

goes the direct-connect modem cable or acoustic cups, de-

pending on which type of connection you can make. The
direct-connect type is preferred because the computer links

directly to the phone line through the modular phone plug.

The acoustic cups, on the other hand, are less desirable, not

only because of their size, but because in a noisy environment
extraneous sound may creep into the telephone handset caus-

ing errors in data transmission or reception.

Connecting the modem cable to the telephone or telephone

jack is well illustrated in the Model 100 manual, but it can be
a bit easier than shown. The only times you need to have the

white cable running to the back of the telephone are (1) for

autodialing a voice call; i.e., the computer dials the call and
you speak into the receiver; or (2) for connecting to another

computer over the telephone when you prefer to dial the num-
ber yourself, rather than autodialing.

Otherwise, if you intend to simply connect with a central

computer and use the automatic log-on feature of TELCOM,
you need only connect the beige wire to the phone line in one
of two ways: (1) by removing the double-female adapter sup-

plied with the cable and plugging the beige cable directly into

a modular jack in the wall; or (2) by unplugging the wire going

to the back of the phone and plugging it into the double-

female adapter supplied with the cable. Since you are most
likely to use the automatic log-on feature of the Model 100, it

is simpler to employ either one of these techniques, leaving

the white cable unconnected, than the more complicated two-

cable setup shown in the manual.
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Hotel rooms, places where frequently you may want to tie

into another computer via the phone, often present problems

for direct-connect modem users. Security consciousness

drives these institutions to install telephones which either do

not use the modular phone jacks or use a modified version of

them which is not easy to unplug. In the former situation,

acoustic cups are in order. In the latter situation, while acous-

tic cups would be a quick solution (and the one the hotel

would appreciate), it is possible to unplug these specially de-

signed connectors. Their construction is the same as that of

home connectors, except the entire socket is recessed, making

it difficult to reach the release tab on the plug. You may be

able to get to the tab with a long narrow object, like a nail file.

Once it’s unplugged, you can confidently insert it into your

modem cable’s double-female adapter.

But if the phones are hard-wired (you’re at a pay telephone,

or you’re using a multiple-line office phone, which has a dif-

ferent and incompatible connector), then the acoustic cups are

the only reasonable option. The one rule to watch here is that

the cups are firmly attached to both the ear and mouthpieces

before attempting communications. Also, remember to

change the switch on the left side of the computer from DIR

to ACP, indicating a change from direct-connect modem to

acoustic coupler.

Making the Call

Let’s assume first that you have not yet done anything to

put an autodial or automatic log-on routine into the computer

and that you want to get onto CompuServe or some other host

computer. Let’s also assume that you are using the direct-

connect modem cable (we’ll cover other possibilities in a mo-

ment).

To initiate the call, enter the TELCOM program. Be sure

the status line at the top of the screen indicates M for

“modem” and that the other parameters are set according to

the wishes of the host computer. Next, press F2 (CALL), and
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the word Call appears on the screen. At this point, start typing
in the telephone number that gives access to the computer
You can put in the hyphen (555-1212) if you want, but it’s not
necessary. IMPORTANT: Before you press ENTER, which
will start the autodialer, type in the left and right facing
arrows (also known as the less than and greater than symbols,
the shifted symbols over the comma and period). In other
words, the number in the display would look like this:

555- 1 212<

>

These two symbols tell the computer that you want to log on
to a host computer and that you want the computer to make
the connection without your having to pick up the telephone
handset. We’ll see shortly that these symbols figure promi-
nently in the automatic log-on sequence. But for now, remem-
ber that if you are manually dialing up a host computer from
the keyboard, add those two symbols.
Now press ENTER. Provided you haven’t turned the

sound off (see Chapter 6), you will hear some raspiness com-
ing through the Model 100’s equivalent of a speaker. That
sound you hear is actually a poor reproduction of the tele-
phone ringing at the other end. Typically, calling into one of
the local numbers for a national database such as Compu-
Serve, your computer will get an answer during the second
ring, and you will hear the second raspy ring interrupted by a
moment of silence, followed by a strong, steady tone. This is
the answer tone of the local telephone service computer you
are not yet hooked up to the host computer. As soon as your
Model 100 recognizes that tone, the two computers begin
communicating (called handshaking), and the tone disappears
from the speaker. The Model 100 automatically goes into ter-
minal mode (the same as if you pressed the F4 function key
yourself). Don t press F4 (TERM). Wait for the computer to
shift into TERM mode by itself. You are now ready to start
typing in the log-on sequence and password.
Now let s go back and look at the procedure when using
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the acoustic cups. Physically, the procedure may be awkward

at first because you must attach the cups one at a time while

the handset is off the hook. And once you make the connec-

tion to the host computer (or telephone network computer)

you have only a few seconds to get everything working, or else

the host will hang up on you.

First of all, be sure the DIR/ACP switch is on ACP. Now

place the computer in the terminal mode by entering TEL-

COM and press F4 (TERM)—the function key legend won’t

change, however, until the two computers handshake. Next,

pick up the telephone handset and place the cup labeled

“mouthpiece” over the mouthpiece end of the handset, then

dial your telephone number using the phone’s pushbuttons or

dial. While the telephone is making the connection, place the

“earpiece” cup firmly over the other end of the handset. The

host computer’s answer tone will sound through the Model

100 speaker for about a second. The function key legends will

now change (to PREV, DOWN, UP, etc.) for the terminal

mode and you are ready to start your log-on procedure from

the keyboard.

Contrary to reports in some computer magazines, you can

make the Model 100’s automatic log-on capabilities work with

the acoustic cups. You’ll see how to do this below.

Outboard Modems and Foreign Travel

There may be times when you will want to use a modem

other than the one built into the Model 100. This is particu-

larly true if you need to access a computer that communicates

only at 1200 baud. Also, European telecommunications sys-

tems use a set of tone frequencies different from that which

the U.S. Model 100 modem can generate. An outboard

modem with the CCITT, (Consultative Committee on Inter-

national Telephone and Telegraph) standard tones is the sim-

plest solution to this problem. In either case, you would

connect the outboard modem through the RS-232 port.

When you do this, however, you lose the built-in autodial-
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ing feature of the Model 100. Some outboard modems can be
software-driven to perform Touch Tone dialing from an elec-
tronic directory in the computer. But to take advantage of
these features, you’d have to be well versed in programming
to write a separate communications program that addresses
the RS-232 port and utilizes the powers available in the
modem.
Any time communications goes through the RS-232 port

the DIR/ACP and ANS/ORIG switches on the left side of the
computer are not involved. The outboard modem should have
facilities to handle these choices for you. But you must be sure
the TELCOM status line in the Model 100 has the appropriate
baud rate number typed in (not the M for internal modem)

Autodialing Regular Calls

Aside from its computer-to-computer communications
function, TELCOM also acts as an automatic dialer much the
same way so-called intelligent telephones have automatic and
memory dialers. With the Model 100, you can use the re-
sources of the ADRS.DO file and the FIND/CALL com-
mands of TELCOM to act as a portable electronic phone
directory and autodialer.

Using the Model 100 as a plain automatic dialer entails
connecting the beige modem cable to the phone line and the
white cable to the telephone. In this setup, however, you must
use the Model 100 for all dialing because the wiring of the
cables disengages the dialer of the telephone. The telephone
cannot be used to dial out—you are entirely dependent on the
computer for dialing. This is fine if you regularly call only
those numbers listed in your ADRS.DO directory. You enter
the TELCOM program, press FI (FIND) to search the
ADRS.DO file for the name you want to call, then press F2
(CALL) to place the actual call. You must pick up the tele-
phone handset sometime before the dialing is completed, oth-
erwise, the computer will immediately hang up.
Even if the number is not in the ADRS.DO file, you can

still use the autodialing function. Enter the TELCOM pro-
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gram and press F2 (CALL). At this point, simply type in the

number you wish to call (with or without hyphen) and press

ENTER. The computer will dial the number for you. The

number won’t be stored in the computer, however; so if the

line is busy, you’ll have to retype the number on your next

attempt. Remember, too, that the Model 100 is capable of

dialing only pulses, not tones—you won’t be able to use the

autodialer for MCI, Sprint, or other special long distance ser-

vices that require tones.

Originate/Answer Modes

That switch on the left side of the cabinet, labeled ANS/

ORIG, may have been a mystery to you. It’s not really, if you

understand the computer’s point of view.

In most of the modem communications you will be making,

you will be the one making the call, initiating contact with a

host computer. When you dial up that host computer, it an-

swers the phone line and sends a high pitched tone out to your

computer (just like the local telephone service computer men-

tioned above). That first tone is crucial to establishing connec-

Figure 17. ANS/ORIG and DIR/ACP switches on the side of

the Model 100.
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tion, because when you make the call, your Model 100 is

waiting patiently for that tone before handshaking with the

host computer. That initial tone is generated by the host op-
erating in an answer mode—when it picks up the line, it an-
swers by saying “Hello” in a manner (the tone) that your
computer will understand.

If someone with a computer (perhaps another Model 100)
were to call you to transfer some data or programs over the
telephone, one of the two computers must initiate the conver-
sation by providing that first tone, the answer tone. The other
computer would be in the originate mode , waiting to hear that

answer tone. You can verify this feature if you have the acous-

tic cups. Plug them into the PHONE connector, set the com-
puter’s side switches to ACP and ANS. In terminal mode, you
should hear a high-pitched tone coming out of the cup that

goes over the telephone handset’s mouthpiece.

Don’t get the impression, however, that the computer,
when switched to ANS mode, will automatically answer the

telephone just as the host computer does at a national data-

base. That feature, called auto-answer, is not part of the Model
100’s built in modem, although it is available on some out-

board modems.

Automatic Log-on

The Model 100’s ability to log onto a host computer system
automatically is an excellent example of the portable’s integra-

tion—several disparate parts of the computer working to-

gether for a specific task. Before we dive into how to use this

feature, it is important to understand how to insert the log-on

information into the computer in the first place. This has
caused some difficulty for users, probably because of the num-
ber of precise commands which must be typed into a particu-

lar file. It also requires that you be rather familiar with the

log-on procedures of the host computer(s) you’re tying into.

Log-on procedures can be complex, requiring, through
some telephone networks, four responses to host computer
prompts before you are allowed on the system. Corporate
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computers, which allow remote access by employees, may
have several levels of security checks before a user can gain

access to any information. They can also be very simple, as in

local on-line public bulletin board services, which require lit-

tle more than pressing ENTER once or twice. In most cases,

you want your personal computer to handle all identification

procedures automatically—provided, of course, that the com-

puter doesn’t fall into the wrong hands.

Typically, for secure systems like CompuServe and The

Source, which use networks of local phone numbers for access

in many cities, you will have to type in a series of commands

that (1) identify the kind of terminal you’re using; (2) supply

the coded name of the host computer service; (3) identify you

by your account number; and (4) submit your password for

security cross checking. Ideally, the computer should take

care of all this repetitive typing each time you log on. The

Model 100 TELCOM program does just that, and then some.

This entire automatic procedure is encoded within those

two arrows, < and >, that we used earlier after dialing up a

host computer. But the hard part is knowing how and what to

put between those two symbols, because you must have not

only the various identifiers and password but also the prompts

that come from the host computer. Without alerting the

Model 100 that some kind of prompt will be forthcoming from

the host, all the numbers and passwords would be spewed out

in one burst, confusing the host enough to hang up on you.

In addition, we must also tell the Model 100 to wait a couple

of seconds after dialing the host’s telephone number before

starting the log-on sequence.

Symbols placed within the arrows give you the flexibility to

do all that:

Key Meaning

= Wait two seconds for the answer tone.

? Be on the lookout for a specific character from the host.

! Send a specific character to the host.
A

The CTRL key—created with SHIFT-6 and used with an-

other character to signify a CTRL-key sequence.
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Essentially, then, you will be stringing your numbers and
passwords together with combinations of the above symbols
between the arrow symbols < >. Everything between them is

your automatic log-on sequence. And it must be very precise.

To illustrate how this is done, let’s build a hypothetical log-

on sequence to sign onto CompuServe through Tymnet, one
of the telephone networks that let you access the national

computer by dialing a local phone number (the Model 100

manual shows you the simpler log-on procedure for Compu-
Serve’s own telephone number, available only in a few major
cities). First we type in the telephone number and the opening
arrow:

555-1212

<

Next, we want the Model 100 to pause for a couple of seconds

while the host answers the line and begins sending its answer
tone. We therefore add the appropriate symbol:

555- 1 2 1 2<

=

Once we’re connected to the telephone network (and the

computers are handshaking), we need to issue some kind of

signal that our computer is on-line, and we’re ready to pro-

ceed. With Tymnet, the press of ENTER once is enough.

Since we can’t press the ENTER key when we’re preparing

this sequence (to do so would end the line), we must substi-

tute a CTRL-key character that the host will understand as

ENTER. That happens to be CTRL-M according to the

ASCII standard. Thus, we add the equivalent of a press of the

ENTER key:

555-1212 <

=

A
M

Tymnet at this point prompts us for something called a ter-

minal identifier, a code which identifies the broad category

into which our terminal or computer falls. We have to tell the
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log-on sequence to wait for that prompt, however. For this,

we use the “?” symbol. After this symbol, we want to type

any single character that is contained in the exact wording of

the host’s prompt to us. For example, if the prompt asks,

“please type terminal identifier,” then we could type any one

of those letters as the identifying character for the prompt.

It’s easiest to use the first letter of the prompt—a lowercase

“p” in this case. Therefore, we’d add both the “?” and “p”

to our log-on sequence:

555-1212 <

=

A
M?p

(See how this starts looking complex really fast?)

When the Model 100 receives the prompt with the “p,” it

should then send the appropriate terminal code. For Tymnet

and the Model 100, the code “a” without a carriage return is

a proper response. You don’t need a carriage return here,

because the Tymnet computer automatically goes to the next

prompt once you type in the proper code. We add this char-

acter:

555-1212 < = "M?pa

Next comes a prompt for the name of the host system (“Host

name:”). Since Tymnet may be used to access any number of

database services, we need to advise that CompuServe is the

one we want. The proper response, as described in the

CompuServe information packet supplied with the direct-con-

nect modem cable, is CIS02, which must be followed by a

carriage return. Thus, we add this exchange:

555- 1212 < = "M?pa?HCIS02"M

Tymnet then displays a welcome message that has a number

of characters in it. Since this is not a prompt to the caller, the

next log-on prompt should not contain any character used in

the welcome message, otherwise the Model 100 will inadver-
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tently send a response before the prompt and will not be able

to continue the automatic log-on sequence. One character

from the prompt not used in the welcome message is the last

one, a capital “D” from the on-screen prompt, “User ID:”.

So we add the “?” and “D”:

555-1 2 12< = AM?pa?HCIS02 A

M?D

followed by our account number, which we’ll say is 99999,111

for our example, and the press of the ENTER key (remember,
CTRL-M) to send it to the host:

555 - 1212 < = 'M?pa?HCIS02 AM?D93S99 till "M

The host will ask us for our password, usually with the

prompt, “Password?”. Following our convention, we add “?”

and “P” for the initial letter of the prompt, plus the text of

our password (“Secret” for our example) and the equivalent

of ENTER:

555- 121 2< = AM?pa?HCIS02*M?D99999 » 1 1 TM
? PS e c re CM

Last, to let the computer know that the log-on sequence is

completed and that communications with the host should be

turned over to us at the keyboard, we end the log-on sequence

with the other arrow, making the entire sample sequence:

555-1212< = AM?pa?HCIS02 AM?D99999 1 1 1 1
A
M

?PSec re t
A
M>

Now, what do you do with this string? If you recall the

discussion back in Chapter 8, ADDRSS, you can get the com-
puter to automatically dial a number if it is put in the

ADRS.DO file in a very specific format:

Nawesphone#:

The same holds true here, but in place of merely the tele-

phone number you put the entire string of the telephone num-
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ber and log-on sequence. The number and log-on sequence must

be placed between colons.

If all this seems extraordinarily complex to you, don’t

worry. After a little practice, it comes pretty easily. Perhaps

the best way to get the feel of what you should be putting into

your log-on sequence is to log onto a host computer manually

a few times. On one of those occasions, and before you start

typing anything (including the ENTER signals) press F2

(DOWNLOAD) to record the entire sequence in RAM.
Then, after you disconnect, you can examine the actual log-

on conversation you had with the host and tailor your auto-

matic log-on sequence accordingly.

Acoustic Automatic Log-on

Even when using the acoustic cups, you still have the power

of automatic log-on. You won’t have the convenience of auto-

dialing, but you’ll save the worry of remembering and accu-

rately typing your numbers. First, you’ll want to create a

separate log-on sequence in the ADRS.DO file, identified

with the suffix -ACP. For example, if your direct-connect log-

on sequence for CompuServe Information Service is under the

name CIS, then the acoustic version would be under the name

CISACP.
The ACP version differs from the normal automatic log-on

procedure only in that you do not type the phone number

—

just the log-on data between the arrows. You can SELECT,
COPY, and PASTE the sequence from one listing to the new

one to assure accuracy.

To accomplish the acoustic log-on, enter the TELCOM
program and FIND CISACP. The display will read:

CISACP: < >

(Although nothing appears between the arrows in the display

at this time, the full automatic log-on sequence is in the com-

puter and ready for transmittal when the prompts arrive from

the host computer.) Next, attach the acoustic cups as ex-

plained earlier, and dial the number on the telephone. Then
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press F2 (CALL) on the Model 100. You’ll hear the raspy

rings and the host-computer answer tone on the Model 100

speaker. As soon as the two computers handshake, the auto-

matic log-on sequence proceeds, followed by automatic entry

into terminal mode.

Log-on Sequence Program

To guide your putting all the information needed for an

automatic log-on sequence in the proper format, you can add
the lines shown in Listing 4 to the electronic address book,

Listing 3, in Chapter 8. The log-on sequence program is de-

signed as an add-on module, you might say, to the address

book program since it puts the data into the ADRS.DO file.

Listing 4. ENTRY.BA. Addendum. Creates automatic log-

on listings in ADRS.DO. Insert and add these

lines to the electronic address book program, List-

ing 3.

4040 PRINT0242 C Type 'GRPH-p' For Auto-
Lo^on Listing"

4080 IF N$=CHR$ ( 128 ) THEN GOTO 4280

4280 CLS
4230 PRINT040 #

" "

4300 LINE INPUT "Database Names" iD$:
D$ = D$+

"

4310 LINE INPUT "Direct or Acoustic (D/
a ) " ; m$

4320 IF M $ =
"
d

" OR M$="D" THEN M$=" H

4330 IF "
a

" OR M$="A" THEN
M$= " ACP " : GOTO 4360

4340 LINE INPUT "Call in sf from where: "5

L$ : L$ = " (
" + L$ + "

)

"
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4350 LINE INPUT "Phone No.: "
5 P*

4380 LINE INPUT "Initial Signal

(
l cr'=carria3e return): "5S$

4370 IF S$ =
" c r " OR S$="CR" THEN

4380 FOR W= 1 TO 4

4390 LINE INPUT "Host prompt # (first

letter): "5P$(W)
4400 LINE INPUT "Your response: "5

R$(W) : I FR$ < W )
= "

" THEN4420
4410 PR$ ( W )

= "?"+P$ ( W ) +R$ ( W )
+" "M"

4420 NEXT W

4430 PRINT0293 >" Correct? (v'/n)"

4440 T$=INKEY$: IF T$="" THEN 4440

4450 IF T $ =
"
n

" OR T$="N" THEN 4280

4480 U=4
4470 IF PR$ ( 4 )

= "" THEN V

3

4480 IF PR$ ( 3 )
= "

" THEN U2

4490 IF PR$ ( 2 )
= " " THEN U1

4500 FOR J=1 TO U

4510 PR$ = PR$ + PR$ ( J

)

4520 NEXT J

4530 PR I NT# 1 #D$ + M$ + L$+" :
" + P$+"< = "+S$ + PR$

+ " > :
"

4540 GOTO 4210

When you run the electronic address book with the log-on

module, you can break out of the regular address book entries

by pressing GRPH-p. You will then go into a special prompt-

ing sequence that asks you for the name of the database, local

phone number, initiation signal, host-computer prompts, and

your responses. All the data is formatted into a proper

ADRS.DO file record which will be retrievable in TELCOM
with the FIND and CALL commands.

Uploading Files

Since commercial databases charge you by the length of

time you are connected to the host computer, you will want to

do everything possible to minimize your connect time. The
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last thing you want is to be sitting on-line while hunting and
pecking on the keyboard to compose a message for electronic
mail. In this regard, the Model 100 is a real money-saver
because you can perform the time-consuming functions off-

line and then whisk the results over the phone at speeds
greater than the fastest typists. This is known as uploading a
file.

Uploading a file via the modem can be done only with an
ASCII text file. Therefore, BASIC language programs must
also be in their nonnative ASCII format (saved as a .DO file)

for transmittal over the phone. The most common type of
transmission, however, will be the straight text file, i.e., any
document you create using TEXT. This might be a short
memo to someone back at the home office, a message to a
bulletin board in response to someone’s plea for help in a

subject familiar to you, or a mailing of the same letter to
several people via electronic mail.

You create a file for uploading the same way you create a
text file for printing. Simply type it in with the TEXT pro-
gram. In the TELCOM UPLOAD (F3) function, however,
one more variable must be set before the computer sends the
file on its way over the wire. You will be prompted for the
width of the text file. Width here refers to the number of
characters per line you want to appear on the screen at the
other end. At whatever number you type in, the Model 100
will issue a carriage return to the receiving computer. Most of
the message and electronic mail services have limits to the
number of characters-wide a document can be. The sending
computer must cut the line short of that maximum or very
unpredictable things may happen to the text at the other end.
Usually, sixty or sixty-five characters wide is a safe number.
It is also the typical width of a typewritten page.

Downloading Files

Another way to optimize your on-line time is to avoid get-

ting bogged down by reading information that comes from the
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host computer. That’s where the Model 100’s downloading

feature of TELCOM comes in handy. It lets you record every

character that you see on the LCD display. Thus, if you are

about to read some electronic mail, for example, you re better

off recording it quickly, then logging off to read or analyze

the message and compose responses. When you’re satisfied

that your outgoing mail is composed the way you want it, logr

on again and upload the replies.

Downloading data is very simple on the Model 100. Any-

time you’re in terminal mode, just press F2 (DOWN). Com-

munications will be halted for a second (but not disconnected)

while you answer the on-screen prompt for the name of the

file in which you want this information stored. To stop down-

loading at anytime, just press F2 again; the inverse display

around the key legend will revert to normal. You can continue

to download anytime later under a different filename by re-

peating the procedure.

Even though incoming information may appear to be bro-

ken between lines (i . e
. ,

there is no word wrapping), the file

that is downloaded will be word wrapped when you view it

with the TEXT program. Thus, a writer can download a doc-

ument from a desktop computer into the Model 100 for fur-

ther editing while on the road. And, although words will

appear to be split between lines when the document rolls

across the LCD for the first time, the text will be 100 percent

readable when working in TEXT.
One very important point to remember when downloading

is to choose your filenames carefully, the filenames you use in

response to the prompt. While in TELCOM, you will not be

able to examine the files you currently have specified in your

MENU directory. You must make sure you don’t answer the

filename prompt with the name of a file already in the direc-

tory. If you do, the downloaded file will erase what was origi-

nally under that filename. The same goes for trying to

interrupt and then continue downloading a file in one TEL-

COM session: Don’t try it. You will not be adding onto the

end of the first section—you will have erased it.
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The moral of the story: Use unique filenames each time you
download. Develop a foolproof system, like adding numbers
or the day’s date to the filename: MAIL12, MAIL 13, etc.

Other Pitfalls to Avoid

First-time users of TELCOM often run into frustrating
problems which at first seem insurmountable—often, such
problems prevent satisfactory communication with a network
like CompuServe or Dow Jones News/Retrieval. They are ac-
tually very easy to solve, but because the new owner is bom-
barded with so many new concepts and factors at once, the
tendency is to overlook the obvious and figure there is some-
thing wrong with the computer. Here are the two most com-
mon problems.

When communicating with a national database, the host
computer knows that you’re going to want to see what you’re
typing on your screen, not just what the host is sending you.
To most users, there is something unnerving about typing and
not seeing anything appear on the screen. Normally, while in
TELCOM, your computer will not send typed characters to
the screen, but rather to the RS-232 port or modem only. But
the host computer makes a special point of sending a copy of
each character back to you instantaneously. In telecommuni-
cations parlance, this is called an echo, for the obvious reason:
what you type echoes back to your screen from the host com-
puter.

But if you’re communicating with a computer, such as a
desktop computer, which does not automatically echo re-
ceived characters, the Model 100 can perform its own internal
echo. While in Terminal Mode, you can press F5, and the
legend ECHO appears on the screen. As long as Echo appears
there, your typed characters will appear on the screen. To
disengage Echo, press F5 again, and the legend will disappear.

If, however, you are in communications with a host com-
puter that automatically echoes your characters and you have
pressed F5, what you get is two echoes—one from the Model
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100 and one from the host computer. The result, as you might

imagine, is seeing double. Every character you type shows up

on the screen twice; every character from the host computer

shows up once. TThhiiss iiss hhaarrdd ttoo rreeaadd.. The
default setting for TELCOM is for ECHO to be disengaged.

That’s always a good place to start. Only if you get no re-

sponse from the keyboard when on-line should you activate

the internal echo.

The other frustrating experience is to be on-line but no

matter what you do (ECHO on or off), you can’t seem to get

anything through to the host computer. What may have hap-

pened is you pressed F4 (TERM) while already in terminal

mode, or you pressed F4 twice to get into terminal mode when
using the acoustic cups. What you have done is changed the

two-way communicating terminal into a one-way terminal,

and the legend above F4 reads HALF instead of FULL as it

should. You want to be in full duplex , which means that both

computers can communicate with each other simultaneously

(or at least so close to simultaneously that you’d never know
the difference). There will probably never be a need for your

Model 100 to be in half duplex, so always look for the FULL
duplex indication above F4.

There you have it, the last of the built-in programs for the

Model 100. By now you should have discovered many new
uses and techniques for your notebook-sized companion.

There are surely many more secrets to be uncovered as more

people dig deeply into the computer’s capabilities. But until

then, you have enough productivity in your lap to last you for

some time.
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PC-8201A Differences

Most of what has been said about the Model 100 in this book

applies to the PC-8201A as well. Owners of the PC-8201A, however,

should note where differences exist between the two machines and

where chapters or sections of this book don’t apply. Part I, of

course, applies equally to both computers. Indeed, many of the

differences between the two machines are highlighted in Chapter 2.

In Part II, Chapter 3, the major difference lies in the section

entitled The Main Menu. The PC-8201A has only three built-in

programs showing in the display screen. Function key legends are

active in its Main Menu display, and a number of valuable com-

mands are available from the Main Menu. The opening menu dis-

play does not show the day, as on the Model 100. And selecting a

file to work on is possible only by moving the pointer box to the

name of the file in the directory. Since this is the fastest way to

access a file, there is no disadvantage in not being able to type in the

name of the file, as on the Model 100.

In Chapter 4, the section on printers, the PC-8201A does not

suffer from the lack of linefeeds when printing a text or BASIC file

through the parallel printer port. The discussion in the next section

about the direct-connect modem built into the Model 100 does not

cover the PC-8201A (since it has no built-in modem), but what is

said about an outboard modem applies directly to the NEC com-

puter, since this is the only way it can communicate over the tele-

phone.

Filenames, as discussed in the Assigning Filenames section of

Chapter 5, are different for the PC-8201A because the computer

looks at upper and lower case letters differently. Thus, you can have
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one file called “LETTER” and another called “letter.” You always

have to remember to specify precisely the cases used in a filename

on the PC-8201A. When you are uploading a file with TELCOM,
for example, you may forget which way you labeled a file and have

to make two attempts because the first (incorrect) try aborted. Per-

haps it’s best to keep all filenames as all capitals or all lower case so

there is no mistake.

With regard to learning BASIC keywords, the PC-8201A incor-

porates into the menu’s function keys a number of the functions for

which you must use BASIC commands on the Model 100. To KILL
a file, for example, you simply move the cursor over to the file to be
deleted and press the KILL function key. A prompt asks you to

verify that you’re sure this is the file you want to erase. The LIST
function key is equivalent to the PRINT key on the Model 100 but

also has the power to LLIST BASIC programs from the Main
Menu. Again, place the cursor over the file you want to print and
press the function key. This is a more elegant system for these

functions than on the Model 100.

Loading files is also easier and is accomplished from the Main
Menu. The LOAD command function key works for both text and
program files. And when the program is finally loaded, it is auto-

matically saved to RAM, with its filename appearing in the direc-

tory. This method saves steps and gives you more of a feeling for

the operating system than the Model 100 does.

In editing BASIC programs (Chapter 6, Typing in Programs), the

NEC has the added advantage of full-screen editing, as already cov-

ered in Chapter 2, BASIC Dialects. The next section in Chapter 6

applies only if you have a modem. The commands for date and time

(Chapter 6, Changing Day, Date, and Time) apply to the PC-8201A,
except that it has no day keeper. Also, the date format is YY/MM/
DD instead of the Model 100’s more natural (for Americans) MM/
DD/YY.
Changing Function Keys and Changing System Parameters, in

Chapter 6, don’t apply to the PC-8201A, since its BASIC does not

have these powers. The IPL command, however, is covered in the

PC-8201A on the Main Menu, and it works differently. Instead of

specifying one file to be designated as the initial program load, you
must create a separate file which contains instructions for the com-
puter to follow when you turn it on, even if those instructions are

simply the name of the file to open or the program to run. While it
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may be easier to set up from the Main Menu, the IPL feature

needlessly takes up valuable directory space.

The TEXT programs are very similar. One difference is in the

printing of a document. Only a full document print is available, and

this is performed from the Main Menu. Also, the NEC’s TEXT
program does not let you insert printer control codes with the

CTRL-P function. The print formatting program shown in Listing

2 won’t work with the NEC without some conversion, but the com-

puter comes with a text formatter on the supplied cassette of pro-

grams.

Chapters 8 and 9 don’t apply to the PC-8201A since it does not

have these programs built in.

Although Chapter 10, TELCOM Program, focuses largely on the

Model 100’s built-in modem, many sections apply to the PC-8201A

when used with an outboard modem. Communications parameters

are handled differently, but the concepts hold true for both comput-

ers. The PC-8201A, of course, has no autodialing or automatic log-

on features, which are inherent in the built-in modem hardware of

the Model 100.

The Model 100 security program, Appendix D, won’t function

on the PC-8201A because the computer cannot be turned off by a

running program. But other appendixes apply equally to both com-

puters, especially on ways to conserve memory and directory space,

Appendix C.



APPENDIX B

Portable

Computers and

Aircraft

Since the beginning of portable computers, especially battery-
powered ones, some airlines have shown concern over the possibility
that these microprocessor-based devices may cause interference with
sensitive aircraft communications and navigation equipment in the
cockpit. While there is justification for the concern, more has been
made out of it than was probably necessary.

It is true that the Model 100 and the PC-8201A generate a limited
amount of radio frequency interference (rfi), even though a label on
the underside of the computers states that the machines comply with
FCC standards. Incidentally, Class B compliance, under which both
machines fall, is the more stringent measure for household use, as
opposed to Class A compliance which is for office or commercial
use. The question—unsettled at the time this was written—is

whether these computers generate enough interference to bother the
equipment on a commercial aircraft.

Current Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidelines leave
the decision of allowing computer use aboard aircraft to the individ-
ual airlines. Some airlines allow them, others flatly prohibit them,
while still others sidestep the issue entirely. Even if independent
testing of the products indicate no problems with aircraft instru-

ments, there are some simple guidelines that will assure safe use of
computers on board.

Commercial airplanes rely heavily on their instruments in bad
weather, especially at lower altitudes when leaving or approaching
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an airport or when making a short hop. During these times, it is

best to turn off the computer. Even though there is little, if any,
risk involved, it will not help other traveling computer users if there
ever is an accident in such weather and the slightest suspicion could
be pinned on a running computer. If that ever happens, all comput-
ing travelers will probably have to forego the privilege altogether.
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Tips on

Conserving Memory
and Menu Space

This section is for BASIC programmers—experienced and novice

alike—who might find themselves running out of either memory

space or room on the menu directory on either the Model 100 or the

PC-8201A. In the latter machine, the concern is equally important,

because even though you have the possibility of switching memory

banks, you may desire to keep a few large programs or maintain

many smaller files in one bank. The same space restrictions, there-

fore, apply to both computers: 32K RAM and twenty-one directory

spaces.

As noted earlier, the BASIC languages of both machines allow

you to compact lines of BASIC code about as tightly as imaginable.

Spaces between commands and variables can be eliminated—some-

thing not possible on many other BASIC languages, including that

on the IBM PC. If you have typed programs into your computer, it

will be a tedious process to remove all extra spaces with the TEXT
editor, but if the programs are to remain resident in the computer

as frequently used programs, then you will want to optimize the

space taken by these programs. Programs loaded in only occasion-

ally do not need to be compacted unless you don’t have enough

RAM for them to begin with. Compacted programs do, however,

tend to operate a bit faster.

Also, if you look at a number of programs listed in magazines and

purchased on cassette tape, there are many lines with remark state-

ments, beginning with “REM” or a single apostrophe, or sometimes
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inserted at the end of regular command lines. Remarks are not

executed by the program, but are there instead for your information

should you be trying to modify the program or merely trying to

understand how it works. Remarks not only take up valuable space,

but they actually slow down the program. For programs you use

regularly and keep inside the computer, use the TEXT editor to

remove all remark statements.

Limited directory space may be more of a problem in real appli-

cations, especially when the computer is being used heavily as a

portable word processor. To provide as much open directory space

for documents, you want to compact your BASIC programs even

further if possible. One efficient way to do this is to group them as

modules into one giant BASIC program with an opening menu that

lets you select which specific program you want to run. For exam-

ple, if you have typed in the PRINT, ENTRY (including the Ad-

dendum), and SIZE program listings from earlier chapters, you

could lump them together as one.

These three programs, plus the security program in Appendix D
(Listing 7), have been provided with line numbers that can be easily

merged. To begin the process, you must first save all four programs

as .DO files by typing

SAME "Filename" »A

for each file (the comma and letter A tell the computer to convert a

.BA program to an ASCII file with a .DO file extension). Next, type

in the menu program in Listing 5 and save it as a BASIC file called

MENU.BA.

Listing 5. MENU.BA. Opening Menu. Links together four

programs into one directory space. Merge this pro-

gram with .DO file equivalents of Listings 1, 2, 3,

4, and 7.

10 CLS : CLEAR
20 PRINT@11»" Utility Program Menu"
30 PRINT" < 1 > P r i n t Formatter"
40 PRINT" < 2 > P a s s w o r d Protection"
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50 PRINT" < 3 > DO File Size"
G 0 PRINT" <4>Address/LoSon B o o K

"

70 PRINT0215 # "Select :
"

80 X = V A L ( I N K E V $

)

30 IF X=0 THEN 80
100 CLS : ON X GOTO 1 000 *2000 >3000 >4000

Start RUNning the MENU program, then SHIFT-BREAK out

of it to get the Ok prompt. Then type the following commands
(you’ll get an Ok prompt from the computer after each command).
Your filenames may be different, so alter the commands accord-

ingly.

- MERGE " PRINT. DO" < ENTER

>

MERGE " P ASS DO " < ENTER

>

MERGE "SIZE. DO" < ENTER

>

MERGE "ENTRY. DO" < ENTER

>

Now you have four programs in a single file, freeing three spaces

for your documents or other files. Listing 6 shows what the entire

program looks like in its most compacted form. As you add perma-
nent BASIC programs to your computer, they can be added to this

single directory and its menu in a similar manner.

Listing 6. MENU.BA. The completed set of four programs

in one directory space. Shown in compacted form

for optimum memory utilization.

10 CLS : CLEAR
20 PRINTeil#" Utility Program Menu"
30 PRINT" < 1 > P r i n t Formatter"
40 PRINT" < 2 > P a s 5 w o r d Protection"
50 PRINT" < 3 > , DO File Size"
G 0 PRINT" <4>Address/LoSon B o o K

"

70 PRINT0215 t "Select :
"

80 X = V A L ( I N K E Y $

)

30 I FX=0THEN80
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100 CLS:ONaGOTO1000 >2000 >3000 >4000
1000 CLS:CLEAR2000:FILES
1010 LM=5:RM=70:HD$="N" :LS=1
1020 C$=STRING$(B0 >32) :LN=0:PG=1
1030 G0SUB1 100: INPUT" D 0 FILE TO PRINT

" ;f$
1040 G0SUB1 100: INPUT "MARGINS (C5>70]>

"

5

LM >RM : I FLM = 0THENLN= 1

1050 LM$=STRING$(LM-1 >32) zGOSUBl 100:
INPUT" LINE SPACING (E1D/2/3) "5LS

10G0 GOSUB1100: INPUT "ENTER HEADER" 5H$

1070 GOSUB1100: INPUT" HEADER ON PG.l
( Y /

C

N ]

)

"

5

HD$
1080 OPENF$FORINPUTASl
1030 GOTO 1 1 1

0

1100 PR I NTO205 >C$: PRINT0205 > "
" 5 : RETURN

1110 CLS: IFNU=1THEN1 130
1120 PH$=STRING$(RM-7 >32)+"Pa^e"
1130 I F H $ <

>" "THENMID$(PH$ >LN > ( LEN
(H$ ) )

) =H$
1140 IFHD$="Y"ORHD$=" v" THENL$=LM$:

GOSUB 1410
1150 L$=LM$
1180 IFLN>=54THENGOTO1370
1170 FORJ=LEN(L$)TORM
1 180 L$ = L$+ I NPUT$ ( 1 >1 )

1 180 I FEOF ( 1 ) THENCLOSE : EN= 1 :GOTO1310
1200 I FR I GHT$ ( L$ >1 )=CHR$( 10>THENPF=1

:

GOTO 1300
1210 I FR I GHT$ ( L$ >1 )<CHR$( 128) THEN 1260
1220 I FR I GHT$ ( L$ >1 ) =CHR$( 1 43 ) THENGOSUB

1470
1230 I FR I GHT$ ( L$ >1 )=CHR$( 1 54 ) THENGOSUB

1490
1240 I FR I GHT $ ( L$ >1 )=CHR$( 128)THENL$ =

LEFT$(L$ >J-1

)

: GOTO 1 370
1250 IFRIGHT$(L$ >1 )=CHR$( 143)THENNV=1

:

GOTO 1370
1280 NEXT

J

1270 IFMID$(L$ >J >1 )
= " "THEN12S0
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1280 J = J- 1 : GOTO 1 270
1230 NX$=MID$(L$ fJ+1 >RM ) : L$ = M I D$

(L$ »1 » J) : GOTO 1 3 1

0

1300 L$=LEFT$(L$ #LEN ( L$ ) -2)
1310 IFMID$(L$»LMf5)=" "THEN1330
1320 IFMID$ < L$ »LM * 1 )

= " "THEN L$=MID$
(L$ »2 >LEN ( L$ ) ) : GOTO 1320

1330 LPR I NTL$+CHR$ <10):LN=LN+i: I FEN=
1THEN1370

1340 IFLS=2THENLPRINT+CHR$< 10) :LN=
LN+1

1350 IFLS = 3THENLPRINT + CHR$( 10) :

LPRINT+CHR$( 10) :LN=LN+2
1380 L$=LM$+NX$:NX$=" " : GOTOl 180
1370 I FLN< >0THENFORJi=LNTOSB:L PRINT

+CHR$ ( 10) : NEXT J 1 : P.G = PG+1
1380 I FN l

,
J = 1 THEN 1 430

1390 I FEN= 1 THENMENU
1400 I F X $ <

>"
" THEN 14 10 ELSE PR INTO 180 t

" INPUT" < ENTER > = NEXT PAGE t <N>
= NONSTOP" ;x$

1410 CLS:LPRINTPH$+STR$( PG)+CHR$( 10)
1420 FORZ= 1T04 : LPRINT+CHR$ ( 10) :NEXTZ:

LN = 8 : GOTOl 170
1430 CLS:PRINT@45>"AliSn Envelope in

Printer" sPRINT@125»" Press Any Key
When Ready"

1440 IFINKEY$= " "THEN1440
1450 N M = 0

1480 LM$ = STR I NG$ ( 40 » 32 ) : RM = 80 : H$ = "
"

:

HD$ =
"
N

" :G0T01 150
1470 IFB=1GQTO1480ELSEL$=L$+CHR$(27)

+CHR$ ( 7 1 ) :B=1 : RETURN
1480 L$=L$+CHR$(27)+CHR$(72) :B=0:

RETURN
1490 IFU=1GOTQ1500ELSEL$=L$+CHR$(27)

+CHR$ ( 45 ) :U=1 : RETURN
1500 L$=L$+CHR$ ( 27 ) +CHR$ ( 39 ) : U=0

:

RETURN
2000 POWEROFF ^RESUME
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CLS: BEEP: BEEP: PRINT® 173 >" Enter
password "5

OUT 1 7B > I N P ( 178) AND254
K = I NP ( 224 ) AND 1 : I FK = 0THEN2000
K = I NP ( 224 ) AND2 : I FK = 0THEN2000
I F I N K E Y $ < >" 1 "THEN2020
A$ = INPUT$ ( 5

)

I F A $ < > " APPLE " THENF0R>(= 1 T05 : BEEP :

PRINT0210 Unauthorized
Access" : NEXT : GOTO2000
MENU
CLEAR2000:FILES
PR I NT0204

5

INPUT"* DO file to measure" !F$

PRINT0255 >" Measuring* "

F$ = F$+ " * DO"

OPEN F$FOR I N PUT AS 1

I FEOF ( 1 )GOTO3100
LINEINPUT#1 »A*

A = A + LEN ( A$

>

GOTO30B0
CALL17001
PRINT0284 »F$ 5

11 is "
i A 5

" bytes Ion*"

CALL1700B:PRINT
CLOSE
PRINT0295 »"Mo re? <y/n>"
Q$=INKEY$: IFQ$ = " "THEN3150
I FO$= "

Y
" ORQ$ =

"

v " THENCLS : GOT 03000
IFQ$="N"ORQ$= "n"THENMENU
GOTO3150
CLEAR2000: KEYOFF :MAXFILES= 1

CLS
OPEN" ad rs * d

o
" FORAPPEND AS 1

IFERR = 55THEN0PEN" ad rs . do "FOR INPUT

AS1 :GOTO4000
PRINT0242 * "Type 'GRPH-p' For Auto-

L o 5 o n Listing"
CALL17001 : PRINT08 »

" Electronic
Address Book ":CALL17006
PR I NT@40 »

" "
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4070 LINEINPUT "Name: ";N$
4080 I FN$ = CHR$ ( 128)THENGOTO4280
4090 PR I NT0240 tSPACE$

(

39 )

4100 PRINT080 »
" "

4110 LINEINPUT" Address: "
; A $

4120 LINEINPUT" Phone :
"

5 P$
4130 LINE INPUT "Key Codes: " !K$
4140 LINEINPUT "Other Info: "50$
4150 PRINT@293>" Correct? ( y / n )

41G0 T$=INKEY$: IF T$ =

"

" THEN4 1 80
4170 IFT$="n"ORT$="N"THENCLS:GQTO4040
4180 PR I NT0240 t S P ACE$ < 39

)

4190 R$=N$+CHR$ ( 40 ) +K$+CHR$ (41)+
"

: "+P$+" ;
" + A$ +CHR$ ( 44 ) +0$

4200 PR I NT# 1 > R$
4210 PRINT@295 f" Mo re? ( y / n )

"

4220 S$=INKEY$ : I FS$= " "THEN4220
4230 IFS$="y"THENCLEAR:GQTO4010
4240 IFS$="ri "THENCLOSE:MENU
4250 I FS$< > "

y
" ORS$< >

"
n

" THEN4220
4280 CLOSE
4270 MENU
4280 CLS
4290 PR I NT@40 » "

"

4300 LINEINPUT "Data base Name: " j D $

:

D$ = D$+ " »

"

4310 LINE IN PUT "Direct or Acoustic (D/
A) " ;m$

4320 I F M $ =
"
d

"

0RM$= "

D

"THENM$="

"

4330 IFM$="a"ORM$="A"THENM$="ACP"

:

GOTO43S0
4340 LINEINPUT "Call ins from where:

"
i L$ :

L$= "
(

" +L$+

"

)
"

4350 LINEINPUT" Phone No, : " 5P$
4380 LINEINPUT" Initial Signal (

' c r ' =

carriage retu rn ) : " 55$
4370 I FS$= " cr"ORS$="CR"THENS$=""M"
4380 FORW= 1 T04
4390 LINEINPUT"Host prompt # (first

letter): "
5 P$ ( W )
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4400 LINE INPUT "Your response: u ;R$(W):

I F R$ ( W )
= "

" THEN4420
4410 PR$(W) = "?"+P$(W)+R$(W) + ,i M"

4420 NEXTW
4430 PRINT0293 »" Correct? (y/n)"

4440 T$=INKEY$: I F T $ = " "THEN4440

4450 IFT$="ri"ORT$ = "N"THEN4280

4460 V = 4

4470 I FPR$ ( 4 )
= "

" THENU=3
4480 IFPR$ ( 3 )

= " "THENM=2

4490 IFPR$(2)=""THENM=i
4500 F0RJ=1T0M
4510 PR$=PR*+PR*< J>

4520 NEXT

J

4530 PRINT#! » D$+M$+L$+ "
: "+P$+"

< = " +S$+PR$+" >
:

"

4540 GOTO4210
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Model 100

Security

With such a unique computing machine in your possession, it is

quite possible that if you leave the computer on your desk, someone
might try to play with it. The danger of an inexperienced user
accidentally erasing a file or otherwise locking up the computer so
that you can’t recover data stored inside is a real one. You may also
have sensitive information stored in one or more files that you don’t
want anyone to see. In other words, you may want to restrict access
to the computer to yourself and certain other authorized people
only. With a disk-based computer, you can lock up the storage
disks. But with a briefcase computer, everything is in the computer
and rather easy to get to.

Fortunately, for .Model 100 owners, there is a way to protect your
computer from unauthorized access by using the following two-level
security program. By combining a number of the computer’s unique
BASIC commands into a short program, the computer will request
a preliminary code and a password before allowing anyone to pro-
ceed to the Main Menu. Not only must the user know a preliminary
keystroke, and password, but he or she must know the precise
combination of the password’s upper- and lowercase letters. Failure
to get it right the first time results in the computer automatically
shutting off.

202
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Listing 7. PASS.BA. Password security program for Model

100. Character specified in line 2050 is preliminary

key; password and length of password are con-

tained in lines 2070 and 2060 respectively. All can

be changed to suit your needs.

2000 POWER OFF > RESUME
2010 CLS: BEEP: BEEP: PRINTS 173 » "Enter

password "5

2020 0UT178 »INP( 178) AND254
2030 K=INP(224> AND 1:IF K=0 THEN 2000
2040 K = I NP ( 224 ) AND 2:IF K=0 THEN 2000
2050 IF INKEY$<>" I

" THEN 2020
2080 A$= I NPUT $ ( 5

)

2070 IF A$< >" APPLE" THEN FOR X=1 TO 5:

BEEP : PRINT0210 t
" Ur. aut h o r i z e d

Access" :NEXT:G0T0 2000
2080 MENU

Type in the program in Listing 7 and SAVE it in BASIC giving

it the name PASS.BA. In the program listing here, the preliminary

key is GRPH-; (pressing GRPH and the semicolon key simulta-

neously), and the password is APPLE, all capitals. Changing the

preliminary key in this program requires a knowledge of keyboard

scanning codes, which is outside the realm of this book. But you

can change the password, APPLE, by editing lines 2060 and 2070.

In line 2060, replace the number 5 with the exact number of

characters and spaces you have in your password. Remember that

you can use GRPH and CODE characters as well as the standard

alphabet in your password. The password can be as long or as short

as you wish, with as many words as you wish (up to 255 characters

long), but the number in line 2060 must include all characters and

spaces between words. Next, in line 2070, replace the word APPLE
with your password. Be sure the password is between quotation

marks (the password cannot contain a quotation mark, however).

Whatever capital and lower case letters you specify, these are the

only ones that will work when running the program.

Built into this program are some deterrents for even experienced

computer users. Any BASIC program can be interrupted by press-
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ing CTRL-C or SHIFT-BREAK. To prevent “hackers” from
breaking the program at the point where you are prompted for the

password, this program contains special instructions to follow when
someone presses either the CTRL of SHIFT key on their way to

interrupt the program. Unfortunately for them, a press of these keys
restarts the program; i.e., the computer shuts off immediately.
When you run this program, the first operation that takes place is

the immediate powering down of the computer, even with the ON/
OFF switch in the ON position. The best way to start this program,
then, is to use it to turn off your computer at the end of a session.

To do that, go to the Main Menu and position the pointer over the

filename PASS.BA and press ENTER. The screen will go blank. At
this point, the computer is off, even though the switch is in the ON
position. You can leave the switch in the ON position (no battery

drain will occur) or you can turn it OFF.
Another way to make sure the security program is the only one to

greet an unsuspecting passerby is to use the IPL command (see

Changing System Parameters, Chapter 6). After you have typed in

the program, type

IPL "PASS. BA" < ENTER

>

while still in BASIC. You need to do this only once. Now, as long

as you manually turn off your computer (in any mode other than the

MENU display), anyone trying to turn on the computer will only

be commanding the computer to automatically load and run the very
program that is their nemesis.

Now turn the computer back on (to do so, you may have to first

put the switch in the OFF position). A beep sounds, which could

alert you when someone else is trying to use your machine. You will

be prompted with a request for the password. Notice that there is

no flashing cursor. This means the computer is actually waiting for

you to type in your preliminary key, not the password. If a hacker
tries to break the program here by pressing SHIFT or CTRL, the

computer shuts off. Type in your preliminary key (GRPH-; in our
listing). A flashing cursor appears, ready for your password.

Once you have typed in as many characters as you specified in

line 2060, but not the ones identical to the program’s password, you
will receive a warning notice on the screen (“Unauthorized Ac-
cess”), plus several beeps, and then the computer will turn itself
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off. If you type in the correct password (you don’t even have to press

ENTER), the Main Menu magically appears.

This program can be dangerous if you forget your preliminary

key, because you won’t be able to get to the menu unless you can

strike the SHIFT-BREAK or CTRL-C combination with lightning-

fast reflexes. If you remember the key but not the password, you

can break out of the program once the flashing cursor appears by

pressing SHIFT-BREAK or CTRL-C.
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Converting BASIC
Programs

No matter which briefcase model you have, it is likely that you
will find interesting programs listed in magazines or on computer
services that are written for the other computer. As long as the

programs do not contain any machine language subroutines or, in

the case of Model 100 programs, event trapping with function keys

and special graphics symbols, they can probably be converted to

operate on your computer without too much trouble. The trick is

knowing where to perform immediate repairs, and then how to fix

any bugs that may sneak up on you.

The most obvious changes are in the screen displays. Model 100

program lines with the PRINT@ statement and PC-8021A program
lines with the LOCATE statement need immediate attention. To
help you convert these screen addressing schemes, we’ll discuss how
the two statements work.

Model 100 BASIC looks at the screen as a continuous string of

cells, starting at the upper left corner, going across the top row,

jumping back to the left margin in the second row, and so on, zig-

zagging down the screen. The top row contains cells numbered 0

through 39; the second row has cells 40 through 79; the third row
80 through 129; and so on down to the end of the screen at cell 319.

Model 100 BASIC positions a printed word on the screen by issuing

the PRINT@X statement, where X is the cell number of the first

character of the word.

N82 BASIC, on the other hand, looks at the screen as a grid of

forty columns across by eight lines deep. The upper left corner box

206
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has the coordinates 0,0; the left hand box of the second row is 0,1;

the right hand box of the fifth row has the coordinates 39,4. In N82

BASIC, the positioning statement is LOCATE X,Y where X is the

horizontal coordinate (range of 0 to 39) and Y is the vertical coordi-

nate (range of 0 to 7).

Listing 8. Conversion of PC-8201A LOCATE statement to

Model 100 PRINT® statement. Runs only on the

Model 100.

10 CLS
20 PRINT04 >" Model 100 t o PC -8201

C n u e rsion" : PRINT
30 INPUT "What is the / LOCATE ' X

coord inate "
5 X

40 IF JO- 39 THEN 30
50 INPUT tl a n d the Y

coord inate "
!

Y

B0 IF Y

>

7 THEN 50
70 PRINT "The Model 1 00 s t a tedient s h o u 1 d

read: II

80 PRINT »CHR$(27)+" p" + " PRI NT @ ;

( (Y*39)+X+Y) 5CHR$( 27 ) + "q II

90 PRINT "< ENTER > for w ore/ < Q > to Quit"
100 K$= I N K E Y $ : IF K$=" II THEN 100
110 IF K$="p" OR K $ =

" 0 " THEN MENU

Now all you have to do is convert one notation to the other and

change the statement. To convert LOCATE 10,5 to Model 100

BASIC, for example, use the program shown in Listing 8. The N82

BASIC program line

80 LOCATE 10 > 5 : PR I NT "Press Any Key"

becomes in Model 100 BASIC,

80 PRINT0210 ("Press Any Key"
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Listing 9. Conversion from Model 100 PRINT® to PC-
8201A LOCATE. Runs only on the PC-8201A.

10 CLS : SCREEN 0 ,0

20 LOCATE 4 >0: PR I NT " PC-820 1 to Model 100
Conversion ":PRINT

30 INPUT" What is the 'PRINTS ' number " 5Z
40 IF Z >3 1 9 THEN 30
50 PRINT : PR I NT " Th e PC-8201 statement

should read:"
80 PRINT ,CHR$<27) + " p " + " LOCATE "

5

( ZMOD40 )
; " t "

; (

I

NT ( Z/40 ) ) ;

CHR$ ( 27 ) + "q"

70 PRINT "< ENTER > for m o r e / < 0 > to Quit"
80 K$=INKEY$: IF K$="" THEN 80
30 IF K$ = "q" OR K$= "Q" THEN MENU

To convert from Model 100 to PC-8201A notation, use the pro-

gram in Listing 9. For example, the Model 100 BASIC statement

30 PR I NTS 173 "Password"

becomes

30 LOCATE 13 >4: PRINT "Password"

in N82 BASIC on the PC-8201A.

Model 100 programs may contain a statement in one of the first

lines using the BASIC keyword MAXRAM, usually in a CLEAR
statement. There are no guarantees, but if you delete the word from
the CLEAR statement (e.g., turn CLEAR 2000,MAXRAM into

simply CLEAR 2000) you will probably have no problems when
running the program on the PC-8201A.
Program lines with the LINE statement from the Model 100 can

be modified for use with the PC-8201A by simply removing the

LINE statement and any numbers associated with it. This statement

draws lines and boxes on the LCD screen. Although the PC-8201A
execution of the program won’t be as pretty as the original Model
100 program, you will at least be able to run the application.
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After making these changes, try running the program. If you run

into SN (syntax) errors, LIST the line in question and see if the

program is using one of the reserved keywords not listed for your

computer (see Appendix F). If so, you may have a problem unless

you know BASIC well enough to develop a way around the road-

block.
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BASIC Keyword
Comparison

Below are listed all reserved keywords found in Model 100 and

N82 BASIC. They are presented in alphabetical order to help you

in program conversions. Where a command or statement in one

dialect is accomplished by a different one in the other, the substitute

is listed in parentheses in the opposite column. A gap in one column

means that the command or statement does not exist in that dialect

at all.

A few of the commands listed here may not show up in early

editions the BASIC manuals for either computer because they apply

to accessory disk drives not available when the manuals were

printed.

Model 100 PC-8201A

ABS ABS
AND AND
ASC ASC
ATN ATN
BEEP BEEP
(LOADM) BLOAD

BLOAD?
(SAVEM) BSAVE
CALL (EXEC)
CDBL CDBL
CHR$ CHR$
CINT CINT
CLEAR CLEAR
CLOAD CLOAD

210
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Model 100 PC-8201

A

CLOAD? CLOAD?
CLOADM (BLOAD)

CLOSE CLOSE

CLS CLS

COM ON COM ON
COM OFF COM OFF

COM STOP COM STOP

CONT CONT
COS COS

CSAVE CSAVE
CSAVEM (BSAVE)

CSNG CSNG
CSRLIN CSRLIN

DATA DATA
DATE$ DATE$
DAY$
DEFDBL DEFDBL
DEFINT DEFINT
DEFSNG DEFSNG
DEFSTR DEFSTR
DIM DIM
DSKI$ DSKI$

DSKO$ DSKO$
EDIT EDIT

END END
EOF EOF
EQV EQV
ERL ERL
ERR ERR
ERROR ERROR
(CALL) EXEC
EXP EXP
FILES FILES

FIX FIX

FOR-TO-STEP . . . NEXT FOR-TO-STEP . . . NEXT
FRE FRE
GOSUB . . . RETURN GOSUB . . . RETURN
GOTO GOTO
HIMEM
IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE

IMP IMP

INKEY$ INKEY$
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Model 100

INP
INPUT
INPUT#
INPUT$
INSTR
INT
IPL
KEY
KEY LIST
KEY ON
KEY OFF
KEY STOP
KILL
LCOPY
LEFTS
LEN
LET
LINE
LINE INPUT
LINE INPUT#
LIST
LLIST
LOAD
LOADM
(PRINT®)
LOF
LOG
LPOS
LPRINT
LPRINT USING
MAXFILES
MAXRAM
MDM ON
MDM OFF
MDM STOP
MENU
MERGE
MID$
MOD
MOTOR
NAME ... AS
NEW

PC-8201A

INP
INPUT
INPUT#
INPUTS
INSTR
INT

KEY

KILL

LEFTS
LEN
LET

LINE INPUT
LINE INPUT#
LIST
LLIST
LOAD
(BLOAD)
LOCATE
LOF
LOG
LPOS
LPRINT
LPRINT USING
MAXFILES

MENU
MERGE
MID$
MOD
MOTOR
NAME ... AS
NEW
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Model 100 PC-8201

A

NOT NOT
ON COM GOSUB ON COM GOSUB

ON ERROR GOTO ON ERROR GOTO
ON KEY GOSUB
ON MDM GOSUB
ON TIME$ GOSUB
ON . . . GOTO ON . . . GOTO
ON . . . GOSUB ON . . . GOSUB

OPEN OPEN
OR OR
OUT OUT
PEEK PEEK
POKE POKE
POS POS
POWER POWER
POWER CONT
POWER OFF
PRESET PRESET

PRINT PRINT
PRINT# PRINT#
PRINT USING PRINT USING

PRINT # USING PRINT # USING

PRINT @ (LOCATE)

PSET PSET
READ READ
REM REM
RESTORE RESTORE
RESUME RESUME
RIGHT? RIGHT?

RND RND
RUN RUN
RUNM
SAVE SAVE
SAVEM (BSAVE)

SCREEN SCREEN
SGN SGN
SIN SIN

SOUND SOUND
SOUND ON
SOUND OFF
SPACE? SPACE?

SQR SQR
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Model 100 PC-8201A

STOP STOP
STR$ STR$
STRINGS STRINGS
TAB TAB
TAN TAN
TIMES TIMES
TIMES ON
TIMES OFF
TIMES STOP
VAL VAL
VARPTR
XOR XOR
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Hardware and

Software Sources

Listed below are a number of suppliers of hardware and software

for the Model 100 and the PC-8201A. The list grows daily, so you

are encouraged to look into current issues of the two magazines

listed below, which feature advertisements and reviews of new prod-

ucts.

Computer Suppliers

NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.),

Inc.

Personal Computer Division

1400 Estes Avenue

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Radio Shack

300 One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

Third-Party Software (Model

100)

American Micro Products, Inc.

705 N. Bowser

Richardson, TX 75081

Access Telecommunications Corp.

60 Shore Drive

Burr Ridge, IL 60521

Computer Solutions Company

2611 Windsor Forest Drive

Louisville, KY 40272

Menlo Systems

3790 El Camino Real, Suite 221

Palo Alto, CA 94306

Micro Computer Services

1637 North Jantzen

Portland, OR 97217

Portable Computer Support Group

11035 Harry Hines Blvd.

No. 207

Dallas, TX 75229

SilverWare

P.O. Box 21101

Santa Barbara, CA 93121

Skyline Marketing Corp.

4510 W. Irving Park Rd.

Chicago, IL 60641

215
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Third-Party Hardware

—Bar-Code Reader

BT Enterprises

10B Carlough Road
Bohemia, NY 11716

—Mass Storage

Holmes Engineering, Inc.

5175 Green Pine Drive

Salt Lake City, UT 84123

—Radioteletype

Advanced Electronic

Applications, Inc.

P.O. Box C-2160

Lynnwood, WA 98036

—RAM Chips

Holmes Engineering, Inc.

(see Mass Storage)

Iota Systems

1690 Day Valley Road
Aptos, CA 95003

— Video Interface

Andraesen’s Electronics R&D
1548 Monterey St.

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

On-Line Databases

BRS/After Dark
1200 RT. 7

Latham, NY 12110

CompuServe Information Service

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

P.O. Box 20212

Columbus, OH 43220

Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service

P.O. Box 300

Princeton, NJ 08540

Knowledge Index/Dialog

3460 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304

NewsNet

945 Haverford Road
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010

The Source

1616 Anderson Road
McLean, VA 22102

Publications

PCM—The Portable Computing
Magazine

P.O. Box 209

Prospect, KY 40059

Portable 100

67 Elm Street

Camden, ME 04843
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modem, 70, 71, 170

printer, 23

CALL command, 46

Carriage return (CR), 123

Cassette load, 90

Cassette recorders, 23, 64-66
care of, 145

loading programs into, 90-93,

144-45

running programs from, 91-93

Centronics-compatible parallel

interface, 66

CHARACTER DEFINER, 44

Character set, 33-34
Characters, reserved, 85-86
CLOAD command, 90, 92, 93

CLS (clear screen) command, 94-

95

CMOS integrated circuits, 20, 21,

54

CODE key, 30

CompuServe Information Service,

41,97-98, 145, 161-62, 172,

177, 178, 179, 181, 186, 216

Computer programs

downloading, 97-100
merging, 195-96

typing, 93-97

uploading, 183-84

see also specific program

Computerized typesetting, 163

COPY command, 130-31, 132

CP/M operating system, 24, 142

217
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CR (carriage return), 123

CTRL key, 128, 129-30

Cursor keys, 31-32, 127

CUT command, 130—31, 132

Data set, 71

Data terminal, 71

Date, changing, 103, 104-5

Day, changing, 103-4

Desktop computers, 25-26

features of, 22-23

and Model 100, 71-74

transferring word processing to,

142-43

Dialog, 161

Direct statement in file (DS error),

118-20

Disk drive, 39, 75-76

Disk/Video Interface (DVI), 75-

76, 77

Display, 22

Display screen, 57-59

.DO file, 83

Documentation, 47-48

Dot-matrix printers, 67, 133

Dow Jones News/Retrieval, 41,

161, 186,216
Downloading files, 83, 184-86

Downloading programs, 97-100

DS error, 118-20

Dual-in-line package (DIP) switch,

68

ECHO, 186-87

EDIT command, 46, 97, 110

Editing BASIC programs, 46, 190

EF error, 120

Electronic mail, 185

ENTRY.BA program, 148-49,

182-83

Envelopes, printing, 141

Erasing files, 101-2

Error statements, 1 14-20

Escape codes, 133

ESCAPE (ESC) key, 133

Event trapping, 45

EXEC command, 46

Execution speed, 47

Extension, 82—84

FF error, 117-18

FILE key, 108

File not found (FF error), 117-18

Filenames, 82, 84-85, 189-90

Files, 81-82

downloading, 83, 184-86

erasing, 101-2

renaming, 102-3

uploading, 183-84

FILES command, 101, 102, 103

FIND command, 127, 150-52, 158-

159

FIND/CALL command, 174

Floppy disk, 75

Full duplex, 187

Function keys, 30-31, 45

changing, 107-11

Gates, Bill, 13

GRPH key, 30, 33, 138-39

Half duplex, 187

Handshaking, 172, 174

Hard copy, 132

Hardware
built-in, 38-41

sources, 215, 216

Hewlett-Packard HP-75, 22

Input past end of file (EF error),

120

INS key, 31, 46

Integrated circuit chips, 39, 41

Interfaces, 63, 66

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO, 44

IPL command, 113-14, 190

K (kilobyte), 36

Keyboard, 22, 28-32

KEY command, 109

KEYLIST command, 108, 109

Keywords, 190, 210-14. See also

specific keyword

KILL command, 101-2, 116, 190



Kilobyte (K), 36

Kyoto Ceramics of Japan, 20

LABEL key, 31, 107

Labels, printing, 141

LCD (liquid crystal display), 28,

53, 57-59

LCD screen, 32-33, 58-59

Letter-quality printers, 67, 133

LF (linefeed), 123

LINE command, 46

Line printer, 100

Line status, 167-68

LINEAR FORECASTER, 44

Liquid crystal display (LCD), 28,

32-33, 53, 57-59

LIST command, 96, 100, 110

LIST key, 31, 108

LLIST command, 100

LOAD command, 99, 190

LOAD key, 108

LOAN EVALUATOR, 44

Logical line, 95

Machine language program, 83-84

Mailing labels, 141

Main Menu, 43, 59-60, 103, 189

Mass-storage devices, 39, 75-76,

216

MAXFILES command, 116-17

MBASIC, 88-89

MCI, 160-61, 169

Memory
chips, 20-21

conserving, 194

management, 100-103

nonvolatile, 21, 94

See also RAM; ROM
Memory banks, 36-38

MEMORY CALCULATOR, 44

Menu directory, 91, 93

conserving space on, 194-201

MENU key, 108

MENU.BA program, 195-201

MERGE command, 196

Microfloppy disk drives, 76

Microsoft BASIC, 88—89

Microsoft Corporation, 13, 45, 88

Index 219

Modems, 23, 68-71, 166

built-in, 38, 39, 41

cable, 70, 71, 170

outboard, 71, 173-74

MS-BASIC, 88-89

MS-DOS operating system, 24, 73,

142

MUSIC PROGRAM, 44

NEC 3550 Spinwriter, 133

NEC PC-8201A, 20

BASIC dialect of, 44-46

BASIC keywords of, 190, 210-

214

battery system in, 35-36

changing date and time in, 190

character set of, 33-34

compared with Radio Shack

TRS-80 Model 100, 27-49,

189-91, 210-14

conserving memory and menu
space in, 194-201

converting programs for, 206-9

documentation for, 47-48

editing BASIC programs on, 190

filenames for, 189-90

hardware built in to, 38-41

IPL command in, 190—91

keyboard of, 28—32

LCD screen on, 28, 32-33

loading files into, 190

Main Menu of, 189

printing from, 189, 191

RAM (random access memory)
in, 36-38

security program for, 191

size and shape of, 28

software built in to, 41-44

speed of operation of, 47

and telecommunications, 189, 191

Nicads, 53, 54, 56

NM error, 118

Nonvolatile memory, 21, 94

NOTE.DO file, 153-59

Novations’s J-Cat, 41

Null modem, 72

Null string, 132

Num key, 30
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OM error, 115-16
On-line data bases, 41, 97-98, 145,

161-62, 172, 177, 178, 179,

181, 186,216
Operating systems, 24, 73, 142

Out of memory (OM error), 1 15—

116

Outboard modem, 71, 173-74

Parallel printers, 66-67
Parity, 167

PASS.BA program, 203-5
Paste Buffer, 131, 132

PASTE command, 131

PASTE key, 31

PC-DOS operating system, 73

Peripherals, 22-23, 63

Plotter, 23

Power, to the computer, 35-36, 53-
57

POWER command, 113

PRINT command, 102, 32-34
PRINT key, 31, 32-34
PRINT.BA program, 135-41
Printers, 23, 66-68, 100, 189

Printing, 132-34, 191

formats, 135-41

suspending, 100

Programs, computer. See Computer
programs

PROTECT switch, 38

Publications, 216
Publishing industry, 163

Pulse rate, 168-69

Radio communications, 163-64
Radio Shack AC adaptor, 55-56,

57

Radio Shack CCR-81 cassette

recorder, 64-65
Radio Shack Model 100 Special

Interest Group (SIG)

Database, 97-98, 162

RAM (random access memory), 20-

21, 36-38, 46, 60-61, 216
Random access memory. See RAM
Read only memory (ROM) chips,

38, 41-43, 47, 88

Realistic Minisette-9 cassette

recorder, 65-66
Renaming files, 102-3

RENUM command, 46

Reserved characters, 85-86
Resetting computers, 61-62
ROM (read only memory) chips,

38, 41-43, 47, 88
RS-232 port, 39, 43, 70, 71, 142,

166, 174

RUN key, 108

SAVE key, 108

SCHEDL program, 59, 81, 85, 153—

159

SCHEDULE KEEPER, 44
Screen dump, 67-68
Scrolling feature, 127-30
Security program, 202-5
SELECT command, 125-26, 130-31

Serial printers, 66-67
SIO connectors, 39

Size, 28

SIZE.BA, 125

SN error, 114-15

SNAKE GAME, 44

Software

built-in, 23-24, 41-44
integration, 23-25

sources, 215, 216
SOUND ON/OFF command, 111-

113

Source, The, 97, 161, 162, 177,

216

Sprint, 160-61, 169

Stop bit, 167

STOP key, 31

Storage devices, 54, 75-76, 144-45
Stringy floppy, 75

Syntax (SN error), 114-15

TANK GAME, 44

TELCOM program, 59, 68, 69, 97,

99, 160-87

and ADDRSS program, 43, 146—

147

connecting phone to, 170-75

downloading files with, 184-86
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log-on sequence through, 176-83

originate/answer modes in, 175—

176

outboard modems with, 173-74

problems with, 186-87

setting parameters in, 164-70

uploading files with, 183-84

Telecommunications, 24, 39, 41,

48, 68-71

European, 173

see also TELCOM program

Telephones, 68-71

Teleram bubble memory portable

computer, 22

Terminal identifier, 178

TERMINAL MODE
SELECTOR, 44

Texas Instruments CC-40, 22

Text editing program, 23-24, 43.

See also TEXT program

TEXT FORMATTER, 44

TEXT program, 59, 81, 83, 117,

121-45

backing up programs with, 124-

127

compared with word processing,

121-22

editing with, 46, 96, 97

format printing with, 135-41

and memory space, 123

naming files with, 122

printing from, 132-41

printing envelopes and labels

from, 141

scrolling in, 126-30

SELECT, CUT, COPY, and

PASTE functions, 125—27,

130-32
storing programs on cassette

from, 144-45

and transferring files to word-

processing program on desktop

computer, 142-43

Time, changing, 103, 105-7

TM error, 118

Tymnet, 178, 179

Type mismatch (TM error), 118

Typesetting, computerized, 163

Typing programs, 93-97

Uploading files, 183-84

VARPTR command, 46

Video display, 77

adaptor, 39

interface, 75, 216

Wafter tape, 75

Wand, 74

Word length, 166-67

Word-processing programs, 121—

122, 142-43

WordStar program, 121, 128-29

Write protection, 38

Writers, 38, 41, 49, 121

XON/XOFF, 167, 168
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